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Preface 
 

“Before And After” 
 

By 
 

Davidson Yeager 

 
 Student/Singer/Songwriter 

 
Being someone who has benefitted greatly from Gary Gray's mentoring, I'm 
honored to be the writer of this preface.  
 
I don't know about you, but I produce my songs by myself in my tiny home studio. 
I arrange and perform all the tracks. This all started out from wanting to have 
more creative expression. But for now, it's also out of practical necessity.  
 
I'm a singer/songwriter and guitarist by trade. Like yourself, I'm an "indie" 
musician. Like you, I've also been doing my best to adapt to the quickly changing 
landscape in the music business.  
 
That's how I was led to Aaron Davison's excellent site: 
HowToLicenseYourMusic.com.  
 
I purchased some of Aaron's products, and found them to be extremely helpful.  
 
After making a couple of half hearted attempts at licensing my songs, and having 
little success -- I quickly realized that the production quality of my songs was the 
biggest factor holding me back.  
 
 
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
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This led me to the online course that Gary co-authored with Aaron on music  
Production, “How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You 
Money.” On the first day of going through that course, I was blown away by both 
the quality of information and the authenticity with which Gary delivered it.  
 
It really resonated with me. I'd taken several other audio production courses over 
the past several years and learned a few things, but there was something very 
different here. I spontaneously emailed Gary a heartfelt "thank you" for his 
course. I truly felt grateful for having it come into my life.  
 
He emailed me back promptly and thanked me. To my astonishment, he had also  
checked out one of my songs (from my email sig) and provided some encouraging 
feedback on it.  
 
At this time, I was working on mixing a new song I'd just finished recording called 
"Soul." It was one of those songs that was "given" to me in a moment of 
inspiration -- on a “silver platter” so to speak. Other than some lyrics in the verses 
and some other details, it was essentially written (channeled?) in a matter of 5 or 
10 minutes. Some of you reading this have probably had similar experiences, so 
you probably know what I'm talking about.  
 
I had worked for hours and hours on arranging and mixing this song. I thought it 
was pretty good. I knew it didn't stack up with commercial recordings, but I 
thought to myself "this is as good as I can get it. I don't have "brand x" outboard 
gear, or preamps, acoustically treated rooms, teams of engineers, or “deals with 
the devil ;-)" etc. 
 
I emailed Gary a link to the song. He got back to me with an unbelievably detailed 
feedback. I was bowled over by the care and consideration he had put into his  
feedback. Oh, and he also said that it's the kind of song that he wished he had  
written himself!  
 
I followed his suggestions, and went back in and started mixing. I sent him the 
results. Again, Gary took the time to be a mentor for me. This time, he laid out  
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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what he himself would do if he were to mix the song. It was a very detailed list! 
He also pointed out the reality that most people would probably ignore the 
detailed suggestions and most likely not follow through fully. I took the bait…  
 
And I'm glad I did. This went on for several weeks. I would follow Gary's 
suggestions and then email him my work. He would suggest specific tweaks, and I 
would tweak accordingly. Finally I got a version that was pretty close to what Gary 
was guiding me toward.  
 
I decided at that point to hire Gary to apply a final coating of magic with his 
Orchestration and Mastering expertise. I understood that while learning my craft, 
I could increase the odds for a licensing deal on a more immediate basis, and 
learn even more, by hiring a Master Craftsman.  Gary even Mentored me during 
the process of his work on my song, explaining in detail exactly what he was 
doing. The result is amazing. 
 
And apparently I wasn’t the only one who thought so.  I can now say that I am a 
member of the community of Independent Singer/Songwriter Producer/Engineers 
who have landed a major licensing deal!  I am proud to announce that “Soul” has 
been chosen for inclusion in an upcoming Major Motion Picture Sound Track, with 
production to commence in 2013 with the release date slated for 2014! 
 
I've always believed that although theory is certainly helpful, the learning is in the  
doing. And I learned so much through Gary's patient mentorship! I now feel much 
more confident in my abilities to take my songs and produce them to sound like a  
commercial recording.  
 
This is a very empowering feeling for someone who writes the songs and 
performs all the tracks himself. So, if you're in that situation, I would strongly 
recommend you read this book. Not only for the "insider" music production 
techniques, but for the wisdom.  
 
And if you produce other artists, or work within a band setting, reading and 
applying the knowledge in this book could be likened to taking the torch from a 
Master Craftsman.  
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Gary is much more than a teacher. His role is more than of a Mentor. He really 
wants you to succeed! You can feel it from him. In my experience, he was always 
honest and direct with his feedback -- but it was always delivered in a manner 
that empowered and encouraged me.  
 
He helped me with my confidence. That's probably the most important thing of 
all! Because if you've been around this business as long as I have, you've probably 
had your confidence go through the wringer once or twice! Not only has he been 
my Mentor with music production, he's been an awesome role model as a person. 
Dealing with Gary has shown me that there are people in the music business who 
have outstanding character and integrity. He helped me to dig even deeper in 
order to bring even more out of myself as an artist.  
 
Through the transformative power of Gary's mentoring, I am not the same artist I 
was 6 months ago. I believe that this book contains some of that transformative 
power. My sincere thought is that it helps you grow as an artist. I believe it will, if 
you apply the techniques and suggestions yourself for at least 30 days! Hope to 
hear your songs on the air or in theatres or on video games sometime in the near 
future!  
 
If you've read this far, you may be interested in hearing the "before" and "after"  
versions of my song "Soul."  
 
Before: https://soundcloud.com/sculptorofsound/soul-before-version-copyright 
 
After: https://soundcloud.com/sculptorofsound/soul-after-version-copyright 

 
Please feel free to contact me with any feedback!  And if you or anyone you know 
needs guitar lessons, I am happy to offer a special “30 Years In 30 Days” discount. 
Visit my website at:  
 
 http://www.free-guitar-lessons-online.com 
 

 - Davidson Yeager 
  December 2012 

https://soundcloud.com/sculptorofsound/soul-before-version-copyright
https://soundcloud.com/sculptorofsound/soul-after-version-copyright
http://www.free-guitar-lessons-online.com/
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Forward 
 

“Empowering The Independent Musician” 
 

By 
 

Aaron Davison 

 
 Founder and President of 

 

 HowToLicenseYourMusic.com 
 
 
 
 

HowToLicenseYourMusic.com  and LearnAudioEngineering.net recently teamed 
up to bring you, the Indie Musician/Singer/Songwriter, Producer/Engineer a well-
rounded Education and Mentorship on Music production through a special 
collaboration which resulted in the course, "How to Produce Music That Will Get 
Licensed And Make You Money."  The testimonials which continue to pour in from 
students of this course from each corner of the globe, point to the patient, 
experienced and passionate hand of the Founder of LearnAudioEngineering.net, 
Gary Gray.   
 
Gary, besides his deep knowledge and practical skills in Music Production and 
Audio Engineering (visit: SculptorOfSound.com  which speaks volumes as to his 
production abilities and networking skills in the Entertainment Industry) believes 
strongly in the COMMUNITY that is the Music Industry.   I am humbled by his 
acknowledgement to me that my own Passion 
project: HowToLicenseYourMusic.com helped Gary achieve his goals of landing a  
 

http://howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
http://learnaudioengineering.ne/
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://learnaudioengineering.net/
http://www.sculptorofsound.com/
http://howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
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Major Motion Picture Sound Track job and his dream to work with Quincy 
Jones.  All this within the last 12 months.   

 
It was both fulfilling and refreshing, while consulting Gary on his career; as part of 
my 90 Day Challenge, that we both discovered a common bond in our desire to  
 
help others and to share important information, experience and wisdom directly 
with Independent Musicians like you the world over, in order to help your career 
and your life as a Musician -- which we consider the most important profession on 
the planet. The book which you are about to read, “30 Years In 30 Days, Discover 
30 Years Of Music Production And Audio Engineering Secrets In Just 30 Days!” 
is the result of another collaboration between myself and Gary; an idea I came up 
with called the "November Workshop," where I asked Gary to write one blog a 
day for the month of November.  As we proceeded through the month, and as I 
read the blogs, I suggested to Gary that he put these together as a book, which he 
has done and which you now hold in your hand (or on your Tablet, Computer, 
Smart Phone or App).   
 
This book, entitled, "30 Years In 30 Days, Discover 30 Years of Music Production 
and Audio Engineering Secrets In Just 30 Days!" chronicles the fascinating path of 
Gary's Mentors and the lessons he learned from them, summarizing a 30 Year 
Career with some of the top names in the Industry.  The amount of usable 
information in just the first three chapters alone -- will immediately help you 
achieve your dreams of getting your music production up to industry standards so 
it can be licensed.  It is with both pride and humility that I endorse both Gary and 
this book and I look forward to many more years of partnering up with Gary for 
ongoing projects to help the International Community of Independent 
Musicians.  We at HowToLicenseYourMusic.com welcome you with open arms to 
a place on the Internet that you can call "home."  And as part of our family, we 
thank Gary for all his contributions and hard work.  Study this book well.  To the 
degree you apply it - you will be successful. Good luck! –  
 

- Aaron Davison  
    December 2012 

 
 

http://howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
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30 Years In 30 Days! 
 

Discover 30 Years Of Music Production And Audio Engineering 

Secrets  
 

In Just 30 Days! 
 

By Gary Gray 
Protégé of Quincy Jones 

 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 1 
 

Day 1 
 November 1st, 2012 

Los Angeles, California 
 
 

Three Words: 
“Don’t Give Up” 

             
- Aaron Davison 
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Welcome 

 
to Chapter 1, Day 1.  Music Production, Audio Engineering and Music Licensing 
are fiercely competitive markets.  This book has been written to help you rise 
above that competition and to succeed. The first Secret I will share with you right 
here and right now is this: The more you get yourself educated and the better you 
apply your craft, the LESS competition there is.   
 
Here’s how this book is designed:  If you read one Chapter per day; in 30 days you 
will finish the entire book.  At that point, you will know more than 75% of your 
competition.  Though the book stands on it’s own, there is another way you can 
use this book to further your career even more:  You can use this book as a guide, 
along with the website  
 
HowToLicenseYourMusic.com  
 
and the course  
 
“How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You Money,”  
 
(found on HowToLicenseYourMusic.com – this course is an extremely extensive, 
yet inexpensive course, including a 6 part Video Tutorial Series) and if you apply 
the knowledge you learn, you will then be 85% more likely to produce 
professional masterpiece recordings -- and be 85% more likely to close licensing 
deals with your music.  
 
These are percentages I calculated by comparing my “before” statistics to my 
“after” statistics – before and after becoming a member of 
HowToLicenseYourMusic.com (free) and actually 100% applying what Aaron 
Davison teaches.  Add to that everything you are about to read in this book and 
you have a powerful recipe for your success. I want to point out that if I can do it 
– you definitely can: I never spent one day on any course or in any school or 
academy learning Audio Production and Engineering.  I did receive an education 
in Music Theory, but all of my knowledge in the studio I gained in the Studio itself. 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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I realized something -- a good teacher can teach well, but a great teacher puts his 
money where his mouth is – applying everything he teaches; practicing everything 
he preaches.  While writing this book, I found myself at first, doing what authors 
normally do; writing down what they know.  However, while reading what I had 
written down during the editing process, I had an epiphany!   

 

I realized that even with all the knowledge I had gained and the secrets I had 
learned in the last 30 years in the Music Industry, I wasn’t actually applying 
everything I “knew.”   
 
I could teach all the knowledge, but I couldn’t necessarily reach all the knowledge.  
 
There’s a BIG difference.  There’s a big GAP.   
 
I, myself, had gaps in my application. With Aaron Davison’s help I was able to 
close those gaps and really get down to business.  
 
In fact, part of my epiphany was this: not only did I experience that gap, but I saw 
that same Gap in many others. They were “trying” to make it in the field of Music 
Production, Audio Engineering and Music Licensing, but they were not really 
getting anything exciting done.  I saw this happening so much, that I coined a new 
word:  “Gapplication.”  Definition of “Gapplication:” The Gap between “knowing 
about” something and “really knowing and applying” something. The Student can 
tell you all about it, can sell you all about it -- but the bell don’t fully ring out loud 
all about it.  Lot’s of talk.  Limited walk.  
 
This is why I describe the Music Production, Audio Engineering and Music 
Licensing Industry as one big pyramid, with each block of the Pyramid made up of 
people involved in all three elements; Music Production, Audio Engineering and 
Music Licensing. The bottom of the pyramid comprises the vast majority of 
participants.  Interesting that the vast majority of participants are at the bottom, 
but this is a brutal look at life. (See Chapter 24 for more on this subject).  
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What I find is that the vast majority of people at the bottom of the pyramid are 
suffering from a heavy dose of Gapplication: The Gap between knowing about 
these subjects and really knowing and applying these subjects. Those few that 
made it to the top all crossed the bridge of gaining true knowledge, conquering 
and closing that Gap prior to “making it.”  
 
Another reason I was able to close that deadly Gap for myself, was that I recently 
reviewed some incredible life lessons I learned from one of my greatest Mentors; 
Grammy Award winner and world renowned composer and pianist Chick Corea.  I 
first recorded at his studio, “The Mad Hatter” in Hollywood back in the ‘90’s.  
Chick introduced me to two books:  “The Basic Study Manual” and “The ART 
Book,” both by L. Ron Hubbard.  
 
Applying these two books to Music Production, Audio Engineering and Music 
Licensing made a huge difference to me in making it to the top of that “Pyramid.”   
 
So let me start Day 1 with an incredible true story, an example of the miraculous 
results obtained when Gapplication becomes Application.  This milestone in my 
career occurred, ironically enough, the night before I started the initial 
“November Workshop” from which this book is derived.   
 
Earlier that week, just prior to “Day 1” of the November Workshop,  I received a 
call from Adam Fell, Vice President of Quincy Jones Productions.  Leading up to 
that call is a fascinating story that I still pinch myself over.  I met Quincy in person 
10 Months previous at a gig in Bel Air, California; a gig that I had booked for a 
client -- at the home of Multi-Millionaire Peter Goober. When I discovered that 
Quincy was in attendance at that gig, I made a point of asking the host to 
introduce me to Quincy.  
 
Ok, before I continue this story, you might be thinking that this story has nothing 
to do with you or your career -- because maybe you don’t live in Los Angeles, you 
may not even live in California, you may not even live anywhere near any of the 
top Musical Capitals of the industry; such as Hollywood, Nashville, Atlanta, New 
York, London, etc.  
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You might live (like I did) in a small suburb, nowhere near a “music capital.”  
 
So how can this story about Bel Air California, in the hotbed of the Music  
Industry help you? And what does this have to do with Music Production, Audio 
Engineering and Music Licensing?  
 
Answer:  
 
The most successful Songwriters, Composers, Producers and Engineers in the 
Music Licensing world that I have had the privilege to know and work with, 
including Quincy Jones, share five common denominators.  (See the list below).  I 
encourage you to use the items on this list as a checklist against which you can 
(and should) honestly assess yourself, your approach to your career and your 
actions:  
 

5 Common Denominators Of Successful 
Songwriters, Composers, Producers And Engineers 

In The Music Licensing World 
 
1. Regardless of their experience and knowledge of Music Theory, Music  
Production, IT Savviness, Musicianship, Working With Bands, Studio  
Recording, Arranging, Mixing, Mastering and Licensing, they all share this:   
A humble yet voracious Appetite for Knowledge. They are willing to say “I Don’t 
Know What I’m Doing,  Can You Help Me With This?” They are then willing to 
listen without asserting their own self-worth or ego -- and they often take notes. 
They are then willing to take what they are shown and go home to their own 
studios and put the time in to EXPERIMENT ON THEIR OWN. One key thing you 
will learn on the course “How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And Make 
You Money” is this: There is a Science to Music Production and there is an ART to 
Music Production.   They walk the walk of Application, rather than talk the talk of 
Gapplication! 
 
One of the greatest teachers of Music who ever lived, Nadia Boulanger, (teacher 
of some of the greatest composers of the last 100 years – including Quincy Jones) 
used an approach to the Science and the Art of Music that clearly divided these 
two elements, herself sticking to the Science and the Craft as a teacher, 
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 and leaving the Creative aspects up to the student. Here is an excerpt from 
Wikipedea about Nadia, also known as Madame Boulanger:  “She always claimed 
that she could not bestow creativity onto her students and that she could only 
help them to become intelligent musicians who understood the craft of 
composition. "I can't provide anyone with inventiveness, nor can I take it away; I 
can simply provide the liberty to read, to listen, to see, to understand." Only 
inspiration could make the difference between a well-made piece and an artistic 
one. She believed that the desire to learn, to become better, was all that was 
required to achieve – always provided the right amount of work was put in. She 
would quote the examples of Rameau (who wrote his first opera at fifty), 
Wojtowicz (who became a concert pianist at thirty-one), and Roussel (who had no 
professional access to music till he was twenty-five), as counter-arguments to the 
idea that great artists always develop out of gifted children.”  
 
Another aspect of teaching the Science and the Art of Music Production is 
something I learned while teaching graduates of Audio Engineering Universities 
and Schools.  I graduates felt that their creativity had been squashed to a greater 
or lesser degree.   
 
My approach is to absolutely teach the Science, yes!  But when it comes to the Art 
or the Aesthetics of Music Production, NO!  The More I focus on teaching the 
Science and the less I try to teach the Aesthetics of Music Production, the better 
results I get with my students.  Here is one of my favorite quotes that drives this 
point home crystal clear: “One of the things they do is they try to teach him in the 
University. You can’t teach the guy aesthetics. . . He has to come clear down 
here. . . with somebody who is going to teach him about something which is way 
up here! Can’t do it. An artist is an artist.”  - L. Ron Hubbard. 
 
So, I can and will teach you techniques and secrets and tips and processes  
and how-to’s and how-not-to’s, etc. But it is your responsibility to take these  
Scientific gems of knowledge and APPLY THEM! TURN THEM INTO ART; YOUR 
ART.  
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And the only way to do this is to put yourself in the driver’s seat in your own  
studio and EXPERIMENT – FOR HOURS, not minutes. If you think there is a  
short-cut – There isn’t. My best students from around the world adjust their  
lives so that they constantly keep this point in as a priority. HOURS OF 
EXPERIMENTING – HOURS OF DOING.  It’s that important if you want to be 
successful.  
 
Don’t ever become discouraged.  I sit here with a thriving business called 
LearnAudioEngineering.net.  I Produce and Engineer and Orchestrate for clients 
all over the world, many of whom are extremely successful in the Music Industry,  
and I NEVER spent ONE minute in a school or university for Audio Engineering.  I 
learned by observing others, getting mentored whenever and wherever I could, 
and by DOING IT MYSELF – EXPERIMENTING ON MY OWN FOR HUNDREDS OF 
HOURS.   
 
So, believe me, you can do it! 
 
2. They consistently listen to LIVE music. (Warning: Never subject yourself  
to prolonged direct listening of any sound source louder than 85dB – this will 
cause your hearing to deteriorate and is counter-productive to being a great  
producer/engineer. I suggest, if you’re going out to a live venue with extra  
loud sound exposure,  to use ear plugs that conform to the shape of your ear  
(putty-like ear plugs). These protect your ear and allow you to hear a well- 
balanced mix – in fact, you will gain more from listening with these types of ear- 
plugs than if you listened without ear plugs. Listening to LIVE music keeps  
the REALITY of what you are doing at the forefront of your mind. It allows you  
to mix with more confidence and accuracy than if you just hole yourself up in  
your home studio and never get out and experience music. This point cannot  
be underestimated. In fact, if you can, do as much LIVE MUSIC MIXING as  
possible. Even if it’s your friend playing solo guitar and vocal at the  
neighborhood café – get out and MIX LIVE SOUND whenever possible. The  
BEST studio producer/engineers I have met have experience mixing live  
sound, and continue to do so whenever they can.  Besides increasing the quality 
of your mixes, you will find yourself completing your projects much faster.  
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3. They understand that becoming a great Producer/Engineer and making it in the 
field of Music Licensing requires interacting with other humans. Network. Meet 
other producers. Meet other engineers. Talk with them. Visit their home studios. 
Let them visit yours. I have a motto: “I’m Either Networking Or Notworking.” 
Interact!  
 
4. They compare their productions with commercial productions that they  
admire and respect. There is a very definite Science of how to accurately  
compare your music to commercial recordings (which is called “A/B’ing”)  
which is covered in more detail throughout this book as well as in the course 
“How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You Money.” Learn 
what “Checkerboard A/B’ing” is and apply it.  
 
5. They rid their environment of distracting and negative situations, people  
and surroundings. This is extremely important to your success. You are  
dealing with an invisible subjective art form open to criticism and opinion from  
every nook and cranny in your life. Everyone you play your tracks for all of a  
sudden becomes an “expert” and an “authority” when you ask for feedback.   
 
If they are a positive person, you get positive, constructive feedback. But  
watch out – you can slow down your career and even stop it cold if you  
surround yourself with negative, destructive individuals who use the  
opportunity to “give you their feedback” by artfully slicing and dicing your  
enthusiasm and energy, sometimes without you realizing what is happening.  
They can pretend to be your “friend” and say they are only being “honest.”  
 
When it comes to your success, the hell with those kinds of individuals! Get  
them away from you. The further the better.  
 
Once the negatives are gone, then focus on getting rid of distractions.  All great 
producer/engineers are extremely focused and work on one thing at a time; 
“multi-tasking” is a bad word. 
 
 ----------  
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So, back to our story, keeping in mind the 5 steps above: 
 
When I found out that Quincy was in attendance at this gig, I made a point of 
asking the host of the event if she could introduce me to him. I learned, per #3 
above, that Networking is everything. How was I able to effectively network with 
Quincy Jones? I trained myself to Network consistently, starting out in my small 
dinky hometown where music industry contacts didn’t even exist! OR SO I  
THOUGHT!! 
 
 When I DID start networking -- guess what?? One contact led to  
another, which led to another, which eventually led to me moving to two Music  
Capitals (NY and LA) and the networking became easier and easier and easier,  
because I forced myself to do it, which ultimately culminated in meeting a host  
of icons and legends in the Music Industry.  
 
Once Quincy and I met, we found common ground in our backgrounds and in our 
philosophies of life and music.  All of a sudden, I was receiving phone calls from 
Quincy about once every two weeks, and we ended up talking for hours about 
projects that we both had dreams of completing.  
 
I developed a 10 month personal relationship with Quincy which, ironically, led to 
Quincy asking me to join him in his home studio the night before my first 
submission for this book (See Photos).  
 
After spending four hours telling stories, getting to know each other  
better, coordinating on projects and planning the months ahead, Quincy asked  
me what my priority projects are at this time.  
 
I told him about Aaron and HowToLicenseYourMusic.com and my own business:  
LearnAudioEngineering.net. I asked Quincy what I should impart to  
Producers and Engineers around the world who share the dream to achieve  
success by getting their music licensed. And here’s what he told me:  
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“Technology in the entertainment industry is constantly improving  
logarithmically. In fact, you can go onto YouTube and look up a guy, a good  
friend of mine, and listen to what he has to say about technology and the arts  
– his name is Ray Kurzweil. Ray was sitting right where you are a few  
months ago and he told me that in 30 years, we will not be able to distinguish  
between human thought and the “thoughts” of a computer. I agree with him.  
However, and this really has become the foundation of our friendship, Gary --  
the fact that you and I agree on one thing – as fast as Technology is growing  
--- discipline, ethics and morals are declining. And this gap, this widening  
gap, must be embraced and reversed by musicians around the world. It’s not  
all about the sounds, it’s not all about techniques, it’s not all about plug-ins, it’s  
not all about tricks and secrets and the latest D.A.W. or trend.  
 
“It’s about rebuilding the Music Industry from the bottom up – with integrity,  
with hard work, with care for our youth – who in some ways have lost the  
guidance of their elders in knowing even the difference between right and  
wrong. The “free culture” who steal music and videos and programs and  
content – I  think someone has let them know, straight between the eyes,  
that they are stealing from men and women who are working hard to put food  
on their family’s table, just like any other industry. But since it’s the Music  
Industry and it can be stolen easily, I guess they think it’s ok. It’s NOT OK! And it is 
NOT technology that will solve it, it is Integrity, Patient Mentoring and Care not 
only for our youth, but for anyone involved in the industry.  
 
“You tell those producers and engineers to attack their art – their ART – with  
discipline, with work-ethic, with meticulous care, with pride. And when they  
do, they will create masterpieces, and THEN they will become as passionate  
as we are about protecting that work and seeing to it that the gap between  
declining morals and high-tech breakthroughs is closed. The gap is too wide.  
 
“Don’t ever think that producing music in the confines of your home studio  
makes you separate from the world culture. In fact, you are dealing with the  
most powerful International Healing Element ever created – Music. Once you  
decide to get your music out there – you are a part of that community, like it or  
not. And if you don’t consider that a responsibility, you’ve got to ask yourself  
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why you decided to do it in the first place.  
 
“We have an industry to rebuild.  We need to put “industry” back into the Music 
Industry.  I have hope that it is being done. But we’ve got a lot of work to do, and 
let’s start looking each other in the eye and helping each other and get our heads 
out of the computer screen once in a while. 
 
“If you’re doing this for money, you know what they say, don’t you? The  
money’s gonna run away. Do it for the love. Do it for the pride of your work.  
Do it to bring the culture up and to contribute. And THEN the money will  
follow you like a magnet.”  
 
Visit SculptorOfSound.com for photos of my latest visit with Quincy.  
 
And as I left Quincy’s house, he gave me a hard-bound book called, “The  
Complete Quincy Jones – My Journey And Passions” and a velvet bound collection 
of all of his recorded works. He signed the inside of his book before I left. While 
waiting for my car to be brought to me, in the massive turn-around drive-way, 
replete with a forest of gardens and a huge fountain,  I read what he wrote and 
knew that those three words that Aaron Davison kept repeating to me, “Don’t 
Give Up,” helped me, in no small way, get to this point.  
 
Quincy wrote:  
 
"To My New Brother Gary - I loved hangin' and dreaming together -  
Let's stay in touch - you are a very special dude - Love & Props - Quincy  
Jones"  
 
They say that timing is everything. Well, it just so happened that on the eve of 
submitting this, my first Chapter for the book you are now reading, I was given 
the opportunity to pass on this incredible wisdom from a legend of our industry 
straight to you.  
 
Take this first Chapter to heart, and I truly believe that you will experience  
Success, both spiritual and financial -- in the Music Licensing world! 

http://www.sculptorofsound.com/
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Ok, 

 
 here we are – Chapter 2, Day 2.  Now that you read Chapter 1, it’s time to get 
right into Music Production and Audio Engineering as it relates to Music Licensing.   
 
There are times when I have extremely demanding deadlines and have to get  
music mixed and mastered for licensing -- right now right now. In these cases, I  
have found 4 fast steps to mixing that have given me a 99% success rate in  
getting tracks accepted. NOTE: This percentage is based on the assumption that 
the Rhythmic aspects of your mix are solid and tight with a good groove.  (See 
Chapter 29 for more details on this subject) 
 
 1. High Pass Filter  
 
Every mix has an “invisible” accumulation of low end frequencies that cause  
the final mix and master to sound “muddy” -- EVEN ON HIGH FREQUENCY  
INSTRUMENT TRACKS. In other words, let’s say you have a hi-hat track  
(whether played by a live drummer or with a synth or virtual instrument). Most  
producers like to mix their hi-hat tracks with a nice strong crispy high end up  
around 5kHz to 8kHz or even higher depending on preference.  
 
You wouldn’t think that you would need to CUT the low end of that track in  
order to increase the quality of your overall mix. In fact, even when you DO  
cut the lower frequencies (let’s say from 100Hz down to 20Hz) it’s hard to  
hear any big difference on that hi-hat track. Cutting those low frequencies is  
what a “High Pass Filter” does – it allows the High Frequencies to Pass and  
Cuts the Low Frequencies; thus the name High Pass Filter.  
 
However – and here is one key Secret to great mixing – if you DON’T take all  
(or most) of your tracks in your mix and cut those low frequencies, a muddy  
sort of amateurish dull sounding mix results.  
 
Cut those low frequencies across the boards, and listen to the punch and the 
brilliance and clarity of your mix. It’s pretty amazing. 
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 And this is something you can do to your mixes IMMEDIATELY!  And your 
Mastering Engineer (which might even be YOU!) will love you for it.  
 
For details on how to mix the Bass and Kick track, refer to “How To Produce  
Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You Money.”  
 
2. The Monster At 200Hz  
 
The next thing I do if I’m under a stressful time crunch deadline is I listen to  
my mix as a whole, and while doing so, I go through key instrumental and  
vocal tracks and, one at a time, (again, while listening to the ENTIRE mix), I  
adjust the EQ at around 200Hz – and usually end up cutting that frequency a  
bit (or more) on some of the key tracks on that song. 200Hz is another culprit 
frequency that can cause a muddy amateurish sounding mix when it is too 
prevalent in a mix. Adjust your EQ so that the width of the EQ band is somewhat 
narrow – not too wide – and adjust away. One secret here is that once you’ve got 
your mouse on the EQ adjustment, close your eyes and LISTEN (Don’t watch your  
screen – your eyes can fool your ears) and start adjusting (I start lowering  
first) that 200Hz frequency band with your eyes closed until the track sounds 
more Pro and less muddy.  
 
3. Quality Is Great When You Duplicate  
 
Once I’ve done the above two steps I will immediately go to the Vocal track,  
the Bass Track, The Kick Track, The Snare Track and The Hi-Hat Track and I  
will duplicate each one. You may have to lower the Master Fader a bit (for an in-
depth look at blowing the lid off the Myth about the Master Fader – read 
This Blog I wrote for HowToLicenseYourMusic.com) in order to allow headroom 
for your mix when you duplicate these tracks. You may also have to lower the 
volume on each track that you are duplicating (both the original track and the 
duplicated track) in order to create enough headroom without distortion.  
 
 
 
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/blog/music-production-q-a-with-gary-gray-part-1
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4. Excellent Vocal Tracks  
 
If I have extra time, I will route both of the vocal tracks (original and duplicate)  
to a group or aux track and set up an EQ, compressor, reverb and delay – in this 
case the order of plug-ins doesn’t matter, because I’m setting up the plug-ins in 
parallel – on a send/return routing rather than an insert – where the order of the 
plug-ins in the chain matter. If I have even more time I will do this:  
 
a) Take the two vocal tracks (original and duplicated track) and duplicate them  
again so I now have four vocal tracks. I will keep tracks 1 and 2 of the vocals  
as they are. I will then take the newly duplicated tracks 3 and 4 and send  
them to a SEPARATE group or aux track and on that track I will place an  
Auto-Tune Plug-In.  
 
For clarity’s sake, let’s call Tracks 1 and 2 – Group A.  Let’s call Tracks 3 and 4 – 
Group B.  I will take Group A and Group B and route them both to a MASTER 
VOCAL TRACK (an Aux or Group Channel – depending on your D.A.W. – On Pro-
Tools you can use an Aux track, on Cubase you can use a Group Channel, etc).  
AND NOW the Secret: I will listen to each phrase of the vocals – starting with the 
opening phrase of the melody – I will listen to Group A (the track WITHOUT Auto-
Tune) and then compare that phrase of the melody with Group B (the track with 
Auto-Tune) and see which sounds better. I will then highlight and cut all four 
tracks with a scissors tool just before and after that phrase and MUTE THE 
TRACKS (Either Group A or Group B) that I don’t want -- and allow the Group I DO 
want – to play in the mix. If you go through an entire song like this, phrase by 
phrase, what you end up with is a great vocal track. Certain phrases of the vocal 
arrangement will have no Auto-Tune on them, and certain phrases WILL have 
Auto-Tune on them. That way, you get the best of both worlds – you get vocals 
that are in tune. If the Auto-Tune creates unwanted effects, you can go with the 
natural sounding take.  
 
If neither sound good, then (if possible) have those phrases re-recorded – or if  
you’re advanced enough – you can go in with certain plug-ins and manually fix  
the tuning on those certain notes.  
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So, here’s your homework when you’re ready – take one of your mixes and try  
out all four steps above – you will instantly hear your mixes moving closer  
towards commercial pro-sounding masterpiece recordings!  
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One 

 
 of the biggest questions I get asked regarding how to Mix a track for  
licensing is: In what order should I mix my tracks? This question comes in  
many forms; such as -- What do I do first? Is there a specific strategy for  
mixing tracks? Do you mix in the same order every time? Etc., etc.  
 
There are several answers to this question. They all start with a few  
questions back to the producer/engineer –  
 
a) What is (are) the prominent feature(s) of this track? (Could be vocals, or  
vocals and guitar, or drums, or strings, etc.)  
 
b) What style of music or genre is this track?  
 
Let’s say the track features vocals and is a reggae/rock track. I would  
approach the order of mixing this track differently than an EDM (Electronic  
Dance Music) mix for instance.  
 
However, there is an overall workable “Template” that can be used (and adjusted 
where necessary) in terms of order of tracks to mix.  
 
1. Kick Drum (If No Drums Or No Kick Drum, Then Bass First)  
 
2. Bass [Note that Bass Comes BEFORE The Rest Of The Drum Kit- It’s Best To  
               Mix The Bass WITH The Kick (Refer To The Course “How To Produce 
               Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You Money”)]  
 
3. Snare (If No Drums, Then On To Rhythm Section Instruments)  
 
4. Hi Hat  
 
5. Toms  
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6. Overheads or Cymbals  
 
7. Other Percussion  
 
8. Rhythm Section Instruments (Such as Rhythm Guitars, Rhythm Keyboards  
[Not Synth Pads Or Legato Keyboard Sounds]  
 
9. Synth Pads Or Strings  
 
10. Other Orchestrations Or Synthesizers  
 
11. Featured Tracks (Such As Vocals And/Or Lead Instrument Tracks).  
 
The secret is to NOT SPEND TOO MUCH TIME ON ANY ONE TRACK, but to  
get to #11 as soon as possible. Of course, I understand that the less  
experienced the producer/engineer is, the longer it may take on any one track.  
But the more you mix, the more you should aim at getting to the OVERALL  
MIX as soon as possible. The reason for this is that making adjustments to  
any one track will affect the overall mix.  
 
Consequences Of Adjustments vs. Frequency Range  
 
Once you are at #11 and you are working with the entire mix and making  
adjustments to various tracks, there is a Law of Consequences Of Adjustments vs.  
Frequency Range in mixing. Remember this law well, because it applies to  
EVERY GENRE, EVERY MIX:  
 
Law: The Lower The Frequency, The More Any Adjustment Made Will Affect  
The Overall Quality Of The Entire Mix.  
 
I can teach almost anyone how to expertly mix the upper frequency  
instruments within two days. Two days of instruction and I will end  
up with an expert student who can mix hi-hats and high guitar solos and  
soprano vocals and flutes and high violin parts and piccolos and cymbal  
crashes like a Pro.  
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Though a pro “High End” mixer can be trained in two days; two weeks or even 
two months of instruction will not yield an expert LOW END mixer.  It takes A LOT 
of work!  
 
This is one reason why, in the course “How To Produce Music That Will Get  
Licensed And Make You Money” there is an entire section dedicated to “The  
Low End.”  
 
It’s a good idea to study “The Low End” very carefully and above all – to take  
what you learn and experiment with it and SPEND AS MUCH TIME AS  
POSSIBLE gaining experience trying out your hand at mixing LOW END  
INSTRUMENTS.  
 
A Vital Point to keep in mind while you work on Low End mixing is this:  
Besides adjusting the individual sound of low end instruments, concentrate on  
making your adjustments to these tracks not while solo’d, but while listening to  
the ENTIRE mix. You will discover immediately that even slight adjustments  
of low end instruments affect all frequencies in the entire mix above that 
instrument -- in dramatic ways.  
 
This stems from a law of physics that governs the interaction of upper harmonics  
and overtones from a lower note.  
 
Stated simply, if you want to achieve industry standard recordings, practice,  
practice, practice at perfecting the balance and EQ of your Kick Drums and  
Bass Tracks and Low Synths and Low String tracks, WHILE LISTENING TO  
THE ENTIRE MIX.  
 
Here are a few Secrets at how to accomplish great Mixes by becoming an expert 
in Low End Mixing: 
 
1.  Listen to your favorite commercial recordings in your studio on the same 
speakers that you mix with.  NOTE: There is no way to accurately mix the low end 
of a recording without a decent subwoofer.  Don’t worry about the EXACT 
adjustment of your subwoofer.  Myth – you must use special calibration 
equipment and meters to set up and tune your monitors and subwoofer.  Truth:  
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The truth is -- all you need to do is  
 
a) Listen to your favorite commercial recordings through your two monitors and 
subwoofer.  
 
b) Adjust the volume of the playback to 85dB.  You can use the iPhone App called 
SPL made by StudioSixDigital.com.  Set the meter up at the exact location where 
you are positioned while listening to your mixes when you set the volume at 
85dB. 
 
c) Adjust the stereo speakers and the subwoofer while listening to your favorite 
commercial tracks.  Adjust them so they sound pleasing to you.  Nothing more 
complicated than that.  No fancy meters, calibration equipment, computer 
analysis programs, etc.  Nothing!  Just your ears!  Adjust away until your favorite 
tracks sound the way you want them to sound.   
 
d) Listen to your favorite commercial tracks every chance you can in your studio.  
THIS IS HOW YOU DEVELOP YOUR EARS AND HOW YOU GAIN CONFIDENCE IN 
MIXING AND MASTERING.  THE MORE FAMILIAR YOU ARE WITH YOUR SPEAKERS 
AND YOUR ROOM WHILE LISTENING TO YOUR FAVORITE COMMERCIAL 
RECORDINGS, THE FASTER YOUR MIXING WILL GO -- AND THE QUALITY OF YOUR 
MIXING AND MASTERING WILL IMPROVE PROPORTIONATELY TO THE TIME YOU 
SPEND LISTENING TO YOUR FAVORITE TRACKS ON YOUR STUDIO MONITORS.  
 
2. Use Side Chain Compression as a tool; using your Kick Drum track to trigger the 
Compressor of the Bass Track (Refer to the course “How To Produce Music That 
Will Get Licensed And Make You Money” for details of how to set up Side-Chain 
Compression) 
 
3.  Constantly check your Mixing and Mastering in small, cheap computer 
speakers.  You will be able to either clearly hear your kick and bass tracks, or not.  
What you are aiming for is a track where the low end sounds great on big systems 
AND small systems – where the kick and the bass are clearly audible and punchy 
without overpowering the rest of the mix.  
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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However, which speaker system you use is VITAL.  Not all computer speakers 
(even among the cheap ones) are created equal!  
 
Here is a link to a website offering a pair of computer system speakers which are 
inexpensive, but which put out a very balanced sonic image frequency-wise: 
 
http://www.drillspot.com/products/530063/dakota_designs_3cpx9_6_watts_computer_spea

kers  
 
More frustration occurs in this one area – mixing the low end – than in every 
other area of Music Production and Audio Engineering combined!   The Education 
above, coupled with your Hard Work – will pay off greatly! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.drillspot.com/products/530063/dakota_designs_3cpx9_6_watts_computer_speakers
http://www.drillspot.com/products/530063/dakota_designs_3cpx9_6_watts_computer_speakers
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Having 

 
mentored students all around the world, I’ve had the opportunity to consult a 
wide variety of Indie Musicians – from Professional Producer/Engineers to brand 
new students with absolutely no experience --  by Skype, phone and email.  
 
The common denominator question among all levels of students comes down  
to one question:  
 
Why Do My Mixes Sound So Different Than My Favorite Commercial Tracks?  
 
(Don’t think professional producer/engineers don’t ask this question. I ask  
myself this question on every project. The difference is, I research and  
experiment until I achieve the standard I’m aiming for. And when I say  
research and experiment – this is sometimes under the gun, with incredibly  
tight deadlines breathing down my neck, clients waiting, watching the clock;  
my next paycheck and my professional reputation in the balance.)  
 
What I’m trying to communicate to you is – don’t feel alone when you ask this  
question. The quality of the end product comes down to how much  
pressure you can take, and how much pressure you can endure without  
negatively affecting the quality of your product. I find that the amount of  
pressure a person can endure is directly proportional to the amount of proper  
education and real-life experience the person has logged.  
 
I like winning and succeeding. I like seeing my students win and succeed. So  
I’ll let you in on a secret:  
 
If you understand that you are dealing with an invisible subjective art form,  
which is an ART FORM, you will be able to achieve the standards you are  
aiming for. If you also understand that the foundation of what you are doing is  
a SCIENCE, you will be able to CONSISTENTLY and QUICKLY achieve the  
standards you are aiming for.  
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I’ll explain:  
 
Last week, while coordinating with Quincy Jones on a movie project, he said  
something I’ll never forget:  
 
“Arranging music and orchestrating music is similar to architecture. The  
difference is that music is liquid architecture – it moves and it’s pliable and it  
can be adjusted at any moment. And, like an architect, the approach of an  
arranger or producer or engineer in creating a high quality musical production  
starts with a strong foundation. And every piece of music has a very similar  
foundation. That foundation is the Science of what we do. The laws of  
building the foundation are not dissimilar from one production to the next;  
regardless of the genre of the music.”  
 
The foundation consists of establishing the groove of a track and the sonic  
balance of that groove. It consists of choosing the right kick drum sound, the  
right bass sound, balancing those two instruments and making them both  
speak clearly with punch, depth, fullness and brilliance. It consists of making  
sure that the “muddiness” of the mix is addressed and handled [see Chapter 3 
and the course “How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You 
Money”], it consists of making sure that the Vocal Tracks [or Lead Instrument 
Tracks] are not only recorded correctly, but that the performance of these tracks 
are the best performance possible, with soul and passion and complete 
believability.  
 
Quincy went on to explain, “But once that foundation is built, the fine tuning and 
creative decisions that are made in order to create the final masterpiece product 
are IMPROVISED. This is the ART of what we do. But it’s IMPROVISATION carried 
out over the Scientifically created foundation.”  
 
Improvisation in producing recordings has to do with EQing, adding or  
subtracting effects, deciding what to leave in, what to leave out, editing,  
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mastering, etc.  – all the post-production actions we go through to get that track 
to sound like the commercial recording(s) we are comparing our track to.  
 
The Foundation  
 
It is vital at THE BEGINNING of your project to carefully listen to your favorite  
tracks in similar genres compared to what you are about to create. Listen over 
and over to one or more commercially released tracks that are your benchmark  
comparison tracks – on your studio monitor speakers – the same speakers you 
will be mixing on.  
 
Secret: Listen to the commercial track you are A/B’ing (comparing) to your  
project THROUGHOUT the recording: editing, mixing and mastering of the  
track you are working on. Don’t wait until the end. And never start your  
project until you have listened to the comparative track, calmly, and without  
distraction.  
 
The secret above is truly a make-break point for quality.  Honestly, whenever I 
veer from keeping the above paragraph applied, only then will the quality of my 
final products not achieve exactly what I’m going for.  
 
As you lay down your groove (even if there are no drums, all songs have a  
“groove” [a rhythmic dance of some sort]), compare what you are creating to  
what you are aiming for. Adjust the sounds of each element as you go, until  
that groove is appropriate to the genre you are working with.  
 
Where drums are present, ensure your kick and bass tracks are the best they  
can be (refer to the course “How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed  
And Make You Money”).  
 
Address any “muddiness” problems that may be present (cut low frequencies  
of most tracks and adjust the entire track around 200Hz until it punches and  
pumps and clearly speaks). Again – A/B your project at this point to the  
commercial recording you are using as an example.  
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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MAKE SURE the Vocal Track and/or Lead Instrument Track performance is  
the best it could possibly be. Be honest with your assessment of the  
performances. Don’t accept second rate or “almost good enough.” And if the  
singer isn’t really doing the song justice (you’ll know it) then get another singer  
until the song totally comes alive (same for instrumental tracks). Don’t  
compromise here.  
 
Improvise  
 
Ok, the foundation is the Science. Now that that’s done, it’s time for the ARTIST  
to go to work. This is your ART FORM now. This is IMPROVISATION.  
 
What do we mean exactly by IMPROVISING at this point?  
 
I’ll give you some examples:  
 
While trying to figure out what compressor to use for a vocal track, I learned  
this little trick – I was trying to solve the fact that this one compressor setting,  
which sounded awesome on the vocals, created a problem – whenever the singer  
would pronounce a consonant – like a “t” or a “b” or a “k” – the compressor  
would make a sort of click or digital sound. So, I quickly experimented and  
tried something which worked great – I highlighted the vocal track, clicked on  
“reverse track” in edit mode (which made the vocal track play backwards) and  
applied the compressor to the vocal track backwards. I then bounced the  
vocal track backwards with the compressor effect on it, and reversed the  
backward vocal track with the compressor effect printed on it so it was not  
backwards anymore – it played correctly -- and it sounded awesome – minus the 
digital clicking sound from the compressor. The clicking digital sound didn’t occur 
now because when the compressor was activated by the backwards vocal track, 
the consonants where at the END of the words instead of the beginning of the  
words and the compressor had a chance to slowly open instead of kicking in  
quickly, which was causing the clicking digital sound.  
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That was an example of improvising. And I didn’t want to give up using that  
compressor because the vocal track sounded just like the commercial track I  
was comparing my track to when I used THAT compressor.  
 
Another example:  
 
Trying different reverbs on the snare track – I mean like 5 or 10 different  
reverbs and adjusting each one and listening carefully until my track matched  
the sound on the A/B track. The secret is doing it quickly – it’s like watching a  
master painter mixing his paints on his palette while in the heat of inspiration.  
You do it quickly and deliberately and you listen closely. The more  
experience you get the faster this will go. But I encourage you to dive in and  
approach your art with confidence and speed. 
 
 As you become more and more successful, you will start to experience real 
pressure – a Music Supervisor emailing you saying that he likes your track, but he 
wants the drum machine on your track replaced by real sounding drums and he 
needs the track in 48 hours for a film score sound track.  
 
However, don’t wait for the outside pressure. Apply the pressure to yourself.  
And don’t confuse pressure with stress. 
 
Pressure does not induce stress when you are prepared.  If you are prepared, 
pressure creates higher levels of competence. Think of it like a diamond.  
Diamonds are made with Pressure.  
 
This is why I encourage all producer/engineers to run LIVE SOUND whenever they 
can.  The Pressure of Live Musical Performances (you’ve only got one shot at 
everything you’re doing!) produces COMPETENT Producers and Engineers.  
 
Stress in the studio is simply pressure without preparation. 
 
Preparation is attained by first studying the Science and Technology of what you 
are doing and then gaining experience and experimenting (improvising) by using  
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your tools (EQing, Plug-ins, Mastering Processes, etc) and researching what they 
can and cannot do.  
 
Follow the above, and you will join the ranks of producer/engineers who  
consistently create masterpiece tracks.  
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When 

 
critiquing productions that students have created for licensing deals, students 
often ask me, “Can you tell me if you think I have too much Reverb on this track? 
Or not enough?”  
 
Well, right away, I can see that the question itself has kind of missed the  
mark.  
 
The proper question would be this:  
 
“Can you tell me if my overall track has the right kind of reverbs being used  
and if the EQ, Pre-Delay and Overall Parameters of my reverbs create a sonic  
picture that sounds like all instruments and vocals were recorded in the same  
sonic space (the same room)?”  
 
THAT would be a good question! 
 
Too much or too little Reverb is too general a question.  And yet, it’s interesting 
that Reverb is often times handled exactly that way – too generally – without 
enough detailed precision and adjustment.  Detailed and precise use of Reverb is 
one of the Secrets of how commercial recordings sound the way they do.  
 
Rather than worrying about too much reverb or not enough reverb, the  
parameters of reverb that are vital to creating a high quality commercial  
sounding track that can be accepted for licensing are these:  
 
1. Choice of Reverb (Cathedral, Gymnasium, Bathroom, Stadium, etc., etc.).  
 
2. EQ of the Reverb Itself.  
 
3. Pre-Delay of the Reverb (see below).  
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4. Similar or Same Reverb Used throughout the entire Mix to create a sonic  
image of all instruments and vocals being performed in the same room or  
space.  
 
Choice Of Reverb  
 
Even the cheapest over-the-counter recording programs utilize decent reverb  
plug-ins these days. When you choose a reverb on any part of your mix, it is  
important to sit back and listen to the overall mix to determine if that reverb  
sounds appropriate to that instrument or vocal within that song. This is a  
subjective process and falls under Improvisation of the producer/engineer  
(see Chapter 4).  
 
So, there really is no “right” and “wrong” reverb that you can use – but there  
are agreed upon “appropriate” reverbs that fit specific genres.  
 
One key tip here is to compare your track to the commercial track that you are  
A/B’ing -- paying very close attention to the type of reverb you hear on the track  
you are A/B’ing.  
 
There are also times when you are trying to create a different and creative  
effect utilizing Reverb. In these cases, it’s 100% experimentation and  
creativity; or what we call “Improvisation” by the producer/engineer.  
 
EQ Of The Reverb Itself  
 
When you set up your reverbs, make sure they are set up within your mix in  
such a way that you can EQ the reverb itself, independent of EQ’ing the  
instrument or vocal that you are adding reverb to.  When you set up your reverb 
on an Aux track or an Effects Track – insert the EQ plug-in you wish to use (I use a 
30 band EQ to maintain detailed control of every instance of Reverb I am using).  
 
You will find that if you experiment with the EQ of the reverb, you can  
drastically affect the attitude and atmosphere of your track. For instance,  
there have been times when I added a nice lush reverb to a vocal track, where  
I totally cut the highs and lows of the reverb and left only the mids.  
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This little trick, when appropriate to a track, can create a nice magical midrange  
“wash” of reverb, without adding mud or annoying high end frequencies.  

 
Adjust the EQ of the reverb itself; and adjust the EQ of the instrument or vocal  
you are working with – independent of each other – back and forth until you  
hear that magic sweet spot come alive.  
 
Pre-Delay Of The Reverb  
 
Understanding and using Pre-Delay on Reverb, can make a huge difference  
to the quality of a recording.  
 
What is pre-delay? Pre-delay is an adjustment that allows you to delay  
WHEN the reverb will kick in. For instance, if you set the pre-delay for 50ms,  
this delays the reverb from kicking in for 50ms. That means the dry sound,  
without Reverb, will first sound by itself and then 50ms later, the reverb itself  
will enter. You can remember Pre-Delay this way: 50ms of Pre-Delay is  
roughly equivalent to having the walls in the room 50 feet away. So if you  
were standing near the sound source, you would hear the dry natural sound of  
the sound source first, and then after the sound bounced off of the walls 50  
feet away, you’d start to hear Reverb.  
 
If you experiment with both the EQ of the Reverb and the Pre-Delay you can  
get some awesome effects going on your tracks that sound totally  
commercial. And it’s not really a question of too much or too little – it’s what  
kind of EQ, what kind of Pre-Delay setting, and whether or not the Reverbs  
(plural) you are using on the track make sense together, and whether they  
make the track sound like it’s all in the same space, or if it sounds like  
different instruments are in different rooms or different spaces (this is usually  
not desirable, unless you’re working on special effects).  
 
Example of a secret of Pre-Delay usage: You can actually set the Pre-Delay  
so that it follows the tempo of the song. For instance you can adjust the Pre- 
Delay so that the reverb kicks in on the “and” (or the eight note) of each beat.  
This creates a very interesting spaciousness to your production.  
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Similar or Same Reverb Used Throughout The Entire Mix  
 
A common critique point that comes up when I listen to less experienced  
producer/engineers is that they will use a number of different Reverbs on a  
mix – which is OK, don’t get me wrong – but it’s WHICH ONES THEY  
CHOOSE TO USE which tend to create problems with the overall mix. You don’t  
have to use the SAME reverb with the same settings on each track (though  
you can if you want to), but you DO want to ensure that all of the reverbs used  
create the feeling in your track that everything was recorded in the same  
space or room.  
 
This will give you a great overall sound to your track.  
 
Summary: Go through all the available Reverbs that you could be using.  
Experiment to find out the different effects each one makes. EQ the Reverb  
itself, independent of the source track. Set the Pre-Delay of the Reverb so that  
it fits and enhances the song. Note: Pre-Delay can also help make the lyrics 
more understandable on a vocal track; as it allows the initial sound of each  
word to project without reverb, making the first syllables crystal clear and well  
defined. Now sit back and listen to your track and close your eyes. Based on  
what you are hearing, decide whether the instruments and vocals sound like they 
were all recorded in the same space or room. Once you can say, “yes, it sounds 
like all the various elements on this track were recorded in the same space or 
room,” then you know you have nailed the choice and amount of reverb on that 
track.  
 
A Reverb Secret You Can Start Using Right Away 
 
Use 2 Reverbs on a track.  Set up the plug-ins on the Send/Return path – so that 
you are utilizing two separate Reverb tracks.  Set up one Reverb so that it gives 
just a shadow of Reverb on that track.  Then, add the second Reverb so that the 
pre-delay kicks in on the off-beat (or in a rhythmic place that makes sense and 
enhances the song).  Play with these TWO reverbs  until you find a sweet-spot – 
which I guarantee you will find.  It’s a very simple but powerful Secret of utilizing 
Reverb on a mix to get that Hollywood Studio sound!  
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In 

 
 the last Chapter;  Chapter 5 – we discussed how to set up Reverbs. This is  
one effect among many that can be used on any given track, any sub-group of  
tracks, and on the entire mix (effects used on the entire mix are part of the  
process called Mastering).  
 
When you decide to use more than one effect on a track, on a sub-group or  
on the entire mix, you are now dealing with something called a Signal Chain.  
A Signal Chain is the exact path taken by the “Signal” (sound source) as it  
proceeds from point A (playback of the original recording of the sound source) – 
through any number of effects chosen -- to point B (the  
speakers).  
 
Here is an example of a simple Signal Chain:  
 
Vocal Track (Dry Signal [no effects])  
 
1. De-Esser  
 
2. EQ  
 
3. Compressor  
 
4. Reverb  
 
5. Delay  
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The above is a very common Signal Chain used on vocal tracks. A complete  
understanding of how this Signal Chain works requires the following detailed  
explanation of what is happening to the signal as it passes through this Signal 
Chain:  
 
The Dry Vocal track all by itself with no effects sounds pretty good, except for  
one thing – the “S’s” sound a bit annoying and almost distort when the singer  
is singing. Graphically, it would look like this: “The SSS’s SSSound a bit  
annoying and almoSSSt diSSStort when the SSSinger is SSSinging.” After  
applying a De-Esser correctly, the exaggerated S’s would sound more natural;  
softer and pleasant to listen to. This new signal (The Original Vocal Track  
minus the exaggerated annoying S’s is now fed into the EQ. The EQ’d Vocal  
Track is now fed into the Compressor. This De-Essed, EQ’d and Compressed  
Signal is fed into the Reverb. This De-Essed, EQ’d, Compressed and  
Reverberated signal is then fed into the Delay.  
 
Notice in the description above that after the first plug-in (in this case a De- 
Esser), all other Plug-Ins are NOT receiving the pure dry signal of the Vocal Track 
as originally recorded; rather, they are receiving a signal that has been changed 
by  each plug-in before it in the chain. 
 
This method of setting up a Signal Chain utilizes INSERTS. If you set  
up all of your individual tracks this way, you would be using so many unique 
instances of plug-ins that could run into CPU problems and your computer might 
decide to take a long break and eventually quit on you if it were bad enough.  
 
There is another method of setting up a Signal Chain; this other method utilizes 
SENDS.  
 
Definition of “SENDS:” Using Sends or a Send is short for Send/Return. A  
Send/Return Signal Chain means that you “tap into” the original pure vocal  
track as recorded, sending the signal to an effect, having the signal return  
from the effect plug-in, and returning that effected signal back into and mixed  
with the original dry Vocal Track.  
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SENDS are often used by Home-Studio owners who have trouble with CPU  
issues – where their computers are reaching max CPU due to so many plug- 
ins draining the CPU as with an “insert” set-up. SENDS are set up in such a way  
that any number of tracks can “share” a plug-in.  
 
You can set up a Reverb, say, on a snare drum track – using the  
SEND/RETURN method. And if you like that reverb setting for other  
instruments or group of instruments, you can use the SEND/RETURN settings  
on any number of additional tracks and share that Reverb – which usually  
ends up sounding quite nice – because you are creating a sonic picture of a  
certain Reverb being shared with other tracks or sub-groups – and by sharing  
that same effect with other tracks, you will hear something interesting – it  
literally sounds like you are placing all the instruments sharing the reverb into  
the same room. This makes a recording sound tight, cohesive and natural;  
while saving on CPU, since you don’t have to set up this reverb on every  
single track.  You can adjust the amount of Reverb on each track by increasing or 
decreasing the amount of signal being sent on the SEND/RETURN volume 
adjustment knob or slider.  
 
A More Advanced Signal Chain  
 
You can utilize BOTH INSERT and SEND set-ups, in order to maximize your  
control of all effects being used and to save on CPU; where you can decide  
on a chosen effect to share with other tracks.  
 
In Chapter 7, we will take a detailed look at a Signal Chain  
that utilizes both an INSERT set-up and a SEND/RETURN set-up.  
 
You will learn exactly what PARALLEL COMPRESSION is and what other  
PARALLEL EFFECTS CHAINS can be set up. Parallel Compression, once  
fully understood, will allow you to mix and master like a total pro.  
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In 

 
the last Chapter;  Chapter 6, we discussed Signal Chains and the difference  
between utilizing INSERT set-ups and SEND/RETURN set-ups. You can utilize BOTH  
INSERT and SEND/RETURN set-ups – at the same time -- in order to maximize your 
control of all effects being used (INSERTS) and (with SEND/RETURN Set-ups) you 
can save on CPU; where you can decide on a chosen effect to share with other 
tracks. 
 
In this Chapter we will take a detailed look at a Signal Chain that utilizes  
both an INSERT set-up and a SEND/RETURN set-up. In this Chapter, you will  
learn exactly what PARALLEL COMPRESSION is and what other PARALLEL  
EFFECTS CHAINS can be set up. Parallel Compression, once fully  
understood, will allow you to mix like a total pro.  
 
Summary Of An INSERT Signal Chain  
 
In Simple terms, an INSERT Signal Chain is set up in “Series” – just like  
Christmas Tree Bulbs on a string of lights where, if you remove one of the  
bulbs, the rest of the string of lights will not light up. That’s because the flow of  
electricity of one bulb feeds into the next bulb and so on.  
 
It’s the same for an INSERT Signal Chain –  the “out” signal from one plug-in flows 
to the “in” of the the next plug-in and so on. If you turn  
the volume all the way down on one of those plug-ins, the signal will stop and  
no sound will emit from the speakers.  
 
Also – each plug-in on an INSERT Signal Chain feeds it’s effect into the effect  
of the next plug in. Therefore, the ORDER of the plug-ins on an INSERT  
Signal Chain is VITAL.  
 
For example – if you placed a reverb AFTER the delay in an INSERT Signal  
Chain, you would be adding reverb to the delayed signal – which in many  
cases creates an unwanted washing out and blurring of the sound source.  
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However, if you use reverb BEFORE the delay, the signal tends to be clearer  
and more defined. So, as you set up your INSERT Signal Chains –  
EXPERIMENT WITH THE ORDER OF THE PLUG-INS and listen very closely  
to the difference of your signal as you change the order of the plug-ins.  
 
SEND/RETURN SIGNAL CHAIN = PARALLEL SIGNAL CHAIN  
 
Using the comparison to a string of Christmas Tree bulbs, there are two types  
sold:  One [The INSERT Signal Chain] is set up in “Series” as described above 
(where the “out” of each plug-in feeds the “in” of the next), and the other 
[SEND/RETURN] is set up in “Parallel” – meaning that if you were to remove one 
of the bulbs in the string, all the rest of the bulbs would stay lit. This is because 
the flow of electricity to each bulb taps off of the main “spine” of electricity, and 
the main flow of electricity is never interrupted by a light being removed.  
 
In some D.A.W.’s, the sum total signal of the INSERT Plug-Ins feeds into the 
SEND/RETURN signal path; so that the main sound source being fed TO each 
SEND/RETURN plug-in is coming FROM the INSERT Plug-In Signal Path – Therfore: 
ANYTHING YOU ADJUST ON THE INSERT SIGNAL CHAIN WILL AFFECT THE 
SEND/RETURN SIGNAL CHAIN. Conversely, ANYTHING YOU ADJUST ON THE 
SEND/RETURN SIGNAL CHAIN WILL NOT AFFECT THE INSERT SIGNAL CHAIN. (See 
following two pages for Illustrations) 
 
The following two illustrations show a real life SIGNAL CHAIN;  utilizing both 
INSERT and SEND/RETURN Signal Chains for a Snare Drum track.  
The SEND/RETURN Illustration (second illustration) shows the INSERT SIGNAL 
CHAIN.  I will usually set up with an EQ First (A 30 Band EQ is ideal – it gives you 
detailed control over the frequencies you wish to cut or boost.) Secret:  In fact, I 
almost ALWAYS start any INSERT SIGNAL CHAIN with an EQ.  I personally find that 
you cannot go wrong with EQ First, it is universally workable for all styles of 
music, all instruments and/or all vocals.  After the EQ, on this snare track, I use a 
TUBE AMP SIMULATOR Plug-In to give my Snare richness and punch.  The EQ’d 
Snare feeds into the Tube Amp and the EQ’d and Tube Amp’d signal is the Signal 
that will feed into every SEND/RETURN Effect.  So, anything you do to adjust the 
INSERT PLUG-INS will affect every Plug-In on the SEND/RETURN Signal Chain.  
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Secret:  How To Get That Million Dollar Hollywood Studio Lead Vocal Sound - 
(See Illustrations On Following Two Pages) 
Here is an advanced Signal Chain using both INSERTS and  
SEND/RETURNS for a lead vocal track: Experiment with this set-up and  
make adjustments to each plug-in until you achieve that million-dollar Hollywood  
Studio Vocal Sound – because that’s exactly what this often-kept-secret  
Signal Chain will give you. I’ve never believed in hiding “secrets” in the music  
industry. In fact, keeping successful set-ups from up-and-coming engineers  
contributes to destroying the Mentorship tradition that all trades are built upon.  
 
Million Dollar Hollywood Studio Lead Vocal Signal Chain  
 
On your INSERT Signal Chain of the Lead Vocal Track place the following  
plug-ins in this order:  
 
1. De-Esser (if needed)  
 
2. 30 Band EQ (or the best EQ that you have)  
 
3. Compressor  
 
4. Envelope Shaper (Slightly lower the attack and slightly increase the sustain) 
 
On the SEND/RETURN Signal Chain place the following plug-ins. Note: on  
Send/Return plug-ins, the order makes no difference because the vocal signal is  
branching off into each plug-in independently and returning back into the  
Signal Chain, without affecting the other plug-ins.  
 
Set up the following plug-ins on your SEND/RETURN Signal Chain:  
 
1. Compressor 1  
 
2. Compressor 2  
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3. Compressor 3  
 
Secret: Using three DIFFERENT COMPRESSORS on the vocal  
SEND/RETURN Signal Chain creates an amazing effect on the Lead Vocal  
Track – when you do this for the first time it will blow you away, because all of  
a sudden you will hear the lead vocal track sounding like your favorite  
commercial recordings. And you will probably say, “Oh! THAT’s how they get  
the vocal tracks to sound so good on Major Label Recordings!”  
 
The trick is to only use a small amount of each Compressor. Don’t overdo it.  
On the SEND/RETURN Signal Chain, you can independently adjust the  
amount of effect on each plug-in. This is like “water-color” painting – just use  
a slight wash of each compressor and you will hear that track totally come  
alive and the quality of the track will increase right before your very ears.  
 
NOTE: You may have to lower the volume of the Lead Vocal track itself while  
working with this INSERT and SEND/RETURN Signal Chain – because you  
want to give yourself “head-room” – which means not to have the signal too  
high, which can lead to distortion by adding all these plug-ins to the signal.  
 
In essence, you are actually MASTERING the Lead Vocal Track with this  
technique, though this set-up is TECHNICALLY part of the Mixing Process.  
 
After SPARINGLY using the 3 compressors above, add these additional plug- 
ins to the SEND/RETURN Signal Chain:  
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4. Reverb 1  
 
5. Reverb 2  
 
Note: Experiment with the Pre-Delay on the Vocal Reverbs (as described in  
the earlier Reverb Article). Using 2 Reverbs SPARINGLY – you can now take  
your Lead Vocal track to that totally polished place that you hear on Major  
Label Recordings. And now the icing on the cake:  
 
6. Delay  
 
Notes On Settings: 
 
De-Esser:  Only use this if the original recording has annoying hard “S’s.” 
 
EQ: Cut all the lows from 20Hz to about 100Hz.  Then seak out and destroy any 
annoying frequencies and don’t be afraid to raise any pleasing frequencies 
needing emphasis. 
 
Compressor: (This is the INSERT Compressor) – Just a slight bit of compression is 
needed.  Use very sparingly.  I do increase the make-up gain just a bit if needed.  
Typical settings: Threshold -20dB, Ratio 2:1, Make up gain +3 to 8dB (though you 
may want to skip the make-up gain if you need headroom). 
 
Envelope Shaper:  (See Chapter 20 for details) – The Envelope Shaper is a tool of 
mass construction.  I found that by backing off the ATTACK setting a bit and 
slightly increasing the RELEASE setting on vocals can sometimes transform a track 
so much, that a vocal recorded with a $200 Shure SM-58 Microphone can sound 
like it was recorded with an $8,000 Telefunken U-47 Microphone.  
 
SEND/RETURN PLUG-IN SETTINGS:  Remember to adjust the EQ of each.   
 
SEE THE FOLLOWING TWO ILLUSTRATIONS WHICH CLEARLY SHOW THE LEAD 
VOCAL SIGNAL CHAIN AS EXPLAINED ABOVE. 
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Often times I will set the delay so that it is rhythmically in time with the track –  
for example – set the delay so that it activates on the eighth note, or quarter  
note or sixteenth note subdivision of the song. Experiment with your delay.  
 
SCIENCE AND ART  
 
This article is a perfect example of the two main facets of your career in  
Producing and Engineering Musical Recordings: SCIENCE and ART.  
 
Setting up the above plug-ins is the Science. It’s the foundation. It’s the  
outline of your story.  
 
ADJUSTING THE PLUG-INS PRECISELY TO YOUR TASTE AND ADDING, 
SUBTRACTING AND EXPERIMENTING WITH THE ENTIRE SET-UP OF PLUG-INS IS 
THE ART OF WHAT YOU ARE DOING.  This takes hours to learn.  Once you DO 
learn, however, you can dial in this entire set-up within minutes. 
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Ok, 

 
here we are on Chapter 8 of “30 Years In 30 Days.”  At this point, after  
having given you some important tools and tricks and secrets that you can  
immediately apply to your recordings to increase the quality of your  
productions, I want to take a moment to put everything into perspective.  
 
As in all industries and all forms of art, a set of priorities exist in and exact order 
of importances. When one fully grasps and understands these importances,  
then the tools with which one operates can more easily be utilized and  
effectively controlled.  
 
There may be a difference of opinion about the exact sequence of priorities 
below, and everyone is certainly free to exercise their right to disagree, but I want 
to share some wisdom that I have picked up through thousands of hours over a  
thirty year period of recording in studios – both analog and digital – in the  
United States and Overseas.  
 
Myths – Where They Tend To Come From  
 
If you are like me and spend most of your time in your own studio – you can  
become quite frustrated and even upset when, in order to achieve a level of 
quality we shall call: “Masterpiece Recording Quality,”  your current set-up 
appears to fall short of what you think it needs in order to achieve that quality.  
 
90% of the time, this frustration and upset is unnecessary and born out of a  
Myth. Where do these myths come from? A small number of unethical sales  
people who, for whatever reason, have chosen not to research and study their  
own products -- in order to get the sale – they lie. Plain and simple.  
 
This article is not being written by someone who is being paid or rewarded in  
some way by some manufacturer or company for writing what I do. And that  
is another source of Myths – unscrupulous individuals in the media, writing  
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stories, reviews, or making videos about products, and twisting the truth in  
order to please their source of income.  
 
The following list of priorities is based on my real-life in-the-trenches day-to- 
day life in recording studios all around the world.  
 
Warning: There are plenty of articles out there stating, with “full authority” how  
certain things are top top priority. I’ve tested every one of those articles that I  
could get my hands on, and only a small percentage of writers, teachers and  
musicians presented what I would call an empirical, workable and unbiased  
educational foundation for others to follow.  
 
So, if you find yourself, as a Home Studio Owner/Operator feeling really good  
reading this article – you should! It will probably ring true with what you know is  
true but are perhaps afraid to say out loud for fear that someone with  
“authority” is going to laugh at you or tell you you are being ridiculous.  
 
It brings to mind the story of “The Emporer’s New Clothes.” If you’re not  
familiar with that story, it would behoove you to Google it and do a bit of  
research on it, because that story parallels what has occurred in the Sound  
Recording Industry in terms of priorities; actual vs. myth.  
 
Ok, enough said, lets get right into the list.  
 
List Of Priorities  
 
1. Good Ears. Myth about good ears: You have to be born with them, you  
can’t “develop” good ears. Truth: Anyone can develop not only good ears for  
recording, but great ears. (This, in fact, is the subject of an entire upcoming book I  
am writing) AND – it is also covered in the course “How To Produce Music  
That Will Get Licensed And Make You Money.”  
 
2. A calm, confident, patient yet productive and positive attitude in the  
producer/engineer. If you are being stressed out by a negative person or  
situation in your life, and if you don’t handle that situation, it will affect your  

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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work much more than you may realize it. You won’t see this concept being  
listed in Home Studio Recording articles, blogs and videos. And yet, it is, after  
good ears, the MOST IMPORTANT Priority for anyone who is truly serious  
about being successful in this industry.  
 
3. Good Speakers (Monitors). Note that I said good and not necessarily  
“great.” What do I mean by good? A set of KRK Rockit powered 5’s with a  
subwoofer well-balanced. One reason I use 5 inch speakers to mix through is  
that the larger the speaker cone (especially larger than 5 inches) the more  
coloration and the less accurate the sound picture will be on playback. It is VITAL 
that you use a Subwoofer with your main set of monitor speakers. You  
also need to get an inexpensive set of small computer speakers to mix and  
master through as well. In several respects, those small cheap speakers are  
more important than the larger ones. You can very accurately test your mixes  
and masters through those small computer speakers – especially the low end.  
Many modern mixes sound great through big speakers, but many people listen on 
computer speakers and iPhones, etc., and those mixes lose a big part of the low 
end when played back on computer speakers.  Test your mixes and masters 
WHILE YOUR ARE WORKING through a good pair of small computer speakers. 
 
4. Everything Else. That’s right. Everything Else is last priority – this includes  
pre-amps, the computer you use PC or Apple or Custom Built, the D.A.W. you use 
(ProTools, Cubase, Reason, Logic, GarageBand, etc.), the microphones you use, 
the instruments you use. Note: Unscrupulous salesmen and those they have 
infected will tell you that #4 should be #1 and to never listen to any opposing 
opinion.  
 
Well, my opinion (backed by years of experimentation and production) is that  
the equipment you are using doesn’t really matter much. A pretty crass and  
blunt statement, Yes. But is that statement true? An equally resounding. . . Yes!  
 
So, if you thought I was going to encourage you to buy this latest plug-in or  
that latest hardware. . . not me. I’d rather you work on developing a good ear  
and on ensuring you have a positive, constructive environment to work in. 
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Developing A Good Ear  (See Chapters 21, 22 and 27) 
 
Developing a good ear is not hard, despite what others may say.   Consistent daily 
practice will pay off nicely.   Even if you only get in 15 minutes a day.  Before I give 
you links to excellent sites which will help you develop your ear, a vital statement 
needs to be said here regarding Music Production and Audio Engineering: 
 
Experience and Knowledge in Music Production and Audio Engineering are 
intertwined with and inseparable from the fields of Music Theory and Musical 
Arrangements.  Whenever I critique a PRODUCTION, I CANNOT critique the 
Musical Production and Audio Engineering without also taking into consideration 
the Musical Arrangement and Performances as well.  Because Truth Be Told, the 
responsibilities of the Producer and Engineer do extend into that Gray Area where 
a knowledge of Music Theory and Musical Arranging absolutely affect the quality 
of the Production of the track.  In other words, if there is an inherent weakness in 
the arrangement or the performance of a track, no amount of Producing Tricks 
and Engineering Tricks will solve it.  You might be able to control the damage 
somewhat, but you won’t be able to fully solve the problem of a bad arrangement 
or a bad performance.   
 
And so it applies to developing a Good Ear.  A Good Ear includes being able to 
hear and identify different phenomena of Music Theory.  Don’t let that frighten 
you or believe that you’ll never be able to do it.  It’s actually simple, if you take it 
on a gradient.  And even if you already know something of Music Theory and 
Musical Arranging, it’s a great idea to brush up – this will help your ear as a 
Producer and Engineer greatly.   
 
Here is one incredible site, where you can develop your ear through a series of 
exercises.  This site is set up with Multiple Choice answers to actual sonic sample 
questions.  The great thing about this site is that you don’t have to feel bad or be 
penalized for choosing a wrong answer.  You’re able to go back and review the 
example and work on it at your own pace until you have the confidence that you 
can get it right consistently before you move on to the next test question.  The 
website is called Good-Ear.com.  The link to an excellent set of Ear Training 
Exercises is: http://www.good-ear.com/servlet/EarTrainer. 

http://www.good-ear.com/servlet/EarTrainer
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Here is another excellent Ear Training Site:  IWasDoingAlright.com: 
 
http://www.iwasdoingallright.com/tools/ear_training/main/#top 
 
Other Ear Training Exercises: 
 
http://www.trainear.com/ 
 
There is a form of Ear Training that is extremely important, but there are no 
websites or packaged examples to use at this time.  This is precisely what I’m 
writing my next book about, which will include PLENTY of samples and exercises 
to finely tune your ear for Rhythmic anomalies, Groove alignments and Tightness 
variables.  Meanwhile, what you need to listen closely for is the tightness and 
cohesiveness of the Rhythm Section, whether it’s an EDM track or a Classic Rock 
track, there is always a “Rhythm Section” made up of several instruments (drums 
and/or percussion, bass and sometimes a rhythm guitar or rhythm synth) and to 
be able to adjust those tracks to truly be tight and cohesive.  (See Chapter 29) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.iwasdoingallright.com/tools/ear_training/main/#top
http://www.trainear.com/
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After 

 
having Mentored many producers and engineers from all around the world, I can  
see patterns and common denominators which exist internationally. I can also  
observe categories of and groupings of characteristics and traits in and  
amongst producers and engineers.  
 
As you read this article, take a good look at where you fit into the categories  
listed below. Where you ARE tells you where to GO from here. If you’re 
wondering what your next step should be, let us first consider where  
your previous steps have landed you now. Look over the grid below and note  
down which level of each category you belong in. 
 
This Chapter, should you choose to utilize it as a resource, is an interactive 
Chapter.  Once you have noted down which level of each category you belong in,  
send me an email at gary@LearnAudioEngineeering.net with the subject title: 
“What Steps Should I Take Next?” Include your Skype number and/or Cell Phone 
number so that I can contact you with the next steps to take in your career.  
 
MUSIC THEORY STUDIO EQUIPMENT  MUSICIANSHIP   BUDGET  
 
No Experience  None     Not A Musician   Nothing  
 
Very Little   Bare Minimum   Very Little Talent   $100  
 
2 Yrs Education  CPU Problems   Play One Instrument  $500  
 
3 Yrs Education  Decent Set Up   Play Two Instruments  $1000  
 
4 Yrs Education  Excellent Set Up   Play Three Instruments  $2000  
 
5 Yrs Education  Professional Set Up  Play Four Instruments  $3000  
 
6 Yrs Education  Commercial Set Up  Pro Musician   $5000+  
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Choose 1 Level for each Category, write it down and email the list to me. I will  
get back to you within 24 hours with an exact plan of action. I will then help  
you get through that plan.  
 
Include the answer to this question:  
 
What are your Goals with Music Licensing and are your Goals for your Music 
Career?  
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When 

 
 
Do You Consider A Mix DONE?  
 
Before I answer that question, I want to share with you the most  
Important set of instructions I ever received from a Master Craftsman  
while I was apprenticing many years ago.  And this has helped me tremendously 
throughout my Mixing and Mastering career.  Except, this Master Craftsman was 
a Carpenter and I was apprenticing in the field of construction.   
 
It was my first day on the job under one of the highest ranking Master  
Craftsman Carpenters in Los Angeles. Because of the high incidence of Earth  
Quakes in the LA area, the construction trade there has some of the most  
stringent building codes in the nation. To rise to the highest ranks of the LA  
Construction industry in any trade is an amazing feat.  
 
I walked into a room under construction; four bare walls, in a sprawling  
apartment complex in Hollywood. I was greeted by my new boss with the  
words, “See the corner of that room up there?” He pointed to the far left upper  
corner.  
 
“Yep,” I answered.  
 
“Don’t EVER think that ANY corner in ANY room is EVER going to be  
 
a) Plumb 
 
b) Parallel or  
 
c) Perpendicular  
 
to any other wall, corner or floor in the same room.  I’ve been doing this work for 
27 years, and I’ve never walked into ANY room – even rooms that I built with the  
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greatest and most meticulous care – there has never existed one room with 
Plumb, Parallel or Perpendicular planes. They are always imperfect. You know 
why I’m telling you that?” He asked.  
 
“No Sir,” I answered.  
 
“Because – if you think that your tape measure, or your ruler or your yardstick  
or your level are going to help you create an aesthetically pleasing room,  
FORGET IT! That’s for Amateur Carpenters, not for Pro’s! You know how to  
do it right?” He asked?  
 
“No Sir,” I answered, knowing better than to even try to make a guess with such 
an intimidating first conversation on the job.  
 
“Good,” he said,” At least you’re not one of those cocky boys who knows-it-all.  
Here’s what you do; here’s how you do it right -- so that you end up with the best  
possible quality work: You stand back and you use your EYES. Are you listening to 
what I’m saying?” He inquired, observing me closely.  
 
“Yes, sir,” I responded.  
 
“Excellent. What you do is you stand back and you use your eyes. And you use 
your eyes to let you know when the walls you are working on -- or the ceiling you 
are working on -- or the floor you are working on -- are AESTHETICALLY PLEASING. 
They don’t need to be actually and factually perfect by measurement – besides 
the fact that they never will be – the room needs to create a positive emotional  
impact on the person who walks into that room.  
 
“In fact,” He continued, “there are times when you will center something just  
right; perfect per measurement, and when you step back and look at it -- 
because of other elements in the room -- it will LOOK WRONG. Well, forget  
about your measurements in that case, JUST STAND BACK AND ADJUST IT  
UNTIL IT LOOKS RIGHT, YOU DON’T HAVE TO MAKE IT RIGHT – JUST  
MAKE IT LOOK RIGHT AND FEEL RIGHT.”  
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As do many rules of construction and building, so too does this particular rule 
apply all too well to the field of Sound Recording and Production.  
 
In our case, when working on MIXING, I’ve seen people approach their tracks,  
thinking that their goal is EACH TRACK SOUNDING PERFECT, or THE  
ENTIRE MIX EXISTING WITHOUT MISTAKES, or THE MIX ADJUSTED SO  
THAT EVERY POSSIBLE ADJUSTMENT IS MADE TO ACCOUNT FOR AND SOLVE 
EVERY IMPERFECT DETAIL.  
 
The truth is, none of the above statements describes a Mix that is DONE. One  
of my students sent me this quote describing what good art is: “Any art  
demands a certain expertise. When this is basically sound, magic! Almost  
anyone will look at it and say Ah! For quality alone has an emotional impact.  
That it is cubist or dissonant or blank verse has very little bearing on it; the  
type of the art form is no limitation to audience attention generally when it  
has, underlying it and expressed in it, the expertise adequate to produce an  
emotional impact.” – L. Ron Hubbard  
 
Following the philosophy that good art contains “the expertise adequate to  
produce an emotional impact,” let us apply that to Mixing.  
 
When a groove makes you move and tap your foot and move your head,  
that’s a good sign you’ve created an emotional impact with that groove. But  
what if there are “mistakes” in it – where certain notes are not quantized  
perfectly or there are some flams with the snare or some notes are a bit  
louder or softer than others – AS LONG AS THESE DISCREPENCIES DO  
NOT TAKE AWAY FROM THE EMOTIONAL IMPACT, LEAVE THEM  
ALONE! IT’S DONE. COMPLETED. OVER. FINISHED. MOVE ON TO THE  
NEXT TRACK!  
 
So, just as I was instructed in the field of carpentry to put down my tools and  
to just use my eyes and good sense to see when a room was pleasing, so  
should you put down your tools and use your EARS when you listen to a mix that 
you think might be finished, and just listen for ONE SIMPLE THING:  
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Is the expertise of that mix adequate to produce an emotional impact or not? If 
there ARE actual problems that need fixing, guess what? They will be apparent 
because they will GET IN THE WAY of creating a pleasing emotional impact.  
 
I’ve seen people overdo and sometimes underdo this point of a completed  
mix. I’m going to be issuing a series of videos and audio examples of mixes  
considered DONE when they have more work to be done, mixes considered  
DONE when they ARE DONE, and mixes considered NOT DONE, when they  
have long ago passed the point of BEING DONE. But even without the issuance of 
those examples, I think you get the idea of what to listen for when you are 
deciding whether or not your MIX is DONE.  
 
It requires that you achieve what many producers and engineers have the  
HARDEST time achieving – the ability to listen to your music as an average  
lay listener – someone who is NOT educated and experienced at putting  
music together and creating wonders in the studio – but just the average  
listener who knows two things and two things only:  1. When they like a song.       
2. When they don’t like a song.  
 
Many times, they can’t describe anything else about their opinion of a  
song accept for whether they simply like it or not. When plied for more  
information,  they often respond, “I don’t know why I like it, I just do.”  
 
You’ll find that it’s a lot like sitting back and looking at the room, not  as a 
carpenter with a box of tools, but just as an average person entering the room 
and just knowing if it looks good or not with a single glance. There aren’t many 
adjectives or complexities involved. It either looks “right” or it looks “wrong.” May 
or may not correspond to any accurately correct measurement of what IS right or 
wrong, but it will definitely look “right” or “wrong.”  
 
So, your target and your goal is not a “perfect” recording. Your target and  
your goal is a Masterpiece Recording that evokes an “emotional impact!” 
 
This entire Chapter summarizes the term “Composite Perception.” (Refer to the 
Course “How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You Money.”) 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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Living 

 
one hour south of Hollywood, I am very fortunate that within a 50 mile  
radius of my home, reside a concentration of some of the best Sound Mixers  
working in some of the greatest recording studios in the world.  
 
Being a veritable “Networking Monster” (my motto is: “I’m Either Networking  
Or Notworking”) has afforded me the opportunity to be Mentored by some of  
the best sound engineers and music producers that Hollywood has to offer.  
 
Add to that a veracious appetite for meticulous research, statistical analysis  
and teaching;  and the result is an extremely valuable collection of what I call  
“workable wisdom” which I regularly update and pass on to my students  
around the world.  
 
I discovered something vital in my research that deserves to be passed on to  
you, because I believe that this information is so vital that those who apply this  
information will place themselves within reach of becoming as good as the  
Elite Sound Mixers in Hollywood.  
 
Here is what I discovered:  
 
The best Studio Sound Mixers I know have one thing in common: They are all  
competent LIVE Sound Mixers. Now, the rest of this article is obvious; it really  
almost writes itself. You can see what’s coming next; my advice to you to go out 
and mix LIVE sound. And that is correct.  And if you already do, do it more and to 
do it better.  Let me put this all in Capital Letters: 
 
IF YOU DON’T ALREADY MIX LIVE SOUND, I ENCOURAGE YOU TO MIX LIVE 
SOUND, AND IF YOU ALREADY DO, I ENCOURAGE YOU TO DO IT MORE AND TO 
DO IT BETTER.  
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A Word Of Caution: If you mix LIVE sound in an environment which is louder  
than 85dB (almost ALL live sound mixing environments are louder than 85dB  
easy), then use protection for your ears. Believe it or not, professional grade  
ear-plugs used in extremely loud environments, will HELP you mix and will not  
be a hindrance at all. You’ll actually be able to create much better LIVE mixes  
with Pro-Grade ear-plugs than without. And without Pro-Grade ear-plugs,  
mixing is a hit-and-miss sloppy attempt to balance a chaos of damaging noise and 
out of control frequencies.  
 
Not protecting your ears can lead to irreversible damage in your inner ear. And 
you don’t want that.  
 
Why Does LIVE Sound Mixing Produce Elite Studio Sound Mixers?  
 
Several Reasons:  
 
1. Mixing LIVE sound gives you a hands on and a “you are there” reality about 
what you are trying to reproduce in the Studio.  
 
2. You experience the live communication and interaction amongst  
musicians, DJ’s, Rappers, Singers and Orchestras which form the fabric of the  
music itself – and the vital communication link between the performers and the 
audience – and you will instantaneously be able to see what creates a positive 
emotional impact and what doesn’t in terms of the music, the arrangements, the 
performances, etc. When one doesn’t understand this communication and  
interaction, it can be noticeably missing from Studio Recordings.  
 
3. You will experience the “Composite Perception” (The Overall Interaction  
Of A Total Mix) of a performance and how your adjustment of that  
performance affects the quality of the presentation. In fact, you will hear  
about how your adjustments both positively and negatively affect the  
performance – from both the audience and the performers – whether you like it 
or not.  
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4. You will learn how to Mix Under Pressure. Mixing Under Pressure does  
one thing (as long as you don’t buckle under the pressure and give up): it  
quickly and thoroughly creates a level of confidence of what you are doing  
that cannot be achieved in the quiet comfort of a Recording Studio. You will  
be catapulted to a level of competence through sometimes heartstopping  
pressure that graduates you from one “trial by fire” to another, over and over,  
until you have an attitude about mixing where you say to yourself, “OK, bring it  
on, I can handle whatever problem you throw at me.” And you say it with a Smile.  
 
And remember, problems in LIVE sound mixing HAVE TO BE SOLVED 
IMMEDIATELY IF NOT SOONER BECAUSE EVERYTHING IS “L.” “I.” “V.” “E.” – 
LIVE!!!! In A Studio, there can be a tendency to get a bit complacent about solving 
problems quickly, since there is no commanding performer having to answer to a 
demanding audience, breathing down your neck, expecting you to do everything  
just right and to do it now, now, now.   
 
I think you’re beginning to get the picture. However, I’m not quite done yet.  
 
5. There is one additional reason for mixing LIVE sound that will help catapult  
you to the Elite Corps of Sound Mixers faster than any other single action that  
you can take: It’s all about NETWORKING. When I myself signed up for  
Aaron Davison’s 90 Day Challenge on his site; HowToLicenseYourMusic.com,  
it was probably this one particular piece of wisdom that made the biggest  
difference to me and my career. In fact, after signing up with Aaron, I ended  
up stepping up my Networking efforts to the point where I am now working  
directly with Quincy Jones, landed my first entire Hollywood Major Motion  
Picture Film Score Job with Hollywood Director/Actor Patrick Kilpatrick (deal  
closed last week) and am meeting with Spring Aspers, the head of Music for  
Sony Pictures on Monday morning at 11AM this coming week, to discuss 3  
Major Motion Picture projects of my own.  
 
NETWORKING through LIVE Sound Mixing happens organically, without you  
really having to do much. In this environment you will automatically be  
networking with Other Sound Mixers, Musicians, Managers, Agents, Music  
Supervisors, Producers, DJ’s, Rappers, Film Directors, Investors, Fans, etc.  
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And what BETTER way to Network, than to have your calling card  
be the work you are doing right then and right there? You are actually  
SHOWING what you can do, rather than talking about it or describing it on  
your resume or business card or website.  
 
One word of advice: DO have business cards at all times and DO pass them  
out. And even MORE importantly – COLLECT BUSINESS CARDS and  
always ask for mailing addresses.  
 
One of the most incredible secrets of Networking that I can share with you (It  
literally landed me my first Major Motion Picture Film Score Sound Track gig)  
is this:  
 
Build a data base of MAILING ADDRESSES of all your contacts. Then, join  
SendOutCards.com and send out physical hard copy cards through this  
service to your contacts. Always send personalized messages to each  
contact. And watch what happens!! It’s amazing.  
 
How To Apply LIVE Sound Mixing Realistically To Your Life  
 
You may be saying to yourself, “I don’t live near Hollywood, there’s nobody  
here for me to Network with, there are no decent venues and gigs for me to  
run live sound for, and I don’t even know where to start to run live sound,  
because I’ve never done it before.”  
 
My response? I came from a small town and felt the same way. What did I  
do? I grabbed the guitar player in my band who liked to play small coffee  
houses in between our bigger gigs and I asked him if I could go with him to  
help him set up and break down and run sound for him . He said, “sure!” (Of  
course he said yes when I offered to help set up and break down!)  
 
Running live sound in this case consisted of me helping him adjust the level  
and EQ of his acoustic guitar and the EQ and volume of his vocals. That’s it.  
But guess what? It immediately started making me a better Studio Mixer.  
And in a big way.  
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AND – believe it or not, I was able to Network and meet several people which  
led me to my first trip to guess where? Hollywood. The rest is history. And so  
your history awaits as well. Heed these words of advice which will help  
launch you into the upper echelon of Sound Mixers and will help connect you  
to a larger elite group of professionals in the Music Licensing world! 
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Before 

 
we dive into one of the most important, if not THE most important  
Chapters of the book, let’s do a quick overview of the topics we’ve discussed so 
far, leading up to this; Chapter 12: 
 
1. Three Words: “Don’t Give Up.” – Aaron Davison 
 
2. 30 Minute Miracle Cure For Your Mixes.  
 
3. In What Order Should I Mix My Tracks?  
 
4. Why Do My Mixes Sound So Different Than My Favorite Commercial  
Tracks?  
 
5. Reverb: Too Much? Not Enough?  
 
6. The All-Important Signal Chain: What Is It? And How Do I Set One Up  
Correctly?  
 
7. A More Advanced Signal Chain.  
 
8. The Truth About Priorities In Music Production and Audio Engineering.  
 
9. YOU and where YOU fit into the world of Licensing Music.  
 
10. When Do You Consider A Mix DONE?  
 
11. Want To Mix Like The Elite Sound Mixers In Hollywood?  
 
At this point in the book, I encourage you to review the previous articles. Now 
that you’ve had a hand in trying out some of the tips, tricks and secrets above, 
reviewing the material with your new-found reality will reap even more benefits 
and help you even more in your quest to land licensing deals for your music.  
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A review of the articles above is also extremely valuable as a “pre-requisite” of  
sorts for segueing into the Chapter you are now reading:  
 
A Masters Degree In The Psychology Of Sound Mixing  
 
I’m hoping at this point that you’ve had the pleasure and satisfaction of hearing 
some of your mixes improve.  
 
After being Mentored myself for years by some great producers and engineers, 
and having myself taught and Mentored many students, I will let you in on a deep, 
hidden and not-often-talked-about secret to consistently creating Masterpiece 
Recordings. And when it IS talked about, I notice that the surface gets scratched, 
but the meat and potatoes, for the most part, gets entirely missed; The 
Psychology Of Sound Mixing.  
 
Superstition  
 
With all our high-tech equipment, computers, plug-ins and programs, the  
collective group of producers and engineers in our industry are no different,  
really, than a group of cave-men in one peculiar, fascinating regard:  
Superstition.  
 
What do I mean by superstition in the context of Sound Mixing?  
 
Well, one need only observe a handful of recording sessions with an eye to  
what I’m about to describe to fully appreciate and understand Superstition at  
work in the studio; be they Major Label recording sessions or 18 year old up- 
and-coming producer/engineers mixing at home on GarageBand.  
 
Superstition and Sound  
 
I’ll start out by describing something very close to home – my own recording  
sessions, and I’ll branch out from there. When I’m setting up my mixes, I  
normally prefer placing the Vocal Tracks, neatly organized, color coded and in  
a particular order (Lead Vocals, High Background 1, High Background 2, High  
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Background 3, Mid Background 1, Mid Background 2, Mid Background 3, etc.)  
at the TOP of my screen. Following the Vocal Tracks, I prefer to visually  
group my tracks into the Rhythm Section followed by Lead Instruments,  
Orchestration, Effects, and Muted Out-Takes for possible later use.  
 
Here’s where Superstition affects the Psychology of my mixes. If I grab  
those vocal tracks and place them at the bottom of my screen instead of the  
top, THE VOCAL TRACKS SEEM TO SOUND DIFFERENT TO ME. I even  
begin feeling a slight bit uncomfortable and everything seems a bit disoriented  
and out of place – but again, it all starts to translate into how it SOUNDS to  
me. Seems so subtle and stupid almost.  
 
Subtle? Yes. Stupid? NO! Changing the visual placement of my tracks can create a 
MAJOR difference in the quality of that mix I’m working on. And it can affect how 
long it takes me to complete that project. And most importantly – it can affect  
my confidence in myself and the choices I am making during the mixing and 
mastering process.  
 
I used to think I was the only one experiencing this weird and strangely  
fascinating phenomenon. Until I began heavily networking and observing  
many recording sessions, being Mentored and Mentoring others.  
 
The order of how I place my tracks in the session is just ONE example of  
many, many intricately small and almost hidden preferences that end up  
weaving a veritable web of “Superstitions” into any recording session.  
 
It reminds me of when I was a kid playing for the High School football team.  
On the day of the game, I would always put my socks on last as I dressed in  
my uniform. Why? Because one day when I was getting ready for a game,  
my Mom handed me a new pair of socks and told me, “These are your lucky  
socks, Gary, they will help you win!”  
 
If you don’t think man is prone to Superstition, think again.  
 
Here are some examples I have observed during Major Label sessions! –  
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(Keep in mind, the point here is not just workflow and familiarity.  It is how 
changes of personal preference in the environment can affect how the producer 
and/or engineer actually HEAR the music being worked on.) 
 
Major Label Session Examples:  
 
The producer always had to sit to the left of the engineer during tracking, or  
the entire project, in his mind would suffer in quality, and he’d start second- 
guessing himself.  
 
The engineer had to use the Touch-Pad on his laptop, rather than a Mouse, or  
he “knew” the session wouldn’t go as well. 
 
The Producer would not allow the lead singer in the mixing room, even if the 
singer sat still and quietly, without saying a word, during the editing of the final 
lead vocal track.  
 
I could list literally hundreds of examples.  
 
My Point in all of this is:  
 
IF YOU ARE TAUGHT OR ENCOURAGED TO CHANGE SOMETHING  
THAT IS ALREADY WINNING FOR YOU AND THAT MAKES YOU FEEL  
COMFORTABLE IN A RECORDING SESSION ENVIRONMENT, YOU DON’T HAVE TO  
CHANGE IT. LEAVE IT ALONE. KEEP IT THE WAY IT IS. IF THE WAY IT WAS HELPS 
YOU “HEAR” BETTER AND “FEEL” BETTER, AND FEEL MORE CONFIDENT:  
MAINTAIN IT, DON’T CHANGE IT.  
 
Conversely: IF YOU ARE TAUGHT OR ENCOURAGED TO CHANGE  
SOMETHING THAT COULD USE IMPROVEMENT – BE WILLING TO GET  
OVER YOUR OWN SUPERSTITIONS AND DO CHANGE IT. DO NOT  
LEAVE IT ALONE. DO NOT KEEP IT THE WAY IT IS. You will find that over  
time, you will become comfortable with the new set-up.  
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The ability to differentiate between the two scenarios above is the mark of a  
good student.  
 
The Psychology Of Sound 102: 
HOW EIGHT WORDS WASTED HOURS AND THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS AND 
CAUSED A MAJOR PROBLEM IN A MAJOR LABEL MIXING SESSION  
 
Another aspect to the Psychology of Mixing involves comments made during a  
recording session. Listen to this story closely, because as an Independent  
Musician with a home studio, you are a ripe target for comments from un- 
qualified critics all the time. To appreciate how deeply damaging these  
comments can be read on:  
 
A friend of mine was assisting on the mix of a Guns-N-Roses mix during the 
recording of “Use Your Illusion II” in a Major Studio in Hollywood. It was the final 
day of mixing a single on what turned out to be a very successful record. The 
entire production team was in the studio mixing, and everything was going 
extremely well. The whole team was in complete agreement that the mix 
sounded DONE – that they had achieved the optimum emotional impact  
with that mix (See Chapter 10).  
 
All of a sudden, just before they were ready to bounce and print the final mix,  
in to the studio walks one of the Executive Producers with his girlfriend. The  
title Executive Producer in Hollywood usually denotes one thing: the “Money  
Man.” Executive Producer is a fancy title for Investor or Patron.  
 
Does this mean the person is always qualified to BE an Executive Producer?  
 
NO.  
 
So, in walks one of the Executive Producers of this album project for Guns-N- 
Roses, and EVERYONE in the room winces. Though they are all polite on the 
outside, (since this IS the Money Man) underneath they all are hoping this 
particular guy, who likes to show off in obnoxious ways(especially to his girlfriend) 
and who has NO talent or experience as a musician, who has NO ear for music,  
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and who does not have particularly good taste, -- they are basically hoping he will 
leave the room as quickly as he entered.  
 
He says, “Hi Boys! How’s it going today?”  
 
“Great!” They don’t dare hit “play” now, because they do not want to chance  
this “Executive Producer” having an opportunity to put in his two-cents on this  
incredibly important session.  
 
And then he asks the question that they Do Not want to hear: “I heard you’re  
ready to bounce the final version of the Single. Can I hear it before you  
bounce it down?”  
 
“Ouch!” everyone in the room thinks to themselves. “Trouble.”  
 
“Sure!” says the engineer, as he hits the play button and closes his eyes,  
hoping this guy would just get the hell out of there.  
 
For some reason, throughout the entire playback and after the song is over,  
this Executive Producer says NOTHING!  He gets up, simply smiling and  
nodding his head up and down in approval and he heads for the door.  
 
“Amazing!” thinks everyone in the room. This egotistical bastard who always  
has to show off and make some stupid comment that has nothing to do with  
anything is silently heading for the door!  
 
And then, just as the door is closing behind him, he stops the door from  
closing and sticks his head back in the door, making sure he speaks loud  
enough for his girlfriend to hear him showing off, and he says:  
 
“Bass. Bass sounds a bit too loud. Adjust that.” And off he goes, the double-door  
closing with a loud latching sound as he leaves the studio.  
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The Fatal Flaw  
 
The Producer at that exact moment made a fatal flaw. He reacted to the  
comment. Instead of doing what he should have done, which was to ignore the 
comment and say something like, “Let’s take a break guys,” and changed the 
subject of the conversation to ANYTHING other than the comment that this 
“Executive Producer” just made -- he walked right into huge trouble; and instead 
he said to the Engineer:  
 
“Hit play, let’s listen to it one more time before we bounce it.”  
 
No, no, no, no, no! That move by that Producer created HOURS of  
discussions and second-guessing and wasted time and arguments and seven  
more versions of that mix!! Why?? To ensure that the BASS was balanced  
correctly in the mix.  And after all was said and done, the mix they had done 
before the “Executive Producer” walked in was the one they agreed was the best. 
 
Ok, now we are not talking about a qualified producer making a valid  
comment to a group of young, inexperienced kids in a home studio – That’s a 
different story. We are talking about someone who the entire GRAMMY AWARD 
WINNING TEAM KNEW was NOT QUALIFIED,  they KNEW that he KNEW NOTHING 
ABOUT MUSIC MUCH LESS MIXING, and who was OBVIOUSLY JUST SHOWING OFF 
TO HIS GIRLFRIEND!  
 
This is the damaging POWER of comments made by unqualified people regarding 
details of mixes while works are still in progress in a recording studio.  
 
What am I trying to tell you is this – when you receive comments about your  
mixes – regardless of who those comments are from – do not REACT. Take a  
break and come back to the mix with fresh ears, and more importantly – a  
FRESH MIND. That way, you will tend to ACT, rather than REACT.  You’ll make  
better decisions. You will have a better chance of maintaining your confidence  
in your own abilities and will more than likely NOT second-guess yourself.  
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Second-guessing oneself is a sure route to Sonic Suicide. Proof yourself  
against it by protecting your environment in the recording studio, and by  
learning to not react to comments made during feedback or critiques of your  
works-in-progress. 
 
I try to keep this in mind myself when doing critiques of other people’s 
recordings, which is part of my job. I try to critique in such a way as to remind the 
reader of my critique that this is simply a subjective opinion.  
 
Music is, after all, an invisible subjective art form and as such is open and  
Extremely vulnerable to anyone’s opinion.  
 
Another thing I am suggesting is to keep your recording sessions sacred in  
terms of who you allow in your sessions and how you prepare anyone who will be 
present in that room for the session. I always have a talk with ANYONE who will 
be in the session and I simply tell them the Guns-N-Roses story above and tell 
them (nicely) that I demand absolute silence, including no “noises of approval or  
disapproval” and no “faces of approval or disapproval” and if they cannot  
supply that environment, than they are not welcome to sit in on the session.  
 
I also tell them that if they want to make any comment at all, that they are to  
write it down after the session and to give it only to me. Believe it or not, I  
have found that written comments do not pack the Psychological potentially  
damaging punch that spoken words do. That is another reason why I do all of  
my critiques in writing.  
 
I suggest you simply have anyone who wants to sit in on your sessions read  
this article.  
 
Ever since I have handled sessions this way, my productivity, output, and  
confidence has soared -- And my clients’ satisfaction and happiness as well.  
 
The Secret Behind The Video Monitor Monster  
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And finally, a vital aspect to the Psychology of Sound Mixing involves  
something that you’ve heard before as well. But again, I’m going to dig deep  
into the underlying cause of this extremely damaging psychological distraction  
to achieving great mixes.  
 
We’ve all heard about the fact that if you look at your video monitor during  
mixing, that the visual occurrences on the screen, such as wav form shapes  
and meters moving around, and “clipping” showing red when sometimes there  
is no actual clipping occurring -- and EQ visual graphic curves, etc., can affect the 
way we actually hear the sounds we are mixing -- even to the point of thinking we 
hear things that are there that are not actually there.  
 
And this is totally TRUE and I encourage you to NOT LOOK AT THE  
SCREEN AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE DURING MIXING AND MASTERING.  
 
However, I want you to understand even more WHY this is a problem and  
HOW this affects the quality of your work and your self-confidence as a  
producer/engineer.  
 
The reason I am going into such detail here -- is because I notice that when  
people first learn about this rule of mixing, they do it a few times, and then go  
right back to their pattern of looking at the screen.  
 
Looking at the screen is a Crutch. An unnecessary Crutch, and a damaging  
Crutch for an engineer.  
 
Agree with it or not, like it or not, even the most successful young up-and- 
coming producer/engineers commonly list their influences as producers and  
engineers from the ‘70’s and ‘80’s. Why?  
 
Well, if you listen to those recordings, it’s hard to argue with the fact that those  
recordings are Masterpieces. Timeless masterpiece recordings that stand the  
test of time. Generation after generation of new listeners listen to and  
purchase recordings made by these producers and engineers from the ‘70’s  
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and ‘80’s. Recording sessions at that time had two major differences from 
recording sessions now:  
 
1. Editing took a LONG time.  
 
2. There were NO COMPUTER SCREENS TO LOOK AT DURING TRACKING,  
MIXING, EDITING OR MASTERING.  
 
So, what did the engineers look at? Maybe a VU meter, maybe some lights  
on the board – but MAYBE NOT. I spent way more than a thousand hours in  
studios during the ‘70’s and ‘80’s and I can tell you what those  
producer/engineers were usually looking at while they had their hands on those  
faders – the inside of their eyelids!!!  
 
More often than not, we closed our eyes, which was a bit easier to do when  
you actually had a physical fader in your hand. So, what I teach my students  
to do is to learn how to click their mouse on a fader or an EQ or any effect  
plug-in knob that they are adjusting, and to CLOSE THEIR EYES while  
making adjustments. Don’t just NOT LOOK AT THE SCREEN – CLOSE  
YOUR EYES.  
 
In my opinion, what occurs is a compensation of senses that we all are very  
familiar with. What happens to the sense of hearing in a blind person? It is  
magnified, focused and more sensitive than in a sighted person.  
 
And that’s why, in the course “How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed  
And Make You Money,” I named a Lesson in the course “You’ll Find It When  
You’re Blind.” “It” in this case refers to the “sweet spot” of the mix you are  
working on.  
 
The sound of a mix when your eyes are closed is hugely different than when  
your eyes are open. If you don’t believe it – try it.  
 
But most importantly – GET INTO THE HABIT OF MIXING THAT WAY – and  
the quality of your mixes will consistently improve, as will your self-confidence  
and control over wasted time in the studio.  
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Summary 
 
The common denominator lesson in today’s article is this: The Psychology Of  
Sound Mixing is one of the most important, if not THE most important aspects  
of creating Masterpiece Sound Recordings. Why? Well, let’s examine the  
word Psychology. Psych comes from a Greek word meaning “soul.” Ology, of  
course means “study of.” So we are really talking about the study of the soul,  
which in the world of music is EVERYTHING.  
 
In fact, everything about this article funnels down to one thing, which is the  
preservation and enhancement of your CONFIDENCE as a  
Producer/Engineer. And confidence IS the soul of a Producer/Engineer.  
 
I love to hear feedback regarding any successes or triumphs you experience  
applying the information in this book. And, as always, I’m available to answer any  
questions or listen to your comments and your music. You can contact me at  
gary@LearnAudioEngineering.net  and you can contact Aaron Davison, the 
founder of HowToLicenseYourMusic.com at info@HowToLicenseYourMusic.com 
For more information about how I can help you, visit 
http://www.SculptorOfSound.com 
 
Here’s to the creation of your Masterpiece Recordings and to your success in  
Licensing YOUR Music! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:gary@LearnAudioEngineering.net
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
mailto:info@HowToLicenseYourMusic.com
http://www.sculptorofsound.com/
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Probably 

 
the single biggest barrier I have found to creating Masterpiece Mixes  
and Masters is a mental barrier – “Second Guessing” oneself.  
 
Most students I deal with (and this was the same for me) go through a general  
“learning curve” which is fascinating. They usually start out, even before they  
begin “learning” anything about mixing, with a strong sense of what sounds  
good to them and with a confident approach to what they are doing;  
regardless of how much “experience” they have.  
 
Then, as they start to “learn” from books, videos or teachers, they actually  
begin to slowly but surely lose their original confidence and ability to hear  
what is good and what isn’t. They begin to “second guess” themselves.  
 
Add into this scenario more books, videos or teachers and they lose  
even more of their original confidence and ability to hear what is good and  
what isn’t. It’s as if they begin losing their original identity and they start trying  
to become the author of the book, or the producer of the video or the teacher.  
 
This is where Apprenticing and Mentoring are VITAL tools for a student. With  
Apprenticing and Mentoring, a student is nurtured to be HIMSELF or  
HERSELF and positive reinforcement is used to INCREASE the student’s  
self-confidence -- and to knock-out any possibility that the student will “second  
guess” themselves.  
 
So, I encourage you to seek out a good Mentor to help you BUILD your  
confidence.  
 
How To Stop ‘Second Guessing’ Yourself  
 
First of all, I’m going to list the sequence of steps I have observed leading to 
Producers/Engineers who DO Second Guess themselves:  
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a) A Decision is made during the session by the producer.  
 
b) The producer is not sure if that decision was the best one to make.  
 
c) They reverse their decision right away, and try alternate ideas, digging  
themselves deeper and deeper into not only “second guessing” themselves,  
but “third guessing,” “fourth guessing,” “fifth guessing,” etc.  
 
Here are the steps I have observed in producer/engineers who do NOT  
second guess themselves:  
 
a) A Decision is made during the session by the producer.  
 
b) The producer is not sure if that decision was the best one to make.  
 
c) The producer goes ahead with his Decision in a) and sticks to it, without being 
defensive or obnoxious, but being firm and confident.  
 
d) While A/B’ing the track (especially if he knows how to use “Checkerboard 
A/B’ing” [Refer to the Course “How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And 
Make You Money”]) The decision can be more objectively observed and adjusted 
if necessary. But the key here is what is described in c) above: THE  
PRODUCER GOES AHEAD WITH HIS DECISION.  
 
 
 
One key element that I encourage you to do In order to knock out “second  
guessing” is this: Cut down the number of options you have on purpose so  
that you can focus on the sound and your ears, rather than on a long list of plug-
ins and your eyes. In other words, if you have 50 plug-ins available to you, turn 
that number into 25 or 20 or 15 or 10 or 5 (which is about the number most 
Highly Successful Producer/Engineers use). Too many options breeds too much 
anxiety and too deep an insecurity in one’s ability to get a great mix. Rather than 
trying to deal with a large number of items that you have less knowledge about 
you can focus on a small number of items that you have more knowledge about.  

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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Cutting down the number of options creates a focused, confident approach to 
what you are doing, with your attention being placed on your ears, on the sound 
of what you are listening to, on the MUSIC as opposed to having your attention 
on the PROCESS OF MIXING and the TOOLS OF MIXING.  
 
The rule of thumb is: Keep Your Options Few And Simple. Keep Yourself  
Focused. Keep Moving Fast. Act Deliberately; Like You Mean It -- Like  
You Are Certain Your Decision Will Create A Great Sounding Mix. 
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Having 

 
had the opportunity to Mentor many Producer/Engineer students  
worldwide via Skype, email, telephone and face-to-face; I have found a sort of  
“mystery” in the mind of my students surrounding their perceptions of what  
goes on in a Pro Recording session. This “mystery,” like all mysteries, of  
course, centers around the UNKNOWN.  
 
These students:  
 
1. Have never had the chance to visit a Pro Recording Studio.  
 
2. If they have visited a Pro Recording Studio, they’ve never had the chance to  
observe a Pro Recording Session in progress and  
 
3. If they have observed a Pro Recording Session in progress, their lack of  
experience left them with more questions than answers about what was going  
on during that session.  
 
Regardless of whether YOU have been to a Pro Recording Session or not, I  
invite your attention to a key element of a recording session, a mental  
element, that can make the difference between you achieving Pro Studio  
Mixes in your home studio vs. “Home Studio” Sounding Mixes in your home 
studio.  
 
The PERCEIVED Differences Between Your Home Studio  
Recording/Mixing Sessions And Pro Studio Recording/Mixing Sessions  
 
If I may be so bold, I am going to communicate (this is just my opinion)  
what YOU may perceive to be some differences between your Home Studio  
Recording/Mixing Sessions and Pro Studio Recording/Mixing Sessions.  
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Perceived Differences Regarding Tracking/Recording  
 
Pro Studio Sessions: Their microphones and pre-amps are far, far superior,  
more expensive and they MUST be using some secret set-up and maybe  
even some secret programs or hardware or plug-ins that I will never have  
access to, which gives them a magical, miraculous high quality signal when  
they record any instrument, VST or vocal track. Therefore, I lose before I  
even begin, because:  
 
Home Studio Sessions: I have such crappy, inexpensive mics, pre-amps,  
plug-ins and hardware that it doesn’t matter what I do during my sessions,  
their Pro Studio Sessions are always going to sound better than mine. My  
tracking (recording) sessions are never going to produce the kind of sound  
that I hear on the radio, or in Film Sound Track recordings.  
 
Deduction: I can try all I want, but I will never capture an instrumental or vocal  
track as well as a Pro Studio. Therefore; all the courses and mentoring that I  
may engage in are nice, but really, underneath it all, I’ll never achieve what  
my actual goal is: to match (or even beat) the quality of recordings I hear on  
my favorite commercial recordings. So, I’ll go along with the program and I  
may even learn a few cool things, but this is all really a delusion on my part.  
But, hey, I enjoy this delusion, and since I AM learning some cool things, I’ll  
keep going because the alternative, to not even try, to only experience the  
torture of my day gig and suffer through life without at least attempting to  
reach my dream -- is not an option for me. I’ve got to do something to keep my  
dream at least breathing – even if only on life-support.  
 
Perceived Differences Regarding Editing/Mixing  
 
Pro Studio Sessions: When these Grammy Award Winning and Pro Sound  
Engineers, who do this for a living, are editing and mixing, they know  
something I don’t know. I’m not sure what it is, but there’s something that they  
have been shown, or taught or some technique they have developed that I  
don’ t understand and that probably cannot be taught anyway. They must also  
have plug-ins that magically do automatically what I wouldn’t even have the  
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time to think about doing, even if I figured out how to do it, because I’ve got  
other things in life to attend to.  
 
Home Studio Sessions: Yes, I do know how to do basic editing and how to  
adjust the volume and EQ of tracks and how to use stuff like panning and  
even stereo spread, but I don’t know anywhere NEAR what these Pro guys  
know.  
 
Deduction: Therefore; my mixes will always sound inferior to Pro Studio  
Mixes no matter what I do.  
 

Empirical Truth: 
 

Shattering Of The Myth Of 
 

The “Mysterious Advantages Of Pro Studio Sessions Over 
 

Home Studio Sessions” 
 
It all comes down to perceived advantages of Pro Studio Sessions that Do Not  
In Actual Fact Exist. Factually, it’s mostly a MENTAL game.  
 
Luckily, early on in my career as a Producer/Engineer, I was around enough  
great Producers/Engineers to learn the first law of how to create Masterpiece  
Recordings:  
 
1. IT’S NOT WHAT, IT’S WHO.  
 
Translation: It is not a matter of what equipment is being used, it’s a matter  
who is operating the equipment that creates the difference between  
Masterpiece Recordings and Amateur “Home Recording” sounding mixes and  
master recordings.  
 
This lead to the second most important law of mixing I learned:  
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2. ANY ADJUSTMENT OF SOUND THAT A GRAMMY AWARD WINNING  
PRODUCER/ENGINEER CAN DO, I CAN DO.  
 
Translation: NOT NEEDED.  
 
This then lead to an observation that made everything fall into place – to the  
point where I was able to get rid of the SELF-IMPOSED MENTAL BARRIERS  
THAT STOPPED ME FROM CREATING MASTERPIECE RECORDINGS  
RIGHT AT HOME IN MY HOME STUDIO:  
 
Observation: All actions and time spent on recording, mixing and mastering,  
whether by a Grammy Award Winning Producer/Engineer or by myself, results  
in something very simple:  
 
Two (or more) speakers vibrating in certain ways in order to create a pleasant  
listening experience for the listener.  
 
These are tiny vibrations. This is not some huge overwhelming activity.  
 
I would look at the wav files of commercially mixed tracks. Stare at them. And  
I would look at my wav files of my home studio mixed tracks. They didn’t look  
very different, really. These wav files, I realized would simply make those  
speakers vibrate a certain way. That’s all. That’s ALL. Not Complicated.  
 
Then I asked myself a question: Why can’t I create wav files that would cause  
speakers to vibrate in a pleasing way, just like the ‘big boys’ were doing?  
 
And then I slowly started to see the light.  
 
The ENEMY of creating masterpiece recordings was a perception, a Myth, that  
unfortunately, is sometimes promoted and even taught in our industry:  
 
Myth: Recording, Mixing and Mastering are COMPLICATED SUBJECTS not to  
be attempted by mere mortals.   NOT!  
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When I realized the above concept was THE ENEMY, the quality of my mixes  
launched into a whole new range of quality. It all came down to one  
undisputable claim that I was able to come to terms with. All of a sudden,  
everything fell in to place and once I made the following statement,  
to myself, honestly,  – everything changed.  
 
I BELIEVE THAT I CAN MIX MY TRACKS AS WELL AS OR BETTER THAN  
ANY PRODUCER OR ENGINEER IN THE INDUSTRY.  
 
You should write down the above statement and put it where you can see it in 
your studio.  
 
It’s a MENTAL GAME.  
 
And you will start WINNING that game, when you heed the above advice.  
 
REALITY  
 
Ok, the Cheerleader talk is all great, I know. How does this translate to real  
life? 
 
Here’s how:  
 
Let’s say you’re trying to get your kick drum track to sound just like a Maroon  
5 track but you “just can’t do it no matter what you try.”  
 
Well, first of all, wipe out that statement in the last sentence and believe that  
you can.  
 
And then, once you DO believe that you can, you will start to TAKE CERTAIN  
ACTIONS such as: cutting and pasting a kick drum sound from a Maroon 5  
recording and quantizing it into quarter notes and placing that sound event on  
a track in your Digital Audio Workstation. Then, you will start building your  
kick drum track that you are working on and you will start “A/B’ing”  
(comparing) your kick drum sound to the sound of the Maroon 5 kick drum  
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track. You will quantize your kick drum track to quarter notes, but you will  
off-set those quarter notes by an eighth note so your kick drum sounds on the  
off-beat and the Maroon 5 kick drum sounds on the beats. You will then loop a  
couple measures of these two sound events; Maroon 5 kick drum hits on 1, 2,  
3, 4 and your kick drum hits on the “ands”. You’ll sit back and listen closely to  
the overall rhythm and sound of this comparison: “1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and,”  
with each number being the sampled Maroon 5 kick drum and each “and”  
being your kick drum. Then, everything becomes quite simple – just keep  
adjusting literally whatever you can until your sound becomes similar to  
the Maroon 5 sound. Believe me when I tell you that THIS IS HOW THOSE  
GRAMMY AWARD WINNING PRODUCER/ENGINEERS earned their  
awards! This is how THEY learned!  
 
You might have to duplicate your kick drum 5 times, you might have to use 5  
different kick drums layered on top of each other, you might have to EQ each  
of those tracks differently, you might have to use 3 compressors and 2 limiters  
on your kick drums – whatever. It doesn’t matter! Whatever you have to do,  
you CAN get your kick drum to sound as good OR BETTER than that Maroon  
5 kick drum sound. Am I trying to pump you up? No – I’m just telling you the  
truth. 
 
And along the way, you are going to be learning what doesn’t work, what does 
work; and you’ll start developing your own tricks and techniques and secrets – 
after all -- this is part Science and part ART – and we are talking now about the 
ART.  This is an adventure and it’s all about experimenting, then streamlining, 
experimenting some more followed by more streamlining, over and over.  And 
after a short time, you may not notice it right away, but your Mixing and 
Mastering chops are going to even blow you away.  
 
 So throw away your self-imposed mental barriers and start playing a  
new game. A mental game of advantage, where you perceive YOU to be in  
full control.  
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If 

 
  
your goal is to break into the Music Licensing world and to start getting your  
music licensed for TV Shows, Commercials, Films, Video Games, etc., then it  
is important to plan for success BEFORE and DURING the Recording  
Process as well as AFTER. Normally, songwriters and producers strategize  
and plan how they will get their tracks licensed only AFTER a recording has  
been done.  
 
Pre-Production Strategy: 
 
Homework  
 
Before you even begin a recording session, it can pay off big time to do your  
homework. One should ask themselves what their goal is with any given  
recording before they get into the studio. For instance, let’s say you decided  
you wanted to submit your next track for licensing to a Major Motion Picture  
Music Supervisor.  
 
Read what one very successful Major Motion Picture Music Supervisor has to  
say about music production:  
 
"It’s very important to get your tracks mastered," says Lindsay Fellows, music  
supervisor for movies like The Avengers, Bridge to Terabithia, and Journey to  
the Center of the Earth. "It’s a good spend. You end up with a volume level  
that is going to be competitive with major label commercial releases. A lot of  
indie stuff I get is 30 decibels lower than major releases. It’s flat and it doesn’t  
pop, which isn’t good."  
 
In the course “How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You  
Money,” the subject of Mastering is embraced extensively. Refer to that  
section of the course and apply what you learn. It could make the entire  
difference in getting your tracks accepted for licensing or not.  

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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Do It Yourself Or Hire An Engineer?  
 
You could also opt to hire a Mastering Engineer to Master your tracks after  
you have recorded your production. I used to do just that when I first started  
out. While learning the craft, I figured it would be a good idea to get my tracks  
mastered by a Pro so that I could increase my chances for success in the  
meantime.  
 
And now, people hire me to Master their tracks for music licensing  
submissions. The way I approach my work is to always let my clients know  
exactly what I did while mastering, in writing, in detail, so that the process is a  
learning experience for them.  
 
Taking this process back one step further, you may even decide to hire a  
Mixing Engineer to mix your tracks once they have been recorded. I have  
many clients from around the world who hire me to both Mix and Master their  
tracks for licensing. Again, I try to convert each job into a learning experience  
for the client, with the goal that they Mix and Master their own tracks at some  
point in the future. This is the strategy that I used in order to learn how to Mix  
and Master myself – besides being apprenticed and mentored by other  
Producers and Engineers, I hired Producers and Engineers and learned from them 
during the process of getting my own tracks done.  
 
Of course there is also the consideration of finances. One can either afford to  
hire an engineer or they can’t. If you can’t – here is the good news:  
 
There is an echelon of quality standards in the Music Licensing world that  
allows you to submit tracks right away. In other words, there is a pecking  
order of perfection, or a ladder of quality control that exists – and you can take  
advantage of this starting right now. Let me explain:  
 
The type of submission that requires the least amount of technical perfection  
in your productions is Television Sound Track Music. Many times, NOT  
having your tracks mastered is totally ok and can result in you having your  
tracks accepted for licensing immediately. Why? Because the television broadcast  
medium is a lower fidelity sonic medium, AND often times, music is used  
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under dialogue, so the fact that the tracks might be “30 decibels lower than  
commercial recordings” is totally acceptable.  
 
The next most demanding category of Music Licensing submissions is Video  
Games. In this category of submissions, many pieces of music are combined  
by a Mastering Engineer for the final compilation and post-production steps  
when a game is being made ready for release, so if your track is not  
mastered, it will get mastered in the final steps by the Manufacturer’s  
Mastering Engineer.  
 
The next most demanding categories are commercials. This includes radio  
and television commercials. Here you would want to either be competent at  
mixing and mastering, or hire a competent mixer and mastering engineer for  
your final submission.  
 
And finally, the top of the ladder is Major Motion Picture submissions. The  
quality of sound reproduction systems in a Movie Theatre are quite good, and  
any flaws will show up loud and clear in this medium. So, here too, it is a  
good idea to either be competent at mixing and mastering, or hire a  
competent mixer and mastering engineer for your final submission.  
 
Whether you feel you are ready to Mix and Master your own tracks right now  
and land licensing deals, at least know this – in the hands of a good  
Teacher/Mentor, you will be able to become a Pro Mixer and Mastering  
Engineer in a lot less time than you could even imagine. The biggest barrier I  
find in each of my clients/students from around the world is a self-imposed  
mental barrier that they are somehow not good enough or that they would  
need “years of training” to be able to produce Pro Masterpiece Recordings.  
 
To dispel that myth, please review Chapter 14. You are much  
closer to achieving full competence than you realize! 
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Let’s 

 
face it – most of us would love to spend 8 to 10 hours a day working on  
getting our Music Licensed. Not gonna happen. No way. Life gets in the way  
-- and then even more life gets in the way.  
 
Before we take a look at a workable “Daily To Do List” regarding Music  
Licensing, allow me to direct your attention to a NY Times Bestseller by Tim  
Ferriss called “The 4-Hour Workweek.”  
 
Among many other things I discovered that I had in common with  
HowToLicenseYourMusic.com founder Aaron Davison, was the fact that we  
both had read “The 4-Hour Workweek.”  
 
In a recent review of Tim Ferriss’ book, I read the following:  
 
“How exactly does Tim Ferriss pull off a "4-hour workweek"? He doesn't. As  
he declares in a blog post about his schedule, "the goal was never to be  
idle...The goal is to spend as much time possible doing what we want..."  
 
Any resources or tools you can get your hands on (such as Ferriss’ book) that  
will allow you to maximize your time in the studio -- and eradicate from your  
life wasted time and wasted activities -- will prove to be vital in your pursuit of  
landing Licensing Deals for your music.  
 
So, just as important, and maybe even more important, than your “Daily To Do  
List” for Music Licensing – is your “Daily To Do List” for all OTHER activities  
BESIDES your Music Licensing actions. In other words, there are many, many  
ways that you can knock off wasting precious minutes that could be used  
wisely in the studio, researching on the internet, sending out emails, letters  
and on the phone; in the pursuit of success in the Music Licensing World.  
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Before you even think about putting together your “Daily To Do List” for Music  
Licensing, put together your “Daily To Do List” of ALL OTHER Activities. Start  
by simply describing, honestly, what you actually do all day every day. Break  
it down into a weekly list by day: What do you normally do every Mon, Tue,  
Wed, Thurs, Fri, Sat and Sunday? If it’s too hard to list out your activities by  
memory, then simply keep a log for a couple of weeks or for a month until you  
actually capture, in writing, the truth about what you do with your time. This  
exercise can prove to be QUITE enlightening. You’d be amazed.  
 
Once you have determined what you actually do all day every day on activities  
OTHER THAN Music Licensing, it’s now time to adjust that list to reflect a  
more refined, focused and disciplined you – where you erase from your life  
WASTED TIME AND EFFORT.  
 
NOTE: The goal is NOT to cut out important activities like spending time with  
your spouse, your children or with family members. The goal is to  
search out and destroy any activities which are a WASTE OF TIME AND  
NON-PRODUCTIVE. You’ll find that if you adjust your days so that you  
lead a more balanced life and a life with less wasted time, that your  
STATE OF MIND when you ARE working on Music Licensing will be  
much better and you WILL GET MORE DONE ON YOUR MUSIC CAREER.  
So it’s important to keep in mind the QUALITY of your time as well as the  
QUANTITY of time spent on various activities.  
 
VITAL: A sort of “hidden” time waster that you can directly improve is to  
separate yourself from any negative or abusive people in your life. Trying to  
accomplish a career in Music while directly connected closely to a person or  
people who covertly (or not so covertly) work to cut you down and dismantle  
your pride and confidence, results in inconsistent success at best, and failure  
at worst. No need to be careful here or to beat around the bush – the truth is  
– working in a creative and artistic field while connected to negative people is  
counter productive. So, my advice is this: if you want to make it in music, then 
face the music, and adjust your environment accordingly. Do not try to adjust to  
your environment, adjust your environment to you -- or you will find yourself  
adjusting yourself right out of the music industry.  
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Secret:  “Health must not be sacrificed to learning.  A strong body makes the mind 
strong.” – Thomas Jefferson  
 
Exercise is, above all else, the primary foundation and a secret to success.  Since 
the Recording Industry has become a ritual of sitting in front of a computer 
clicking a mouse, it is even more vital to include exercise in your weekly routine.   
My career started to really take off when I began running 2.5 miles every other 
day on the beach in the sand, along with other upper body exercises.  My studio 
production output more than doubled and the quality of my work increased!  It 
goes without saying that any self-destructive habit just lowers your chances for 
success.  So, if you feel you “don’t have enough time,” exercise is the secret to 
“creating more time.”  
 
Music Licensing “Daily To Do List”  
 
Once your general daily routine is more balanced and you rid your days of  
wasted motion and effort -- and any negative influences; your State Of Mind will 
be much better and you will automatically get more done in your career.  
 
NOW you can put together your “Music Licensing Daily To Do List.”  
 
This is just an example of a workable To Do List. Yours, of course, will be  
personal to you and your needs and wants and resources. This is just an  
example:  
 
1. 20 Minutes of Listening Exercises in My Home Studio  
 
a) Listen to Favorite Commercial Recordings at 85dB. (If done daily, this will  
give you the “great ears” that you hear about that all great producer/engineers  
possess. Activities such as this, believe it or not, helped to develop those ears  
from average to great.) For a reference as to why 85dB – refer to the Course  
“How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You Money” on  
HowToLicenseYourMusic.com.  There are also other listening exercises that you 
can do to develop your “engine-ear.” 
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2. 30 Minutes of Study Of Material From Aaron Davison’s  
HowToLicenseYourMusic.com Website.  
 
3. 30 Minutes of Networking (In Person or Email or Letters or Texting or  
Phone). This can and should include LIVE Sound Mixing at least once every  
two weeks.  
 
4. Alternate Every Other Day:  
 
1 Hour of Studio Work (Writing or Tracking or Editing or Mixing or Mastering)  
[Or Sending Out Tracks To Be Mixed/Mastered]  
 
1 Hour of Administration Work (Meta-Tagging tracks, Sending Tracks Off To  
 
Music Supervisors, Any Publishing Administration, Paperwork, etc.)  
 
Total time spent per day: 2 Hours and 20 Minutes. This is doable. It’s NOT  
easy to pull off. Believe me, I KNOW! But it IS doable, and if done, will result  
in success. How long will it take? Just like Aaron Davison points out, you  
can’t really say, but if you put in the time, success will eventually result! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
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In 

 
the course “How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You  
Money,” a revolutionary approach to teaching Mixing is revealed:  
 
Mixing is compared to Sanding a car body and Mastering is compared to  
Spray Painting a car body. In this example, it is pointed out that if your job  
were to Sand car bodies for a living and if my job were to teach you how to  
best Sand those car bodies in order to prepare them for the Spray Painter, I  
could do one of two things. I could take the normal approach, which would be  
to train you as good as I possibly could on all the techniques and tricks of  
Sanding so that you could be the best Sander on the assembly line. With this  
typical approach, of teaching you the trade you were hired for, I could spend,  
let’s say, a year teaching you very carefully, everything there was to know  
about Sanding a car body.  
 
OR – I could take a different approach. An approach that would take much  
less time and yield much better results. In fact it would create a very powerful  
and valuable employee on that assembly line and for that company. What  
would this approach be?  
 
I would FIRST teach you how to SPRAY PAINT that car body, BEFORE I  
taught you how to Sand. Think about it – if I spent a year teaching you how to  
Sand, and if you never walked over to the next room where the Spray Painter  
worked and you never even watched him in action, much less learned HIS  
trade, you would NEVER learn what he truly needed and wanted from you as  
the Sander.  
 
However, if I spent just Two Weeks teaching you how to Spray Paint, and if, in the 
process, I ensured that you received some apprenticing and Mentoring from the 
Spray Painter himself, you would find something incredible happening – 
WITHOUT TEACHING YOU ANYTHING ABOUT SANDING,  YOU WOULD LEARN 
MORE ABOUT SANDING WITH TWO WEEKS OF SPRAY PAINTING INSTRUCTION 
THAN A YEAR OF DIRECT SANDING INSTRUCTION.  

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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And so, it holds true for Mixing and Mastering.  
 
If I could get you to dive right into the deep end and learn how to Master  
(much easier than Mixing actually), then you would know exactly what a  
Mastering Engineer needs and wants from the Mixing Engineer. And when it  
came time to actually learn how to Mix, a lot of that knowledge would already  
be in your head and at your finger tips by the mere fact that you knew what  
Mastering was basically all about. The biggest problem in our industry with  
Mixing Engineers comes down to ONE thing: They don’t know how to prepare  
their mixes for the Mastering Engineer! And THAT’S THE MIXING ENGINEER’S  
JOB!!! 
 
But it’s not their fault! Why? Because They Are Normally Not Taught How To 
Prepare Mixes For The Mastering Engineer!!! They basically are given a bunch of  
information about “how to Mix.” If you are not taught the exact purpose of why  
you are doing something, you’ll always miss the boat. You’ll never achieve an  
excellent Mix every time; quickly. And achieving an excellent mix every time,  
quickly, is a very doable goal.  
 
What Is Mastering Basically All About?  
 
Again, it absolutely behooves you to refer to “How To Produce Music That Will  
Get Licensed And Make You Money,” specifically the section of the course  
which covers Mastering, in order to grasp a full understanding of how to go  
about diving in to the deep end to learn Mastering FIRST.  
 
However, I will give you right here and right now, a road map to getting that  
done.  
 
Mastering is what gets done to a track to make it sound even better and  
louder -- once the track has been mixed down to a single stereo wav file.  
 
  

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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Mastering doesn’t have to, but often does, include the following processes 
applied directly to the final Stereo Wav File of the overall mix you wish to Master:  
 
1. EQing. In today’s market, a common EQ adjustment made to a Stereo Mix  
of a track is the “smile” EQ – an EQ which, graphically, looks a bit like a smile,  
where the Lows are raised, the Mids are left alone or even slightly lowered,  
and the Highs are raised.  
 
2. Multi-Band Compression. Multi-Band is a fancy word which means the  
Lows, Mids and Highs are separated into 3 (or more in some cases) “bands”  
(or frequency ranges) and each “band” can be separately Compressed. Note  
that when compression occurs (louds are made softer and soft passages are  
made louder, overall evening out the dynamic volume of the track), it is  
usually a good idea to turn up the volume of the track (this is called “make-up  
gain” on a compressor) after compression has been applied. If only  
compression is used without using the “make-up” gain, then the overall  
volume of the track will decrease. In the Mastering process, you are usually  
trying to get the overall volume level higher than the mix you were given to  
Master, so turning the “make-up gain” up in volume is usually done in the  
Mastering Process.  
 
3. Limiting. Limiting is similar to Compressing, but instead of averaging out  
the loudness and softness of a track, the Limiter can be set to just increase  
the overall volume level of the track itself, while Limiting the maximum upper end 
volume of the track to ensure it doesn’t distort or damage the speakers. Limiting 
also has a side benefit; a side-effect as it were, of making a track sound “beefier”  
and more “punchy.”  
 
4. Harmonic Exciter. This is usually set up in a “Multi-Band” set up, much like  
the Compressor. Accordingly, you can choose any part of the Low, Mid or  
High Frequency Spectrum and adjust the amount of Harmonic Exciter applied  
to that frequency range. What does a Harmonic Exciter do exactly? Well, it  
actually applies a small amount of pleasing distortion to a track (that’s right,  
sounds like an oxymoron, doesn’t it? Pleasing Distortion – but that’s exactly  
what it is, a certain type of distortion. Used in very small doses, this type of  
distortion actually creates the effect of adding punch, warmth, brilliance and  
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CLARITY to a track).  
 
5. Stereo Imaging. This creates the sonic illusion that the mix is being  
“widened;” stretched “wider” and tends to sound a bit fuller and dynamic and  
not so flat and lifeless. However, don’t overdo Stereo Imaging – it’s a nice  
effect, but can also cause Phasing problems. (More on Phasing Problems in  
an upcoming article – stay tuned).  
 
6. Reverb. Placing Reverb on a finished Mix isn’t always done, but it IS an option  
during the Mastering Process. It all depends on a) taste, b) whether or not the  
mixing engineer used reverb and c) how much and what kind of reverb the mixing 
engineer used on the mix.  
 
Even though a track CAN theoretically be “Mastered” while in the mixing  
process (and it has been done, but very rarely), it is optimum to bounce the  
Mix down to a single Stereo wav file before attempting to Master it. Why?  
Because if you place items such as Multi-Band Compressors, Limiters, EQ,  
Harmonic Exciter, Stereo Imaging and Reverb on the Main Stereo Out  
Channel of a Mix, you are asking the computer to do an awful lot of work on  
top of all the plug-ins used on the Mix itself (Using up Heaps of CPU) that  
will affect the playback quality of the track in a negative way, AND you leave  
yourself open to having to make too many decisions back and forth between  
Mixing and Mastering on the spot. It’s also much harder, if not impossible, to  
do “Checkerboard A/B’ing” (comparing your Master to a commercially  
Mastered track instantaneously – see “How To Produce Music That Will Get  
Licensed And Make You Money.”)  
 
The optimum way to Master is to start out in a brand new project file with a  
brand new stereo wav file of your last mix. Then, the computer will not be  
drained of CPU while you Master, your mind will stay focused without  
attempting to make too many adjustments to your Mix while you are Mastering, 
AND (VERY IMPORTANT) – YOU’LL BE ABLE TO DO CHECKERBOARD A/B’ing 
(Instantaneous Comparisons To A Commercially Mastered Recording) WHILE IN 
THE PROCESS OF MASTERING.  
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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The BEST Way By Far To Learn How To Master –  
 
 Automatically!  
 
Someone, thank goodness, invented a Plug-In (not a program or a Suite, but  
a simple and powerful Plug-In) that is designed to not only Master Music, but  
is designed to help Teach The User How To Master Music! The Plug-In is  
called Izotope Ozone 5. I myself purchased and own Izotope Ozone 4, which  
is awesome. I will be upgrading to Izotope Ozone 5 shortly. But honestly,  
Izotope Ozone 4 is so good, that if I never upgraded, I could still make a great  
living at mixing and mastering tracks.  Izotope Ozone Mastering Plug-Ins are used 
by some of the best Mastering Engineers in the Industry.  
 
If you are serious at all about what you are doing, I would absolutely save up  
and purchase Izotope Ozone 5. It is not only very user friendly, but it  
TEACHES one how to Master.  
 
Education  
 
Since the factory pre-set defaults of Digital Mastering Set-Ups within the plug- 
in have been set by top Mastering Engineers in the Industry – you can actually  
go in and look at the exact set-ups they used. This is invaluable in the  
learning process for a beginner Mastering Engineer.  
 
So, if you go into the settings for each parameter of the factory pre-set list of  
Mastering Set-Ups, you will be able to see exactly how the following were set  
up by top Mastering Engineers in the Industry: a) Multi-Band Compressor, b)  
EQ, c) Limiter, d) Harmonic Exciter, e) Reverb.  
 
This is an invaluable lesson in how to Master. You can go into the “bowels of  
the beast” and learn exactly how each of the above parameters have been  
adjusted by top Mastering Engineers.  
 
I’m STILL to this day, amazed at some of the things I’ve learned by using  
Izotope Ozone.   
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“Poor Man’s” Mastering  
 
If you just cannot afford to purchase Izotope Ozone, that’s ok. There is an 
effective “poor man’s” approach to mastering. It goes like this:  
 
1. Open a new file and call it (‘name of song’ Mastering). Then open that file  
and import your stereo mix.  
 
2. On the Master Stereo Track set up the following plug-ins (you can set them up 
in either the Insert Signal Chain or the Send/Return Signal Chain settings):  
 
a) An EQ Plug-In  
 
b) A Multi-Band Compressor OR a Regular Compressor Plug-In  
 
c) A Limiter Plug-In  
 
d) An Exciter Plug-In  
 
e) A Stereo-Widening Plug-In  
 
f) A Reverb Plug-in.  
 
Note: An EQ Plug-In AS AN INSERT PLUG-IN  is Usually the first Plug-In in the 
chain, no matter what else you do. This allows you to adjust the overall EQ of the 
track prior to the track being sent to other effects.  
 
Basically, with the above tools, you can experiment to your heart’s content,  
and you will be accomplishing a vital process in your own assembly line while  
learning how the pro’s do it! 
 
Congratulations!  You have taken you first steps forward as a Mastering Engineer! 
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I’m 

 
 
not sure if you realize it or not, but the ultimate reward for an Indie  
Musician Do-It-Yourself-Home-Studio-Producer/Engineer is NOT just a steady  
income of several hundred dollars a month derived from residual checks  
gotten as the result of consistently placed original tracks licensed as  
background music for Television Shows and Commercial Ad Agencies – and  
the accompanying pride and feeling of accomplishment and the increased  
value in negotiating your next contract.  
 
There is a higher echelon reward that I have found some Indie Musicians  
either don’t know exists or don’t believe they can achieve. This reward is  
REAL and DOABLE and DESERVED and should be EXPECTED by YOU as  
you move forward in your career in the Music Licensing world. This reward  
comes about as a direct result of  
 
a) Persistence, b) Getting Yourself Educated, c) Networking and d) Improving  
Your Abilities And Establishing More Experience In The Studio, Applying What  
You Learned In “B” Above.  
 
And the reward is getting your tracks accepted by Music Supervisors and Ad  
Agencies for placements as FEATURED PRODUCTONS in Film Score  
Soundtracks, Video Games, Television Shows and Commercials. These  
placements earn you Thousands of Dollars vs. hundreds of dollars. A  
Featured track in a Major Motion Picture can earn you $20,000 up front along  
with back-end residuals derived from the Motion Picture Sound Track Album  
earnings and other uses.  
 
The Time-Tested Strategy  
 
Here’s your quickest route to success and income:  
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1. Utilizing Aaron Davison’s HowToLicenseYourMusic.com, get your best  
existing tracks out to Music Supervisors, Publishers and Ad Agencies for  
placement as background music in Television and Commercials. The  
production quality standards for this music is not as high as for Featured  
Placements. Therefore, while building up your education and experience in  
the studio, get your tracks out for background music placements immediately.  
It’s a numbers game, so get out as many tracks to as many people as  
possible. (If you DO have excellent quality tracks and/or if you DO have the  
knowledge and ability to produce them right now, then also go to step 3  
below).  
 
2. In the meantime, while you are learning how to produce the highest quality  
tracks that can be accepted as Featured Tracks, do two things:  
 
a) If you can afford it, hire an excellent Mixing and Mastering Engineer to Mix  
and Master the tracks that you’d like to submit for Featured Tracks.  
 
b) Get yourself educated and trained on how to be the best possible  
producer/engineer you can be – through courses like the November  
Workshop and “How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You  
Money.” This course comes with Mentoring, which is the most effective tool of  
education in any field. Take advantage of it!  
 
3. Once you have achieved the competence level required to land Feature  
Tracks as a Writer/Producer/Engineer, then start getting your best tracks out  
to Music Supervisors, Publishers and Ad Agencies SPECIFICALLY FOR  
FEATURED OPPORTUNITIES.  In order to secure licensing deals of this quality, 
utilize all the tools you can from HotToLicenseYourMusic.com. These are the big 
pay-off jobs that make all the years of blood, sweat and tears worthwhile! Don’t 
give up! Keep your eyes on the prize and your soul on the goal!!! 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
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Though 

 
it’s unfortunate that I have to write an article about this topic, I’ve  
never been one to tip-toe lightly around the truth – I’d much rather blow the lid  
off of anything that slows or stops the Music Industry from improving.  
 
I learned early on in my career, that a certain small percentage of people  
behind-the-scenes in the Music Industry tended to “not divulge industry secrets” 
or“to keep ‘proprietary’ information regarding certain production processes  
protected.”  
 
My translation: “The education and the improvement of the Music Industry  
overall are less important than the insecurity of certain engineers in their own  
businesses and practices.”  
 
I found out that the perceived damage of teaching someone a “trade secret”  
(NOT) would create a competitive problem for the teacher. This is so not the  
case it’s not funny. If I approached my business the same, I would only teach  
my students those things that were very generic and would not really result in  
a dramatic increase in the production quality of their productions. Those things  
that made the biggest difference (the “secrets”) I would keep to myself. The  
thinking would be: if I blabbed my secrets to the world, then no one would  
need me anymore and I would then be cutting my own income.  
 
The biggest joke about this is that I find the exact OPPOSITE to be true; when  
I share secrets with my students, I get great word of mouth advertising, I get  
more students, I get more clients hiring me to Mix and Master their recordings  
and I get to learn more myself when my students start applying these secrets  
and share with me the various ways they’ve applied these secrets.  
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Myth Vs. Truth  
 
So, in the spirit of improving the Music Industry and of seeing to it that you  
receive a proper education in Sound Production and Engineering, I offer this  
list of items titled: “Myth Vs. Truth”  
 
1. Myth:  The Microphone and Pre-Amp you are using in the studio makes a  
huge difference.  
 
Truth:  Any decent Mic and Pre-Amp can be (and have been) used on hit  
recordings for Major Labels and Home Studio Recordings.  
 
2. Myth:  Never Touch The Master Stereo Out Fader On Your Mixing Console  
or it will mess up your mix. (Applies to Actual Consoles or In-The-Box D.A.W.  
“Mixing Consoles.”)  
 
Truth:  If adjusting the volume of your Stereo Out Master fader would mess up  
a mix – there wouldn’t be a Fader Switch on it!!! Sometimes the best thing you  
can do, if you have a great mix and the level is a bit too high – is to lower the  
Master Fader before bouncing your Mix in order to give the Mastering Engineer 
ample headroom.  
 
3. Myth:  Drums always sound better when recorded with Analog Tape.  
 
Truth:  First of all, I grew up as a drummer prodigy. I also played drums under  
Berry Gordy and Suzanne De Passe at Motown Records. I’ve worked my  
whole life as a studio and live drummer, as well as keyboardist, composer,  
conductor and Musical Director. After spending over 900 hours experimenting  
personally during a two-year Residence Producer position at the 13,000 square  
foot Multi-Million dollar Springs Theatre Studio in Tampa Florida (featuring a  
7,000 square foot main room) under John Zumwalt Stephan, I discovered the  
empirical truth – if a producer/engineer is experienced and competent at both  
digital and analog recording – DIGITAL recording of drums come out sounding  
better. And this was with blindfold testing, where listeners thought, time and  
time again, that DIGITAL recordings were analog recordings and told me how  
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much better they sounded! Now, this Myth/Truth may never affect you in any  
way. I understand – perhaps you won’t ever be in a position to even think  
about having drums recorded analog, and you may use a version of any  
number of Studio Created Digital Drum Programs (which I love by the way) for  
your drum tracks. But I do want to direct your attention to the overall purpose of 
this Chapter and focus very directly on WHY I even felt the need to write this 
Chapter at all:  
 
We are dealing with an invisible, subjective art form which is very  
vulnerable to “authorities” and “authoritative statements” being accepted at  
face value -- without a balance of research done to verify as truth, or discard  
as false – those statements. In fact, don’t even take what I tell you as truth for  
yourself – I would rather you challenge what I say and I would even welcome  
someone showing me I’m wrong.  A) I would learn something new and even  
more importantly B) I would feel great knowing that an independent thinking  
individual, able to thoroughly research any subject, not susceptible to being  
professionally seduced by assumed “authority” was standing up with their own  
integrity intact and speaking up about it. Believe me, my purpose is not to “be the  
be-all-end-all authority” on audio recording. My purpose is to educated and 
inspire students so that they experience ever increasing confidence, create 
Masterpiece Recordings and constantly improve their abilities and results as 
musicians, songwriters, composers, producers, engineers and entrepreneurs.  
 
4. Myth:  The equipment you record on makes a huge difference.  
 
Truth:  The Producer and/or Engineer you are working with makes the biggest  
difference BY FAR. There have been Major Label Releases recorded on  
Garageband – by competent Producer/Engineers.  
 
5. Myth:  Every D.A.W. (Digital Audio Workstation – such as Pro-Tools, Logic,  
Cubase, Reason, Garageband, etc.) are all equal. None of them are really  
much different than the other.  
 
Truth:  Steinberg, which was bought by Yamaha, invented Virtual Studio  
Technology. Steinberg also RE-invented MIDI technology  - TWICE - over the last 5  
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years. Steinberg owns CUBASE and NUENDO. These D.A.W.’s contain  
Yamaha (Motif) sound sources and the backing of the Yamaha Corporation.  
 
In order for Pro-Tools, Reason, Logic, Garageband, etc. to do business, they  
must license VST technology directly from Steinberg. Amazingly, Steinberg,  
which could easily charge for those licences, charges nothing to those  
companies.  
 
6. Myth:  Home Studios cannot put out the same quality as Pro Hollywood  
Studios.  
 
Truth:  With my home studio, which has no mixing console, no expensive pre- 
amps, uses a PC laptop computer (HP BeatsAudio), Cubase and East/West  
Quantum Leap Symphonic Orchestra, StormDrum II and Ministry Of Rock, I  
landed a featured Single release on the prestigious Concord Records Major  
Label for a recent Dennis Quaid Major Motion Picture Sound Track Album,  
negotiated through one of the top Hollywood Music Supervisors, Mason  
Cooper. 
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Once 

 
 in a great while, a major breakthrough occurs in the field of Mixing.  
Well, it just so happened, that during the 30-Day November Workshop  
Campaign for HotToLicenseYourMusic.com -- that this book is based off of, 
 I discovered a trick for mixing vocals (and instrument and VST tracks) that  
made a huge difference in my last two sessions with clients in my studio, 
affectionately dubbed “California Renaissance Studios,” in Lake Forest, CA, about 
an hour south of Hollywood.  
 
In earlier articles I described how to use De-Essers, 30-Band EQ’s, Parallel  
Compression, Reverb, Delay and even a touch of Distortion for great  
sounding vocal tracks. Well, I found out something incredible over the last  
two weeks that blew me away.  
 
ENVELOPE SHAPER  
 
Most D.A.W.’s come with a plug-in that allows you to adjust the Attack,  
Length, Release and Output of a sound source. In Cubase, the plug-in is  
called “Envelope Shaper.”  

 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
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Here is the Envelope Shaper in ProTools: 
 

 
 
What I found fascinating about mixing Vocals with this plug-in is exciting  
enough for me to devote an entire Chapter to.  
 
Attack: With the Envelope Shaper you can adjust the Attack of any sound  
source so that it either a) has a very sharp, well defined and percussive attack  
or b) has a rounded off, mellow and slower attack. On vocal attacks,  
something very interesting occurred while using the Envelope Shaper (I  
actually brought in the Envelope Shaper plug-in by accident on one vocal  
track. I thought I had a tom-tom track up, when it was the vocal track – and by  
the way, an Envelope Shaper on toms, or any drums, can make a huge  
difference – especially with the Attack setting). So when I realized I had set up  
the Envelope Shaper on the vocal track, I thought, well, I wonder what this  
plug-in could do for the vocal track. . .  
 
Amazingly, as I started messing around with the Attack setting, the vocals  
changed before my very ears. Depending on how the vocals were originally  
recorded, the envelope shaper could go in and re-define the “RECORDING”  
of the vocals. I use parentheses around “RECORDING” because it doesn’t  
really change the way the vocals were recorded, but it SOUNDS like it does.  
 
A peculiarly fascinating thing I noticed right away was this: As I adjusted the  
Attack setting on the vocal track, I could cut down the percussive attack of one  
vocal track I was working on. The singer had performed the track with a lot of  
passion and this, unfortunately translated into lots of “popping B’s” and P’s.”I  
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I don’t think the engineer who had tracked the session had used a Pop Filter.  
 
Well, when I softened the Attack setting on the Vocal track, it was as if I put up  
a Pop Filter on the singer before they recorded the take! On another Vocal  
track, where the singer was not singing with enough passion and was a bit  
timid, I slightly increased the Attack setting, and the vocals started really punching  
through the mix.  
 
RELEASE  
 
The biggest and most dramatic improvement in Vocals was when I started  
experimenting with the Release setting. I found that just a hair bit of  
adjustment one way or the other on the Release setting made quite a bit of  
difference in the vocal mix.  
 
There is this “magic” sweet spot for most vocal recordings I was dealing with  
which is very simple to describe, but you’ll have to dial in the exact increase in  
“Release” in order to fit the vocalist you are working with. I found that there is  
no “cookie cutter” setting or “go to default” setting on the Release – but that it  
took some work and patience in adjusting it (a little bit goes a long way) until I  
increased the Release just a bit and all of a sudden, the vocal track came  
majorly alive – the sustain of the notes (which nicely affected the compressors  
[set up in parallel] and the reverb and delay) created an effect where all of a  
sudden it sounded like the vocalist had sung the track with more intention,  
more passion and more sustain – like they had used a better mic, like they  
had positioned themselves better in front of the mic when they were singing.  
 
Without going on and on about how the Envelope Shaper can change your  
vocal tracks in Mixing, I invited your attention to the project you are working on  
now (or the next one you are about to work on) – and I encourage you to  
experiment with the Envelope Shaper on your vocal tracks.  
 
I would love to hear about the results of your experimenting with the Envelope 
Shaper Plug-in.  Write to me at gary@LearnAudioEngineering.net to share with 
me your research findings, so that I can share your knowledge with others.  

mailto:gary@LearnAudioEngineering.net
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Just 

 
 

a few minutes ago, I found a website (see link below) where you can take  
a real-life test to see how good your ears are. While reading the explanation  
of the test, I was confident I would do well, specifically because of the amount  
of training and experience I’ve had in developing my ear. That’s right –  
developing my ear. I ended up scoring 100% the first time.  
 
You can DEVELOP your ear to the point where you can hear nuances that will  
help you Mix and Master like a top Pro. It requires exercises and working  
hard – just like anything else in life that you’d like to conquer.  
 
Here is the link. Take the test:  
 
http://www.noiseaddicts.com/2010/03/can-you-hear-like-an-audio-engineer 
 
On the same website, there is another test. It is a test to see if you can tell  
the difference between a Wav file and an mp3 file. I also took that test, but as  
I started reading the text preceding the test, I discovered that this test was bogus.  
For several reasons (See the comment below that I posted after seeing this  
test) After working thousands of hours in studios around the world, I knew this  
test was not going to be valid at all. And it turned out to be exactly and  
completely invalid. And yet, the other comments below the test were quite  
numerous and quite verbose in their opinions.  
 
To set the record straight here, in my opinion, it’s a waste of time to spend  
even 30 seconds talking about the perceived differences between a Wav file  
and an mp3. NOT A PRIORITY FOR YOUR CAREER. Spend your energy  
and your attention and action on something that makes a difference.  For 
example, the first test is a good test to spend time on to help you develop your 
ear, which will help your career.  
 
  

http://www.noiseaddicts.com/2010/03/can-you-hear-like-an-audio-engineer/
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I invite your attention to the mp3/Wav test link first and then to the comment I 
submitted on their website below:  
 
http://www.noiseaddicts.com/2010/04/sound-test-difference-between-wav-vs-
mp3/ 
 
This article and test are interesting for sure. However, there is only one way to  
actually A/B two or more comparative tracks: You MUST be able to  
psychoacoustically perceive these tracks without silence in between. Any  
silence in between playing the tracks will “reset” the ear and more importantly,  
the mind. It is my opinion that the people who commented on perceived  
differences between the two tracks, if given the test in this way, would no way  
be able to tell ANY difference. Here’s how I would administer this test: First of  
all I would edit EVERY OTHER BAR of the music in an alternating pattern of  
WAV/mp3/WAV/mp3/WAV/mp3 – WITHOUT letting the listener know which  
one I started with. After 3 bars I would place the edited bars in a RANDOM  
pattern of WAV/mp3 files. But again, the comparison would be done without  
silence in between the comparative files – edited together in one smooth  
streaming song.  
 
I would then NOT give the answer away just below the samples in the article.  
THAT’S HOW (in my opinion) these people got it “right.”  
I TEACH audio engineering and have for years and I won’t jump on the  
“Emporer’s New Clothes” bandwagon here and try to impress anyone with  
how I can hear the difference between the guitars strumming (no difference)  
or the snare drum (no difference) — because there is no psychoaucoustic  
difference when processed through a Human Being!  
 
The test should simply say choose which one is the mp3 and which is the wav  
and there should be a submit button to find out if you are right or wrong.  
Believe me, you’ll get a lot less people taking the test at all because many  
people, again in my opinion, would be afraid of losing status or value in case  
they were wrong!(Unthinkable!)  
 
Though people love to talk about these type of things — some more than  

http://www.noiseaddicts.com/2010/04/sound-test-difference-between-wav-vs-mp3/
http://www.noiseaddicts.com/2010/04/sound-test-difference-between-wav-vs-mp3/
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others; I even consider it a Sport I call “Talk About.” A certain amount of  
communication on the subject is useful, but mostly, it’s a waste of time and it  
doesn’t parallel reality.  
 
I’m developing a plug-in that actually automatically sets up random order  
seemlessly edited A/B’ing. I call it “Checkerboard A/B” because it’s the way  
I’ve A/B’d for years – creating a “checkerboard” sort of visual set up by muting  
every other segment on two tracks in a D.A.W. It gives a checkerboard visual  
by doing so.  
 
Remember, psychoacoustically, NO silence can exist between two or more  
comparative tracks, or you’ve lost your Scientific controlled experiment.  
You’ve entered in an infinite number of possible variables into the MIND of the  
listener each time silence occurs. In fact each time an ACTION occurs, the  
Mind will adjust – an ACTION such as clicking off one track and then clicking  
on another.  
 
Bottom line is, I think it’s better to spend our time as Audio Professionals on  
doing everything we can to help Songwriters and Composers create  
Masterpiece Songs and Compositions, and on ensuring the musical  
arrangements of those creations are also masterpieces. THAT is where we  
have lost our focus and our priority. Let’s get it back!!! 
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Within 

 
a few minutes and for almost no cash outlay, you can accurately adjust  
your Home Studio Monitors for optimum performance just like the top Pros do  
in Hollywood Multi-Million Dollar Studios. It’s very simple.  
 
If you have a smartphone, I suggest you get the App called SPL from  
StudioSixDigital.com.  SPL stands for Sound Pressure Level – another term  
for how loud a sound source is, as described in Decibels (abbreviated dB).  
The StudioSixDigital.com SPL App is an SPL Meter – which will readout how  
loud a sound is in Decibels.  
 
The optimum loudness level for Mixing (see the course “How To Produce  
Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You Money” at 
HowToLicenseYourMusic.com for a full education on optimum loudness for  
Mixing and Mastering) is 85dB. It is vital that your speakers are accurately  
calibrated so that you create the best possible Mixes you can. Here’s how  
you do it:  
 
Hold your SPL Meter in the “sweet spot” (right where you work in your studio –  
exactly where you do your Mixing, in front of and between your speakers).  
Note that the best way to set up your Monitors is to have them at the same  
height as your ears, and ensure they are not pointing slightly up or down, but  
exactly AT your ears. They should be as far apart from each other as each  
speaker is apart from you; in other words – your speakers and you should  
form an equilateral triangle.  
 
Turn on only your left speaker to begin. Adjust the level of that speaker until  
the SPL meter shows 83dB. Now, turn off the left speaker and turn on the  
right speaker. Do the same with the right speaker; adjust the level of the right  
speaker until the SPL meter shows 83dB. Now, turn on both Speakers. The  
SPL Meter should show 85dB. Now your monitors are balanced at the  
optimum volume level for mixing.  
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
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(Do the same with your Subwoofer if you have one – [If you don’t have a 
Subwoofer – It is VITAL that you get one in order to Mix correctly and to secure 
Licensing deals] the placement of the subwoofer is not as important as your 
higher frequency monitors – the reason for this is that the human ear cannot 
perceive the direction of a low frequency sound source as well as a higher 
frequency sound source. If you close your eyes and try to pinpoint the exact 
location of a speaker emitting a Hi-Hat track, you will be able to point to it exactly.  
However, try to pinpoint the exact location of a bass guitar sound with your eyes 
closed and good luck!).  
 
If you do not have separate volume controls on your monitors, then make the  
adjustments within your computer by adjusting the Pan controls on your  
Master Fader Out. Write down the settings of all of your computer and  
outboard gear and I suggest even using a small piece of tape on your  
outboard gear to remind you exactly where your settings should be.  
 
How To Overcome The Drawbacks Of Mixing In Headphones  
 
You may or may not know this, but the difference between Mixing with your  
Monitor Speakers and your Headphones is NIGHT and DAY! When you listen  
to a Mix with speakers, the mind fills in the middle of the sonic picture with a  
Phantom Center Channel. Headphones take away the mind’s ability to  
accurately fill in this Phantom Center Channel. The mind will place the center  
channel in an indeterminate location. Hence; your mixes will never sound the  
same through headphones as they do through monitor speakers. If you didn’t  
know this, then now you know why you were never quite getting your mixes to  
sound as good through your headphones.  
 
Note: I TEST my mixes through headphones, I never mix through headphones  
if possible. However, if I’m forced to mix in the middle of the night in an  
environment where I might wake someone up with even a soft level mix  
through my speakers, here’s what I do (and I suggest you do the same).  
 
Use a plug-in called 112dB Redline Monitors. You can find out more about  
this product here:  http://www.112db.com/redline/monitor/ 

http://www.112db.com/redline/monitor/
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Besides the omitted perception of the Phantom Center Channel while mixing  
through headphones, mixing through headphones causes ear fatigue (this is  
reduced with the Redline Monitor plug-in) and causes EAR DAMAGE,  
especially if done at high volume levels and/or for long periods of time. So, only if 
you HAVE to mix through headphones do I suggest it. And definitely do get the 
Redline Monitor Plug-In.  
 
Applying the principles in this Chapter will make a WORLD of difference in the 
quality of your mixes. Have at it! 
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The definition of Empirical is: “Based on, concerned with, or verifiable by  
observation or experience rather than theory or pure logic.”  
 
When you sit down to figure out what you are going to do next in order to land  
a licensing deal with your music, understand that you are dealing with a highly  
competitive and saturated field. The Music Supervisors I deal with and hang  
out with mention to me more and more a certain phenomenon about Music  
Licensing that they observe during their day-to-day “grind” working on the job;  
it usually sounds something like this: “I am getting SO much music sent to me,  
I mean, it’s almost like I feel I could survive for the next 5 years, even if I didn’t  
receive another mp3 or soundcloud link. I mean, I now have thousands of  
songs in our company library and it seems like more and more people are  
sending us stuff everyday!”  
 
Hearing this may sound a bit depressing and it may sound like your odds for  
landing a licensing deal are small.  
 
But here’s the truth. If you keep talking to these same Music Supervisors, you  
discover the positive side of the business, you find out about what fuels them  
and inspires them to go to work every day and to keep sifting through the  
tens, or hundreds or thousands of tracks their companies have to deal with in  
order to find those winning tracks that DO get licensed for Movies, Television  
Shows, Video Games, Commercials, etc.  
 
Those conversations sound something like this: “We found this amazing track  
for the upcoming Sony Pictures Movie Trailer for our next blockbuster film!  
And the writer is an unknown single father/mother from Mentor, Ohio and this  
music is unbelievable. Perfect for this trailer! He/she just earned  
himself/herself a $20,000 check and a nice back-end deal. I’m going to be  
listening to all of his/her stuff from now on. He/she goes on my A-List from  
here on out.”  
 
The above scenario HAPPENS EVERY DAY. Getting your music licensed is  
NOT an impossible task that only happens against all odds and only because  
you’re lucky.  
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Your goal is to get on the “A-List” of as many Music Supervisors as you can.  
 
There are a hundred plus different ways to do that. For example, if you live in,  
or are able to travel to a major music capital where Music Supervisors are  
concentrated, you can (and should) directly network with these people.  
 
Per actual Google Analytic Statistics, the following cities from around the  
world are where Music Industry Professionals are concentrated:  
 
Percentages represent the tracked Music Industry IP addresses on Google  
Analytics for the past one million unique users:  
  
 
1.  New York (12.23 %)  
 
2.  Los Angeles (10.43%)  
 
3.  London (3.55%)  
 
4.  San Francisco (and Oakland) (3.24%)  
 
5.  Nashville (1.55%)  
 
6.  Boston (& Cambridge) (1.55%)  
 
7.  Chicago (1.44%)  
 
8.  Seattle (1.22%)  
 
9.  Toronto (1.16%)  
 
10.  Atlanta (0.96%)  
 
11.  Paris (0.85%)  
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12.  Austin (0.84%)  
 
13. Birmingham (UK) (0.81%)  
 
14. Washington, DC (0.78%)  
 
15. Sydney (0.72%)  
 
16. Philadelphia (0.72%)  
 
As mentioned, there are a hundred plus different ways to network. And you  
should figure out as many as possible and DO them.  
 
However, when it comes to what it is that you are presenting to these Music  
Supervisors, even the best networkers in the world will get only so far if their  
music is not up to par.  
 
So, What Defines “Up To Par?”  
 
In the course that Aaron Davison, the founder of HowToLicenseYourMusic.com, 
and I collaborated on, “How To Produce Music That Will Get  
Licensed And Make You Money,” the importance of the QUALITY OF YOUR  
AUDIO PRODUCTION and the tools to help you improve that quality are  
covered in detail.  
 
But where does the quality of audio production stack up in the order of  
priorities when it comes to putting the odds in your favor to succeed in Music  
Licensing? After all, the whole purpose of what Aaron and I do boils down to  
one goal: To Continue Putting Tools In Your Hands And Education In Your  
Head That Increases Your Odds For Succeeding In Landing Music Licensing  
Deals.  
 
Here is what you want to hear, over and over from as many Music  
Supervisors as possible:  
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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“I’m going to be listening to all of (Your Name Here)’s stuff from now on.  
(Your Name Here) goes on my A-List from here on out.”  
 
In order to increase your odds of achieving this goal, I’m going to share with  
you the Empirical List of Priorities that you should post on the wall of your  
studio:  
 
1. The MUSICAL COMPOSITION (AND ARRANGEMENT) ITSELF! 
 
Though I teach Audio Production, I also teach something even more  
important: How To Write Great Songs and How To Compose Great Musical  
Works.  
 
In fact, and this is probably the number one “Secret” that you will learn in  
Music Licensing, and I say this with confidence because I learned this FROM  
MUSIC SUPERVISORS:  
 
A Great Song or a Great Musical Composition is THE FIRST AND PRIMARY  
PRE-REQUISITE for creating a MASTERPIECE AUDIO PRODUCTION!!!  
 
I will go even deeper now and give you an underlying “Secret” which, if  
ommitted, will LOWER your chances for success. If Applied, it will absolutely  
INCREASE your chances for success.  
 
The MUSICAL ARRANGEMENT of your Song or Musical Composition is  
as important, and sometimes MORE important than the Song or  
Composition itself.  
 
Definition of A Musical Arranger:  
The primary role of a Music Arranger is to arrange a piece of music based on  
the needs or requirements of a performer, a group of performers, a conductor,  
producer or music director. The arranger makes sure that every aspect of a  
music piece is well harmonized, from the instruments down to the tempo. The  
music that an arranger works on may either be an original or an already  
existing music piece.  
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I learned this first hand from Two Legends in the Music Industry. One is Marty  
Balin, who founded the supergroup from the ‘70s called “Jefferson Airplane,”  
which later became “Jefferson Starship.” Marty is a Multi-Platinum  
Singer/Songwriter and inductee in the Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame. I used to  
study and analyze his hits over and over and over as a kid. I especially loved  
a track called “Miracles” which was a world-wide hit. The orchestration and  
the arrangement itself was magical – I would get chills when I listened to that  
song. And I noticed that it was as much from the arrangement as it was the  
song itself. You can hear the song here (pay close attention to the  
arrangement): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tCrBF71JCU 
 
In 2010, I had the honor of meeting Marty. He told me that his Arranger/  
Orchestrator had passed away three years prior, and that he had been  
searching for a new Arranger/Orchestrator.  He asked me what I did. (Talk  
about being in the right place at the right time! And by the way – highlighting how 
important NETWORKING is: I was asked by a friend who plays Sax with Jefferson 
Starship and Hall & Oates if I wanted to attend a Jefferson Starship concert. I 
dropped what I was doing and said yes. Why? Because my intention was to 
NETWORK with Marty Balin!) I told Marty I was a Producer/Engineer/Orchestrator 
and Arranger. He told me he wanted to listen to my work. When he heard my 
work, he told me he was going to hold up the release of his album in order to give 
me a chance to Orchestrate the single on the album. I ended up co-
producing/engineering and orchestrating the single and he listened to the 
recording. He loved it!  
 
He told me at that point that he was holding up the entire album and wanted  
me to orchestrate the whole thing. It was like a dream come true. And when it  
was complete, he sent me this testimonial:  
 
“Gary Gray is a Master. His orchestrations fit my songs like a second pair of  
pants and made them 10 times better.” – Marty Balin  
 
Marty understands the priority and importance of Musical Arrangements. And  
he himself is a Legendary Singer/Songwriter.  
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tCrBF71JCU
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But the back story is that dreams coming true grow from many waking hours of 
hard work, sacrifice, suffering and struggle. That’s the brutal truth of it. If you  
persevere, and if you know and apply the correct priorities, you WILL make it.  
 
The other Legend I learned this lesson from is Quincy Jones. I am currently  
working with Quincy on two projects; one is a Movie called “The Day The  
Music Stopped,” about the impact of stealing on the music industry (Piracy).  
 
Quincy studied Musical Composition with one of the most influential and  
important figures in music in the last Century: Nadia “Madame” Boulanger in  
France. In fact Nadia is considered by many top Scholars to have been the 
greatest teacher since Socrates.  
 
This one individual, Nadia Boulanger, is so important to the field we are in, that I 
strongly urge you to read this Wikipedia article on her life (and anything else 
about her that you can get your hands on). You will know exactly why I say 
“Strongly” urge you when you’ve finished reading this article. It will change your 
life:  
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nadia_Boulanger  
 
Quincy did not become the greatest Producer in the Music Industry by  
chance. He studied. Hard. He practiced. Hard. He worked. Hard. There is no  
short-cut to greatness. And I consider all of my students to be potential  
creators of Masterpieces. Quincy has taught me, and continues to teach me,  
that there is no substitute for LEARNING your craft. And when he says  
LEARNING, he means truly understanding the tools of your trade and being  
able to apply those tools as a Craftsman.  
 
When you read the article on Nadia Boulenger above, you will understand  
how Quincy Jones became who he is and you WILL believe that YOU -- right  
now -- possess all the attributes necessary to create Masterpieces and to be  
overwhelmingly successful with Music Licensing. Because the truth is: You  
Do.  
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nadia_Boulanger
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Quincy explained to me the first homework assignment given him by Nadia 
Boulanger:  Nadia handed him a complete Symphonic Orchestra Score of a Major 
Symphonic Piece.  She told him to re-write the entire thing, note for note, and to 
pay attention to the details of how the Composer approached every instrument 
and every harmonic, rhythmic and melodic component of that piece of music.  
When Quincy was done, he told me that his understanding of Music doubled in 
one week.    
 
A very workable strategy; one which I myself used and which proved to be very  
successful, was to hire and collaborate with other Producers, Arrangers,  
Engineers and Musicians while I honed my craft personally.  
 
For instance, I am currently Co-Producing, Arranging and Engineering tracks  
from all over the world for clients who themselves are learning their craft. In  
fact, I TEACH while Co-Producing, Arranging and Engineering tracks with the  
end-goal that my clients will not need me anymore. I give away ALL of my  
Secrets, Tips and Tricks so that my clients will become the best possible  
producer/engineer/arrangers they could possibly be.  
 
I realize that this is diametrically opposed to the vast majority of business  
models by other Producer/Engineer/Orchestrators (they WILL NOT divulge  
their Secrets, Tips and Tricks ON PURPOSE – thinking it will somehow hurt  
their income). I respect other people’s beliefs and business models, but it  
doesn’t mean I agree with them all. The state of the Music Industry overall,  
and the Renaissance of the Quality Of Music and Audio Productions is more  
important to me than anything else. And interestingly enough, the more I give 
away my Secrets, Tips and Tricks, the more my business grows!  
 
So, getting back to our own 2012 daily grind, what are the remaining priorities  
of becoming successful at garnering Music Licensing deals?  
 
2. Audio Production. – The “Secret” here being #1 above – if you start with a  
great composition and a great arrangement, the AUDIO PRODUCTION WILL  
BE PERCEIVED TO BE BETTER THAN A SIMILAR QUALITY AUDIO  
PRODUCTION WITHOUT A GREAT COMPOSITION OR WITHOUT A GREAT  
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ARRANGEMENT.  Audio Production is covered in “How To Produce Music  
That Will Get Licensed And Make You Money.” The way to conquer Audio  
Production is to work with and learn from and hire (when possible) Arrangers,  
Producers and Engineers as you learn the craft yourself. Therefore, you can  
land licensing deals NOW, while you improve your abilities.  
 
3. Networking.  
 
4. More Networking.   
 
5. Promoting, Advertising & Marketing YOURSELF And Your Works.   
    (See Chapter 24) 
 
6. Promoting, Advertising & Marketing YOURSELF And Your Works Even More. 
  
7. Repeat 1 through 6 over and over, improving the quality of each step.  
 
So, I suggest hanging these priorities on your wall and living by them. This is  
a proven path to success! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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In 

 
the last article, an important list was laid out of priority actions needed to  
succeed in Music Licensing. Out of 7 listed priorities, 2 of them were exactly  
the same – these 2 were the same priority repeated 2 separate times for a  
reason! – to highlight the importance of this action; namely:  
 
Promoting, Advertising and Marketing YOURSELF And Your Works!  
 
Before we begin, I want to communicate to you something that took me  
several years to realize. And this is something that became more and more  
real to me every day:  
 
The Better You Get At Doing Something, The Less Competition You Will  
Experience.  
 
Music Licensing is a highly competitive field. . .  
 
or is it?  
 
Well, when I first started out it was incredibly competitive. But the better I got  
at  
 
a) Songwriting/Composing/Arranging  
 
b) Audio Production  
 
c) Networking and  
 
d) Promoting, Advertising and Marketing Myself And My Works  
 
The less competitive it became!  
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Picture a Pyramid. The wide base represents a huge number of people at the  
bottom of the Music Licensing world. They are at the bottom because they  
don’t put in the time or energy to improve  
 
a) Their Songwriting and Composition Skills  
 
b) Their Audio Production Skills  
 
c) Their Networking Skills and  
 
d) Their Promotion, Advertising and Marketing Skills.  
 
The Pyramid gets smaller and smaller towards the top. This simply represents  
the fact that a smaller and smaller percentage of people actually put in the  
time, hard work and sweat necessary to improve their skills in the above  
areas.  
 
At the top – you have only a handful of people. Are they lucky? Is it because  
they know somebody at the top? Is it because their father or mother or sister  
or brother is a Music Supervisor? NO These scenarios might help get  
someone a placement here or there, but if those people do not hone their  
skills in a) through d) above – even they will find themselves sliding down the  
side of the Pyramid towards the bottom.  
 
How To Hone Your Promotion, Advertising And Marketing Skills  
 
I can boil this topic all down to one website: HowToLicenseYourMusic.com  
 
Aaron Davison has worked incredibly hard for years to help musicians like you  
and me succeed in the world of Music Licensing. Though I’ve been involved  
in the Music Industry for 30 years and already had some good contacts, I  
never was able to get all cylinders firing in synch smoothly and efficiently  
enough to “make it” with Music Licensing. Since hooking up with Aaron and  
HowToLicenseYourMusic.com, my personal career has blown up big time!  
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
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One thing I’ve learned from studying the materials offered by Aaron and  
HowToLicenseYourMusic.com is how to actually climb the “Pyramid” instead  
of “trying” to climb the “Pyramid” without any big success. Aaron often repeats  
5 words that have helped me and thousands of other musicians succeed.  
These words may sound trite and not necessary to repeat, but Aaron is a  
genius in inspiring and educating musicians to achieve their dreams in the  
Music Licensing world and because of the vast array of tools he has  
organized and made available to musicians all around the world, these 5  
words are backed by the tools to follow his inspiration:  
 
“Don’t Give Up – Keep Going!” – Aaron Davison  
 
Through the courses I took under Aaron, I learned how important it is to  
research and study, on an ongoing basis, the world of Music Licensing. You  
can’t just learn something once and consider you know it. The Music  
Licensing world is a liquid, ever-changing process – it is not a static, finite  
object.  
 
For example, you would be surprised how many successful musicians, at or  
near the top of the “Pyramid” share their successful actions and communicate  
these gems of their legacy in blogs, articles, and videos. The trick is to ensure  
that you note the DATES when doing your online searches, and keep up to  
date.  
 
I’ve organized my daily schedule to include 1 Hour of Research Time. I define  
my research in detail beforehand so that I don’t end up going off on wasted  
subjects, which we all know is easy to do while researching on the Internet.  
 
For instance, I’m going to try an experiment right now. I’m going to type into  
Google a search for something specifically worded that I’ve never looked up  
before:  
 
“What Is The Best Way To Market My Music For Licensing?”  
 
I just spent a total of 2 Minutes and 45 seconds and I found an incredible  

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
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resource that I think I’m going to actually pursue to Promote, Advertise and  
Market myself and my music for licensing. It’s called the “Do It Yourself CD  
Baby Synch Licensing Program” Here’s the link:  
 
http://diymusician.cdbaby.com/2012/01/make-money-on-youtube-film-tv-and-
more-with-cd-baby-sync-licensing/ 
 
So, in less than 3 minutes, I’ve discovered a potential new world of  
opportunities in how to Promote, Advertise and Market myself and my music  
for licensing. I know using Google to get an answer to a specific question  
regarding Music Licensing seems so obvious – and it IS -- but guess what?  
 
The number of people at the bottom of the “Pyramid” is testimony to the fact  
that the obvious thing to do is not always done.  And that’s why, when you DO  
practice the obvious, tried true & tested successful actions, and when you DO  
keep your finger on the pulse of the ever-changing world of Music Licensing,  
you WILL make headway and you will find, to your delight, that you are  
actually dealing with less and less competition as you improve your skills and  
apply discipline and hard work to your craft.  
 
So, acquire everything you can get your hands on from Aaron at  
HowToLicenseYourMusic.com – and listen to his words of advice as you  
study his materials well. There you will find something priceless that you can  
then share with other Independent Musicians – something I call Workable  
Wisdom! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://diymusician.cdbaby.com/2012/01/make-money-on-youtube-film-tv-and-more-with-cd-baby-sync-licensing/
http://diymusician.cdbaby.com/2012/01/make-money-on-youtube-film-tv-and-more-with-cd-baby-sync-licensing/
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
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There 

 
is a black and white clearly defined and delineated difference between  
The Science of Mixing and Mastering and The Art of Mixing And Mastering.  
 
The Science  
 
The Science of Mixing and Mastering includes the techniques, mechanics,  
processes and procedures of what we do, such as  
 
a) Setting up the project file correctly and in an organized fashion within the  
filing system of your computer.  
 
b) Backing up every session you do in at least two separate locations besides  
the computer you’re working on.  
 
c) Setting up templates for certain similar types of songs and certain similar  
types of arrangements so that you can save time and increase the quality of  
your mixes and masters by maintaining a consistent high level of audio clarity,  
punch and brilliance in your productions.  
 
d) Setting up Side-Chain Compression configurations throughout your mix  
where needed (see “How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And Make  
You Money” on the website HowToLicenseYourMusic.com).  
 
e) Using a general “High Pass Filter” approach to your mixes. 
 
 f) Using professional products, such as “Izotope Ozone 5” to Master your  
recordings once they are mixed.  
 
g) Using “Mid-Side” Technology in your Mastering process.  
 
h) Keeping your mixing and mastering procedures extremely organized in  
order to cut down on wasted time and lowered quality.  

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
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The list goes on. . .  
 
Now, let’s compare the above list to The Art of Mixing and Mastering.  
 
The Art  
 
As I mentioned in an earlier Blog Series on HowToLicenseYourMusic.com,  
one of the favorite quotes sent to me by a student (I get some great quotes  
sent in to me from all over the world, and I appreciate these gems of wisdom,  
so feel free to send me your favorite appropriate quotes covering the subject  
of Music, Mixing and Mastering) is the following quote which lays out an 
important truth regarding your education and career as a Mixing and Mastering 
engineer:  
 
“One of the things they do is they try to teach him in the University. You can’t 
teach the guy aesthetics. . . He has to come clear down here. . . with somebody 
who is going to teach him about something which is way up here! Can’t do it. An 
artist is an artist.”  - L. Ron Hubbard. 
 
So what is The Art of the subject of Mixing and Mastering?  
 
It’s WHAT YOU DO ONCE EVERYTHING IS SET UP. The Art is EVERY  
ONE OF THE SMALL HUNDREDS OF CHOICES YOU MAKE AS YOU  
TWEAK THIS EQ, OR THAT COMPRESSOR, OR THIS VOLUME SLIDER,  
OR THAT PLUG-IN. The Art is THE PRIORITY YOU GIVE TO THE GUITAR  
TRACK IN THE INTRO, OR THE PIANO IN THE CHORUS, OR THE DRUMS  
IN THE OUTRO. The Art is WHY 10 DIFFERENT PEOPLE WOULD MIX  
THE SAME SONG TEN DIFFERENT WAYS. The Art is YOUR PERSONAL  
SIGNATURE ON EVERY DETAILED MOVE YOU MAKE WHILE MIXING  
AND MASTERING.  
 
Can anyone really Teach the Art Of Mixing or Mastering? No. Absolutely Not.  
What happens to a Student if a Teacher tries to Teach the Art of Mixing? That  
student’s growth will be slowed or stopped. Period.  
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It’s not to say that you shouldn’t find out about others’ approaches to their Art  
and study what they do and what they have to say. But in the end, you’ve got  
to discover the ART of Mixing and Mastering on your own.  
 
One of the most influential individuals in the entire history of Music; a Teacher 
and Mentor whom we introduced in Chapter 23, was Nadia “Madame”  
Boulanger.  She really hit the nail on the head; as can be seen in this excerpt from  
a Wikipedia article on her life:  
 
“She always claimed that she could not bestow creativity onto her students  
and that she could only help them to become intelligent musicians who  
understood the craft of composition. "I can't provide anyone with  
inventiveness, nor can I take it away; I can simply provide the liberty to read,  
to listen, to see, to understand." Only inspiration could make the difference  
between a well-made piece and an artistic one. She believed that the desire to  
learn, to become better, was all that was required to achieve – always  
provided the right amount of work was put in. She would quote the examples  
of Rameau (who wrote his first opera at fifty), Wojtowicz (who became a  
concert pianist at thirty-one), and Roussel (who had no professional access to  
music till he was twenty-five), as counter-arguments to the idea that great  
artists always develop out of gifted children.”  
 
Nadia Boulanger blew out of the water this concept that you “have to grow up  
with your craft in order to become great.” Look at your own life. Look at your  
own career. It doesn’t matter if you’re 18 years old and a child prodigy or if  
you are 55 years old and just starting out at music. IT DOESN’T MATTER.  
 
You can be taught and you can learn the SCIENCE of Mixing and Mastering.  
You can develop your own signature approach to the ART of Mixing and  
Mastering, and SHOULD develop this ON YOUR OWN, ALONE.  
 
And here are two Secrets that fit hand and glove to the study of the Art and  
Science of Mixing and Mastering:  
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1. The more hours you spend learning the Art of Mixing and Mastering, the  
FASTER you are able to complete your productions.  
 
2. When you feel discouraged and the Mix or Master you are working on is  
“just not going anywhere” or “doesn’t sound anything like this track I’m trying  
to A/B it with” or “the more I work on this Mix or Master the worse it seems to  
sound,” there is an effective approach to improving the Quality of your Mixes and  
Masters: Once you feel you are hitting a “point of no return” on the quality of  
your mix, do the following. Do it fast, and ATTACK it, don’t over-think and  
don’t hesitate – Just DO IT IMMEDIATELY AND WITH SPEED: Do a “Save  
As” of the file you are working on (so you don’t dismantle what you’ve done so  
far), rename the new “Save As” file, and ZERO EVERYTHING OUT! That’s  
right, start from SCRATCH!! Seems like it would take a LONG time to  
complete a Mix or Master from that point, and that you’d ruin every good thing  
you have accomplished, right? Nope. You’ll find that if you hit a wall and take this  
approach, that your new mix will most likely be brilliant. Try it the next time you 
hit a wall. It SAVES time and IMPROVES quality and most importantly – it BUILDS 
your Confidence in your ability to Mix and Master!  
 
I encourage you to Learn as much as you possibly can about the SCIENCE of  
Mixing and Mastering – and then to experiment as much as you possibly can  
in order to develop your personal approach to the ART of Mixing and  
Mastering.  
 
With the above approach, you will arrive at creating Masterpiece Audio  
Productions. It’s inevitable! 
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In 

 
1934, Alan Blumlein, a pioneer of Stereo Technology, received a UK patent  
on a microphone recording technique called Mid-Side Technology. Mid-Side  
Microphone Recording Technology is something that, if you do record sound  
sources with Microphones, as opposed to recording all of your sounds “in the  
box” (without Microphones, from within your computers using Synths and  
Virtual Instruments and any Computer-Generated sounds), then I encourage  
you to study and learn how to record with Mid-Side Mic Techniques. You can  
read an excellent primer in Mid-Side Microphone Technique, presented by the  
audio recording hardware and software manufacturer Universal Audio here:  
 
http://www.uaudio.com/blog/mid-side-mic-recording/ 
 
Reading the above article -- even if you do not plan to use this Microphone  
recording technique -- is a good idea; it will give you the background  
education necessary to understand from where the following Mixing and  
Mastering Techniques and Secrets evolved.  
 
Mid-Side Technology And You  
 
A variety of companies make Plug-Ins that employ the use of Mid-Side  
Technology that you can start using immediately. Two such notable Plug-Ins  
are Izotope Ozone (4 and 5 are the latest versions) and the Voxengo MSED. 
 
Here is an excerpt direct from the Izotope website on the subject of Mid-Side 
Technology: 
 
“Mid-Side processing has been a trade secret of many mastering engineers for 
years. Ozone makes this powerful approach to processing audio more accessible 
than ever before. 
 
“With Mid-Side mode enable, Ozone converts the stereo information coming into 
the plug-in into mid and side signals, letting you work independently with the  

http://www.uaudio.com/blog/mid-side-mic-recording/
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center of the the stereo image or the edges.  The result?  You can surgically EQ 
the mud out of hard-panned guitars while preserving the vocal and kick drum in 
the center of your mix.  You can add exciteation or maybe a touch of room 
ambience to just the edges, and much more.  
 
“Ozone’s Paragraphic Equalizer, Multi-Band Harmonic Exciter, Multi-Band 
Dynamics and Mastering Reverb modules all incorporate Mid-Side modes. Color 
coding allows you to easily see mid and side settings superimposed.  Ozone’s 
meters can also be used in Mid-Side mode.” 
 
To download a trial version of Izotope Ozone 5 go to: 
 
http://www.izotope.com/products/audio/ozone/download.asp 
 
To Download the Voxengo MSED go to: 
 
http://www.voxengo.com/product/msed/  
 
A Simple Explanation Of Mid-Side Technology  
 
First of all, we all know what a stereo image “looks” (sounds) like. If you sit  
exactly between two speakers, in an equidistant triangle configuration  
between yourself and those two speakers, and if you listen to Pink Floyd’s  
“Dark Side Of The Moon” album in Stereo, while closing your eyes, you will be  
able to “picture” sounds moving across the Stereo field, from left to right, right  
to left and you can also perceive certain sounds a bit above you, a bit below  
you and at varying distances from you. These perceived locational sources of  
sound are actually occurring not in the room, but in your mind. This “3D”  
listening experience is the result of the tiny, tiny differences of delay and  
sound pressure (volume) occurring between the two speakers. Nothing is  
actually “placed” anywhere and nothing is actually “moving” – the reason you  
perceive the “motion” of various sounds and the “location” of various sounds is  
due to a phenomenon in the mind we call Psychoacoustics – how the MIND  
perceives sound.  
 

http://www.izotope.com/products/audio/ozone/download.asp
http://www.voxengo.com/product/msed/
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Ok, so with Stereo – you have two speakers and you have two “fields” of  
sound – the LEFT field and the RIGHT field. And by manipulating these two  
“fields” you can fool the Mind into thinking all kinds of things are happening  
with the sound.  
 
One problem with Stereo Imaging is that some broadcast mediums broadcast  
in Mono, not in Stereo. And some live Sound PA Systems are configured in Mono. 
When you combine those two stereo tracks to a mono signal, because of the 
slight differences of delay and volume (now that the LEFT and RIGHT channels are 
COMBINED into one MONO channel) a phenomenon known as “Out Of Phase.” 
can occur. A signal “Out Of Phase,” in simple terms – makes the recording sound 
thin, a bit invisible, very weak in the LOW frequencies and can even cause a 
physiological reaction, where  your head feels weird, like it’s being “hollowed out” 
and in some people this phenomenon is actually physically uncomfortable.  
 
Well, one of the things that Mid-Side technology accomplishes is that when you  
combine the Stereo Signal into Mono, the Mono Recording sounds awesome – no 
“Out Of Phase” problems, no thinness, no weak “invisibility,” no “hollowed out” 
sensation in the listener. Just a great solid clear and punchy Mono recording will 
result.  
 
OK, So WHAT IS Mid-Side Technology As It Relates To What I’M Doing?  
   
 
Good Question. You’ve got to really grasp this following description to fully  
understand Mid-Side Technology and what YOU can do with it – and I mean  
starting immediately, to help your Mixes and Masters sound remarkably better  
and professional.  
 
Mid-Side Technology creates a Stereo Image, yes. But the Stereo Image is  
NOT “LEFT and RIGHT.” This Stereo Image is:  
 
1. THE MIDDLE OF THE SOUND IMAGE [MID] (FROM THE CENTER OF  
ONE SPEAKER CONE TO THE CENTER OF THE OTHER SPEAKER CONE  
AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN – IT IS AN IMAGE EXACTLY IN FRONT  
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OF YOU BETWEEN THE TWO SPEAKERS. SO THAT ANY ADJUSTMENT  
YOU MAKE TO THE “MID” SOUND FIELD AFFECTS ONLY THE MIDDLE,  
OR CENTER OF YOUR SOUND IMAGE, WITHOUT AFFECTING #2  
BELOW.  
 
2. THE OTHER IMAGE IS BOTH “EDGES”: THE FAR OUTSIDE LEFT AND FAR  
OUTSIDE RIGHT IMAGE – WHICH FRAMES THE MID (#1) ABOVE, ON BOTH  
SIDES OF THE SPEAKERS – STRETCHING FAR TO THE RIGHT AND FAR  
TO THE LEFT. SO THAT ANY ADJUSTMENT YOU MAKE TO THE “SIDE”  
SOUND FIELD AFFECTS BOTH THE FAR OUTSIDE RIGHT AND FAR  
OUTSIDE LEFT IMAGE, WITHOUT AFFECTING THE “MID” (MIDDLE OR  
CENTER) IMAGE (#1).  
 

Facing your Speakers, the sound picture looks like this:
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When you go to Mix or Master your track, utilizing Mid-Side Technology, you  
can do some AMAZING things; such as:  
 
a) You can “focus” the width of your Stereo Image – making it remarkably  
“Skinnier” or “Wider.”  
 
b) Let’s say your Mix has background vocal tracks panned hard left and hard  
right and you are Mastering Your Track with the Izotope Ozone Mastering  
Plug-in. Let’s say your background vocal tracks sound a bit too weak and  
meek and muddy and you want to bring them out more. You can go to the EQ  
parameter of the Izotope Ozone Mastering Plug-in and switch it into Mid-Side  
Mode. Then you can INDEPENDENTLY EQ Either the MIDDLE Sound Image  
or the FAR LEFT AND RIGHT Sound Images. In this case, I would opt to  
adjust the EQ of the “SIDE” Image, and bring up the high mids a bit and cut  
out some of the lows, thereby bringing out the Background Vocals more,  
WITHOUT AFFECTING THE MIDDLE IMAGE – which usually contains the  
lead vocals and bass and kick, etc. This means you can, during the Mastering  
process, adjust the background vocals without affecting in any way the Lead  
Vocals, Bass, Kick, etc.!  
 
c) Let’s say you want a Rhythm Guitar Track, which is panned hard left and  
right, to be a bit less dry and brittle. You can go the the Reverb parameter in  
Izotope Ozone and adjust the Reverb on the “SIDE” image WITHOUT  
ADDING ANY REVERB TO THE MIDDLE IMAGE!  
 
d) Let’s say you feel like your Bass and Kick Drum tracks are not as punchy  
and tight as you’d like them. Well, you can go to the EQ Parameter again, in  
Mid-Side Mode, and in the “SIDE” EQ setting, you can drop the low  
frequencies down quite a bit. This will immediately adjust your low  
frequencies towards the Center Image – focusing them straight at the listener  
without any “spill over” on the sides. You can then go to the “MID” EQ setting  
and raise the Low End a bit at somewhere around 50Hz – and you will FEEL  
the low end become instantly more punchy, low, full and focused.  
 
The possibilities of what you can do with Mid-Side Technology are limited only  
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by your imagination. I encourage you to really study this technology well and  
to try it out on your own recordings.  
 
Warning: Some people have been known to complicate this subject. Make  
sure you study it at your own pace and really understand each concept before  
moving on to the next. It’s actually quite simple in real-life.  
 
However, once you really get it – you will then be able to APPLY it in real life  
and in some cases, it can give your tracks exactly what you hear in your head  
- that commercially awesome sound that you always wondered how the hell  
was accomplished.  
 
Here’s to your discoveries and successes using Mid-Side Techniques! 
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In the last Chapter, the history of and the basic understanding of Mid-Side  
Technology were covered.  
 
This Chapter covers a Summary of Mid-Side Technology from a practical point  
of view and Techniques you can use to make your productions really rise  
above the standards of your competition so that you can achieve success in  
the field of Music Licensing.  
 
A Summary Of The Philosophy Of Mid-Side Technology 
 
Think of the SIDE Images as the two pieces of bread in a sandwich, and the MID as 
the meat in the middle. The difference here is that anything you do to the SIDE 
Images ALWAYS AFFECTS BOTH OF THE FAR LEFT AND FAR RIGHT OUTSIDE  
IMAGES AT THE SAME TIME – YOU CAN’T ADJUST ONE SIDE WITHOUT  
AFFECTING BOTH SIDES AT THE SAME TIME.  In regular Stereo Mode, of course, 
you can adjust something on the Left independently of the Right.  When you are 
using effects during mastering and utilizing Mid-Side Technology, you are 
affecting one of two things: 
 
1) The Middle of the Sound Picture or 
 
2) BOTH the Edges of the Sound Picture – Far Outside RIGHT and Far Outside 
LEFT. 
  
Anything you do to manipulate the MID Image will ONLY affect the CENTER  
of the Sonic Image in front of you; the One Image between both speakers.  
Anything you do to manipulate the SIDE (or SIDES) Images will ONLY affect  
BOTH the Far Outside Left and Far Outside Right (BOTH) Images at the  
same time. This is a very cool thing to be able to do, especially because Key  
Elements of a Mix in any genre of music reside mostly in the MID Image, and  
elements that contain ear candy and cool effects and that can really create a  
WOW! Factor often reside mostly in the SIDE (Sides) Images – Far to the  
Right and Far to the Left.  
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A great example is this: The CHORUSES of a song, when you compare them  
to the VERSES of a song, often sound amazing on commercial Major Label  
releases, because they really Jump Out at you and sound so Huge! Well,  
guess what? You can create that same Impact with your choruses by Mixing  
and/or Mastering with the tool of Mid-Side Technology very easily – by simply  
manipulating the SIDE (Both Far Outside Left and Far Outside Right) Images  
during the CHORUSES.  
 
Techniques You Can Use At Home To Sound Like The “Big Boys At The  
Major Labels”  
 
Here’s a technique, actually quite advanced, but extremely easy to teach and  
easy to learn (it’s one of many “Secrets” that some engineers keep hidden  
from Producers and Engineers who have not yet “made it”) that you can use  
right now:  
 
1. When your mix is complete, bounce it down to a Stereo wav file.  
 
2. Open up a new project file in a new Folder called (“Name Of Song”)  
MASTERING.  
 
3. Import your Stereo Wav File mix into this new project on one Stereo Track.  
 
4. Open up a plug-in that utilizes Mid-Side Technology such as Izotope Ozone  
Four or Izotope Ozone Five.  
 
5. Choose one of the Pre-Set Mastering Modes that sound great on your Mix  
(Make sure you have enough head-room on your mix so that when you click  
on a Pre-Set Mastering Mode, the music does not distort or sound  
“squashed.”)  
 
6. Duplicate the Track.  
 
7. Highlight both the Original and the Duplicated Track.  
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8. Cut (with the scissors tool) both tracks – at the beginning and the end of  
each Chorus).  
 
9. On the first track, MUTE each Chorus Section.  
 
10. On the second track, MUTE each Verse Section.  
 
11. Go into the second track (CHORUSES ONLY), open up the Mid-Side  
Plug-In that you are using and experiment with the SIDE parameters of each  
of the following effects:  
 
a) EQ  
 
b) REVERB  
 
c) OTHERS (Experiment)  
 
That’s IT!  This is extremely easy to do. And you can do this right now! If you  
can’t afford Izotope Ozone, then try the freeware Voxengo MSED, or a similar  
Plug-In.  
 
The Bottom Line  
 
Within minutes of reading this Chapter, you could be Mastering your tracks LIKE  
A PRO and the best part is that the result will immediately BLOW YOU  
AWAY! This is not something you will need to suffer with and try to figure out  
for weeks and weeks and never really get it to work just right, this is  
something that you can experience within MINUTES of reading this Chapter.  
This is one of those “Secrets” that I wish someone had shown to me years  
ago!! But once I figured it out, I was like, MY students are going to be taught  
this tool like right now. 
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A 
 
 very dangerous aspect of today’s modern High-Tech world is this:  
 
As technological advances plow forward at warp-speed straight ahead, ethics  
and moral standards in our society overall are dropping; creating a wider and  
wider Gap between  
 
a) Technology and  
 
b) Ethics & Morals.  
 
In fact, this Gap is widening at an alarming rate.  
 
Our youth have themselves become so educated in Technology that they  
have taken on the role, for the first time, of teachers to older generations. And  
yet, our youth, overall, (thankfully not all) have become so ignorant of what  
Ethics and Morals are, that what they teach the older generations includes  
their lack of understanding of Exchange and Future Consequences of One’s  
Actions Or Inactions.  
 
Inversely, a percentage of those youth who are ignorant of what Ethics and  
Morals are have either not been educated by their parents, teachers and  
elders in the community, or have been mis-taught directly or by bad example  
from parents, teachers and elders in the community.  
 
Exchange  
 
I am currently working with Quincy Jones on a Film Project called, “The Day  
The Music Stopped.” The basic idea behind the script is to illustrate, through  
real life scenarios, the devastating effect that Pirating has had on the Music,  
Film and Entertainment Industries. If anyone were to be considered to have  
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their finger on the pulse of the Music Industry, it’s hard to argue with the  
candidate Quincy Jones. Some consider Quincy the pulse himself.  
 
Quincy explains to me on a regular basis how some of the young  
Producer/Engineers that he works with, as brilliant as they are with technology  
– are so primitively inside-out, upside-down and backwards in terms of Ethics  
and Morals, that some have no idea about the consequences of their actions  
and/or inactions as it relates to their own Industry and even to themselves.  
 
Some of these young Producer/Engineers actually believe that every Major  
Label and every Corporation is evil and only out to destroy artists and end  
users. Others are perhaps not so radical and extreme in their thinking. But  
regardless of the degree of their specific beliefs about Major Labels and  
Corporations, the lack of true understanding of the SIMPLE empirical truth  
regarding Ethics & Morals as it relates to Music and LICENSING is at the core  
and foundation of several movements and organizations which began  
springing up, date coincident with the burgeoning of the Internet, in 1994.  
 
For you to be involved in the field of Music Licensing, or to be preparing  
yourself to be involved in the field of Music Licensing and to not be  
aware of the history and current state of the “Free Music” movement,  
which can be viewed as one division under the umbrella of the “Free  
Culture” movement (which also includes the “Free Software” movement,  
etc.) would be like me trying to teach you how to Mix and Master without  
speakers. It’s THAT important.  
 
It would behoove you to put your own emotional feelings aside for the moment  
and to take an objective jump into the waters of the “Free Culture” so that you  
understand WHAT IT IS, WHAT IT’S PHILOSOPHY IS, and HOW IT  
AFFECTS THE MUSIC INDUSTRY, MUSIC LICENSING AND YOU. Once  
you are in the water, you can decide how constructive or destructive it is -- but do  
not make the mistake of standing on the sidelines, as if none of this has  
anything to do with you.  
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As you learn more and more about the “Free Culture,” ensure you keep in  
mind the Simple and Empirical Laws of EXCHANGE. The Laws of Exchange,  
in simple terms, can be described in this way:  
 
Every action taken is to some degree constructive or destructive. When a  
constructive action or item is received without giving something constructive of  
similar or equal value directly back to it’s source you have a phenomenon  
known as: STEALING. If something of similar or equal value is given directly  
back to it’s source, you have FAIR EXCHANGE.  
 
If you perceive an action or item to be destructive or of low quality you should  
not reward it’s creator by purchasing it. But to STEAL it is to perpetuate the  
same destruction as has been initiated by the creator of the action or item.  
Either help the creator increase the quality of the action or item (if you feel it  
would be worthwhile to do so), or ignore -- and put him out of business by  
actively boycotting the action or item. This is EXCHANGE 101. It has  
something to do with you and your career in the field of Music Licensing.  
 
Future Consequences Of One’s Actions Or Inactions  
 
It is not disconcerting to me that I would need to write an Chapter regarding  
Ethics and Future Consequences Of One’s Actions Or Inactions for members  
of the International Music Community – a community intensely involved in  
using High Technology products and services on a daily basis.  
 
What is disconcerting to me is that there are so FEW Chapters and articles  
written about these subjects, so FEW discussions about these subjects, and so 
LITTLE action taken to close the widening gap between soaring Technological  
Advances and Declining Ethics & Morals in the entertainment industry; by  
both Creators AND End Users.  
 
There is no intention here to preach. In fact, under the heading of Future  
Consequences Of One’s Actions Or Inactions, I will simply point out that there  
ARE Future Consequences Of One’s Actions Or Inactions.  Enough said.  
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YOUR HOMEWORK  
 
Like it or not, you are an active member and responsible for the health of the  
Music Licensing Industry. As a member of this community, your first order of  
business is to educate yourself in all aspects of this Industry. By fate or good  
fortune, by discovering this book, you somehow found Aaron Davison, and his 
brilliant brainchild, HowToLicenseYourMusic.com. So, you should first be 
acknowledged for making the best move you possibly could in acquiring that 
knowledge.  
 
As a part of that education, I present to you your homework on the “Free  
Culture” and how it affects the Music Licensing Industry and you. (You are  
about to learn how much this affects you). Your exact assignment is this:  
 
Study the following Wikipedia article on “The Free Culture Movement”  
and all of the links at the bottom of the article.  
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_culture_movement  
 
Once you have done so, I would love to hear your feedback, including your  
own philosophy and what you feel you can do about the current state of affairs.  
 
Besides the Film Project with Quincy Jones, I am also writing a book on this  
subject. Both Quincy and I believe that the solution to Piracy is not in the  
hands of a few brilliant IT geeks who will straighten everything out with some  
magic computer program. We believe that the solution is already inherent and  
that it already exists inside every Creator and End User on the planet; the  
ability to determine the difference between right and wrong, construction and  
destruction, survival and death, sanity and insanity – AND the ability to act  
and do something about it.  It also exists in the hands of those who would band 
together to effectively stop those who cannot see or refuse to see the difference. 
 
I’ll end with two of my favorite quotes that highlight your personal power, and 
your right and responsibility to do something about all of this:  
 

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_culture_movement
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“One man with courage is a Majority.” – Thomas Jefferson  
 
“Ethics consists simply of the actions an individual takes on himself. It is a  
personal thing. When one is ethical or “has his ethics in,” it is by his own  
determinism and is done by himself.” – L. Ron Hubbard 
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In the course “How To Produce Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You  
Money” on the website HowToLicenseYourMusic.com, I present the observation 
that though there are many music listeners out there who are literally “tone 
deaf.”  However, I have yet to meet anyone who is “rhythm deaf.”  
 
No matter their lack of training and ability, even the most “tone deaf” person  
can tell you if something is not quite right with the Rhythm Section in a song.  
They always seem to be able to point out when a Groove “feels good” or “is  
not happening.” They may not even be able to describe what they are  
listening to or for, but they can PERCEIVE when the Rhythm Section is Tight  
and In The Groove, and when it Isn’t.  
 
How does that affect you? There you sit in your studio, slaving away at  
tracking, editing, mixing and mastering – hours ticking by. To what do you  
assign priorities? What are the MOST IMPORTANT aspects of that Mix you  
are working on right now?  
 
Well, there are many, many details to Mixing and Mastering. They can all be  
categorized thusly:  
 
A. QUALITY OF VOCALISTS AND MUSICIANS  
 
B. QUALITY OF EQUIPMENT/ROOM USED  
 
C. QUALITY OF PRODUCER/ENGINEER  
 
D. QUALITY OF THE SONG/COMPOSITION  
 
E. QUALITY OF THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE TRACK  
 
F. QUALITY OF THE MASTERING ENGINEER  
 
  

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
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OK, now I’m going to arrange the above list into the actual order of priorities  
that will create a Masterpiece Recording, most important first and going down  
from there:  
 
1. QUALITY OF THE PRODUCER/ENGINEER.  
 
2. QUALITY OF THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE TRACK  
 
3. QUALITY OF VOCALISTS/MUSICIANS  
 
4. QUALITY OF THE SONG/COMPOSITION  
 
5. QUALITY OF THE MASTERING ENGINEER  
 
6. QUALITY OF THE EQUIPMENT/ROOM USED  
 
You start out with a Stellar Producer/Engineer (that’s you by the way – [if not 
now, eventually you will be a Stellar Producer/Engineer]). If you start out with a  
Stellar Producer/Engineer, you will end up with the best of #’s 2 thru 6. That’s  
how important the Producer/Engineer is. If you don’t consider yourself a  
Stellar Producer/Engineer right now, then collaborate with and/or hire a Stellar  
Producer/Engineer and work closely with him/her. You can even do it over the  
internet. For instance, I am often hired to Mix and Master tracks for people  
from all over the world. That way you will be receiving the best possible Mixes  
and Masters that can be licensed now, WHILE LEARNING YOUR CRAFT --  
so that you can eventually do it yourself.  
 
Notice Number Two above. Pay very close attention to the fact that Number  
Two, “Quality Of The Arrangement Of The Track,” is one of the top priorities,  
second only to the Quality Of The Producer/Engineer.  
 
The reason Why this is so, is covered in Chapter 23.  
 
How to APPLY this priority is covered thusly:  
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The Arrangement of a track includes such things as:  
 
1. The Tempo of the Song or Composition (What is the optimum BPM [beats  
per minute] – whether or not the Song/Composition should speed up or slow  
down and if so by how much and when exactly). Choosing the optimum tempo  
of that Song/Composition is the number one priority of the Arrrangement.  
Period.  
 
2. The Form of the song (Intro, Verses, Choruses, Bridge, etc., and how the  
song or composition is pieced together)  
 
3. Quality control of the Melody. (Is the melody shot-gunning with no pauses)  
Should silence be used as a tool as well as sound? (adding pauses after  
certain phrases of the melody to allow the listener to better enjoy the listening  
experience, instead of hitting him over the head with incessant rambling of a  
melody). Can the melody be strengthened to make it simpler and more  
memorable?  
 
4. The Harmonic Content of the song, including choices of Instruments/Voices  
and how the Harmonic Content flows, how it is layered, structured and paced.  
 
Now, if we take the most important priority under the heading “The Arrangement 
Of The Track,” we get “The Tempo.” If we break down “The Tempo,” we get these 
priorities:  
 
a) Making sure the Tempo is neither too fast nor too slow to bring out the best  
of the melody and harmonies of the Song/Composition.  
 
b) Editing the Rhythm Section so that the Tempo is perceived strongly,  
confidently and with great feel, soul, passion and predictability.  
 
And here, in b) above is where there is WORK to be done on your Mix. This  
is where you roll up your sleeves and rub your hands together and smile (or  
don’t smile, if you’re not in the mood) and dive in and put in the diligent,  
attention to detail that a great Masterpiece Recording deserves by it’s  
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producer/engineer.  
 
In fact, I will work harder and with more detail on the Rhythm Section  
tightness, than on the melody! It doesn’t mean I’m not working HARD on the  
melody – it means I work HARDER on the Rhythm Section tightness.  
 
Why?  
 
Because – Tone Deaf? Yes. Rhythm Deaf? No.  
 
The average listener can tell when something isn’t happening in the Rhythm  
Section; and conversely, the average listener cannot discern as much detail in  
the melody.  
 
So, it’s important to understand something here: Your goal is not to make the  
rhythm section robotically tight. However, and here is a big word of caution –  
you’ll hear people talking about giving a track a “human feel.” So they take  
the quantize setting of the drums and lower it to less than 100% to make it sound  
“more human,” “more organic,” “more realistic.”  
 
No, No, No.  
 
This is one of those FALSE datums that has crept into “normal” usage in the field 
of the Audio Engineer. The way to get a great “organic, realistic and human” feel 
on your track is to make the drums and the bass and any other rhythm section  
instrument (such as piano, rhythm guitar, etc.) super tight. They don’t have to  
be robotically tight – there should absolutely be passion and dynamics and a  
groove, but most people error in the other direction – they don’t tighten up the  
rhythm section enough, or in some cases, make is sound worse than what it  
was when it was first recorded (in order to give it a “human” feel). When I  
hear tracks like that, and hear how sloppy they can sound, I always ask, what  
“humans” are we talking about on this “human feel?” The humans that come  
to mind when I’m editing the rhythm section include people like Steve Gadd  
(drums), Tony Levin (bass), etc.   
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The way to get a “human” feel, is to keep the rhythm section TIGHT and then  
if you want to, play with other instruments to create an “organic” feel (but NOT  
TOO LOOSE!) such as keyboard pads or lead guitars or synth counter melody  
tracks or even the vocal tracks – you can play with the feel and make it  
breathe a bit faster or slower by having the vocals do it.  
 
Then, when you listen to the OVERALL track, the Composite Perception  
(overall listening experience of the entire mix) will be one where the groove  
sounds awesome and the song/composition still breathes with an organic non- 
robotic pleasantness.  
 
Remember, people are NOT Rhythm Deaf. Tone Deaf? Maybe. Rhythm  
Deaf? NO! 
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The Following subjects (see below) were covered during the course of the 30  
Chapters in this book; based on the original 30 Day Workshop conceived by Aaron 
Davison of HowToLicenseYourMusic.com in November of 2012. The responses 
that I have received to this series have been phenomenal. In fact, working on the 
original 30 Day Workshop allowed me to complete this book which I have been 
working on for the last three years. I want to personally thank Aaron Davison, 
founder of HowToLicenseYourMusic.com, who collaborated with me and 
LearnAudioEngineering.net on the course “How To Produce Music  
That Will Get Licensed And Make You Money” and for encouraging me to join him 
in this incredible Workshop experience.  
 
The main message of this book is one of workable tools, previously hidden “Trade 
Secrets” revealed and a path for improving the Music Industry Itself.  The Music 
Industry is now, more than ever, built on the backbone of people like you: The 
Independent Singer/Songwriter/Composer – who have ventured into the world of 
Audio Production in order to let the world hear their creations and share their 
passions.  
 
Your Future  
 
As we move into the Future, I think it only appropriate that we  
take the actions necessary to organize and prepare for Great Success for you in 
the World of Music Licensing and a Great Renaissance in the Music Industry Itself!  
 
I encourage you to be an independent thinker and to establish and strengthen  
your integrity in the Music Industry. As you discovered within the pages of  
this book, the biggest enemies to Masterpiece Mixes and Masters can be  
summed up in these two concepts:   
 
1. Lack Of Proper Education And Hard Work -- Leading To Lowered Confidence 
 
2. Second Guessing Oneself.  
 
Everything that Aaron Davison and I have done, are doing and will do; are all  
carried out to accomplish two simple, yet extremely powerful results:  

http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/
http://www.learnaudioengineering.net/
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
http://www.howtolicenseyourmusic.com/production-course.php
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A) The Eradication of Second Guessing From the Game of Creating Recordings  
and Shopping Deals for Music Licensing Through Proper Education And Effective 
Tools and  
 
b) Strengthening CONFIDENCE and Thereby COMPETENCE and SPEED in  
Every Independent Music Producer and Audio Engineer; Resulting in More and  
More Masterpiece Recordings accepted for Music Licensing Deals.  
 
Both Aaron and I encourage you to stay in touch.  Your feedback, questions, 
comments and successes are more than welcome! You can contact Aaron at 
info@HowToLicenseYourMusic.com.  You can contact me at 
gary@LearnAudioEngineering.net. 
 
Should you wish to further your studies beyond the course “How To Produce 
Music That Will Get Licensed And Make You Money” or need Mixing, Mastering, 
Arranging or Orchestration done for your recordings, I will be happy to hear from 
you.  You can also call/text 818 536 8742 (818 53 MUSIC).  
 
Talk soon! 
 
Gary Gray 
Los Angeles, California 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:info@HowToLicenseYourMusic.com
mailto:gary@LearnAudioEngineering.net
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Gary Gray with Quincy Jones, October 2012, Bel Air, California 

 
Gary Gray grew up as a prodigy drummer, playing his first professional gigs at the 
age of 13.  He started teaching drums professionally at the age of 16.  Gary’s 
Father encouraged him to study all #1 Billboard Hits, going back to the beginning 
of the Chart’s inception, to find the common denominator traits contained in all 
#1 hits (which began a life-long process that Gary continues to this day).  This led 
Gary to pursue Composition, Theory, Conducting and Orchestration, culminating  
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in a Music Scholarship to Northwestern University in Chicago, Illinois to study 
Composition, Conducting, Orchestration, Theory, Percussion and English 
Literature.  Gary furthered his Musical Education at Baldwin-Wallace College, 
home of the largest collection of Original Bach Manuscripts in the world, where 
Gary focused on Traditional Music Theory, Composition and Conducting.  He went 
on to study Jazz Performance and Electronic Music at Cleveland State University, 
touring  Internationally with the Cleveland State Jazz Band.  Following his studies, 
Gary decided to pursue a career in music by moving to Hollywood, California.  
Within 3 months, he was working as the Advertising and Promotion Manager for 
Music Connection Magazine by day and playing drums and arranging for Motown 
Records under Berry Gordy and Suzanne de Passe by night. 
 
Always seeking a balance between the Business of Music and the Craft of Music, 
Gary then went on the road as Drummer, Keyboardist and Musical Director for 
various artists, playing over 2,500 live concerts, as well as running live sound for 
over 1,000 live shows, including Chick Corea, Tool, Mark Isham and The 
International Blues Competition.  
 
Gary teamed up with the top casting director for the Television Show 
“StarSearch” and became the shows top independent scout for talent, ultimately 
discovering one of the shows #1 Champions, and forging strong relationships with 
the Hollywood Music Industry Community.  
 
Procuring a 2-Year Resident Producer position at the 13,000 square-foot Multi-
Million Dollar Springs Theatre Recording Studio in Tampa, Florida, Gary was 
mentored by Producer/Engineer John Zumwalt Stephan.  During this time period, 
Gary also conducted 900 hours of research on the differences and similarities 
between Analog and Digital Recording. 
 
Throughout his career, Gary pursued and secured various Music Licensing and 
Production deals, including Television and Radio Commercial Sound Tracks, Major 
Motion Picture Sound Track Album cuts, National Radio Air-Play Spins and 
Internet Distribution Deals.  
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Currently, Gary is working with one of his Mentors, Quincy Jones on Quincy’s 
passion project, an upcoming film production, “The Day The Music Stopped,” 
highlighting the impact that Piracy has had on the Entertainment Industry and the 
need for an Ethical, Moral and Justice Renaissance in the Music Industry and the 
importance of Mentoring up-and-coming Writers, Composers, Musicians and 
Producer/Engineers to increase the standards and quality of music and 
production internationally.   
 
The future will see Gary more and more involved in the Film Industry, with Gary 
working on three scripts and in negotiations with Sony Pictures for Distribution.  
 
With partner Aaron Davison of HowToLicenseYourMusic.com, the future promises 
to hold incredible opportunities for the International Independent Musician 
Community.  Stay tuned! 
 
 
To contact Gary for questions or with feedback regarding this book, email Gary at: 
 
Gary@LearnAudioEngineering.net 
 
To find out more about Gary and to listen to examples of his works, visit: 
 
http://www.SculptorOfSound.com 
 
To hire Gary for Mixing, Mastering, Consulting, Producing, Engineering, Drums, 
Keyboards, Arranging or Shopping Licensing Deals, email Gary at: 
 
Gary@SculptorOfSound.com 
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mailto:Gary@LearnAudioEngineering.net
http://www.sculptorofsound.com/
mailto:Gary@SculptorOfSound.com

